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Executive summary

This report addresses two of the defining challenges of the twenty-first century: achieving environmental sustainability and turning the vision of decent work for all into a reality. It shows that not only are both challenges urgent, but they are also intimately linked and will have to be addressed together. While it is certain that environmental degradation and climate change will increasingly require enterprises and labour markets to react and adjust, the goal of environmentally sustainable economies will not be attained without the active contribution of the world of work.

The environment and social development must no longer be treated as separate pillars of sustainable development, but rather as closely interrelated dimensions. Such an integrated approach turns the drive towards environmental sustainability into a significant avenue for development, with more and better jobs, social inclusion and poverty reduction. Positive outcomes are eminently possible; however, these require county-specific policies that seize the opportunities and address the challenges identified by integrating environmental, social and decent work elements and ensuring a smooth and just transition to sustainable economies. The opportunities for gains may in fact be greatest in developing countries and emerging economies.

It is now evident that a decisive turn away from the business as usual (BAU) policy scenario of “grow first and clean up later” is urgently needed. Most international policy institutions, among them the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the World Bank and the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) have made urgent calls for a change of direction. The need for an integrated approach has been articulated further by the outcome of the United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development 2012 (Rio +20), which also highlighted decent work as a central goal and driver for sustainable development and a more environmentally sustainable economy.

The ILO and its constituents have a history of active engagement and support for sustainable development, and this new emphasis from the international community provides the ILO with a particularly important opportunity to advance its mission while contributing to environmentally sustainable economies. ILO constituents can leverage the momentum in the process of structural change towards sustainable production and consumption patterns for the large-scale creation of quality employment opportunities, the extension of adequate social protection, the advancement of social inclusion and the realization of fundamental principles and rights – for current and future generations alike.
1. **Environmental sustainability and decent work**

Making the economy environmentally sustainable is no longer optional, it is a necessity

A greener economy, as a way to achieve sustainable development, is not optional for sustainable enterprises and labour markets, it is a necessity. Escalating natural resource use and pollution will compound the growing scarcity of fresh water and fertile land and accelerate the loss of biodiversity and climate change beyond tolerable – perhaps even manageable – levels. The overuse of natural resources, such as forests, fish and clean water, and the rising levels of pollution, including emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs), are increasingly exceeding planetary boundaries. The damage to economies and to society caused by environmental degradation has the potential to undo many of the gains in development and poverty reduction achieved over the past decades. Sectors that are the most threatened by climate change, such as agriculture, forestry and fisheries, employ well over a billion people.

**Economic output is threatened by environmental degradation**

Modelling undertaken by the International Institute for Labour Studies (IILS) confirms the conclusions of other assessments: that much higher concentrations of GHGs in the atmosphere will increasingly curb economic output and aggregate productivity levels. In particular, the IILS’s Global Economic Linkages (GEL) model suggests that productivity levels in 2030 would be 2.4 per cent lower than today and 7.2 per cent lower by 2050 in a BAU case. Already today, extreme weather events with likely links to climate change are leading to direct losses of jobs and incomes. In New Orleans, United States, Hurricane Katrina led to the loss of some 40,000 jobs in 2005, with African–American women the hardest hit. In Bangladesh, Cyclone Sidr disrupted several hundred thousand small businesses and adversely affected 567,000 jobs.

**Unresolved social challenges add complexity to resolving environmental challenges**

Unresolved social challenges, such as unemployment (particularly among youth), but also education, health, sanitation and infrastructure, add complexity to resolving environmental challenges. Working poverty and poor job quality still affect hundreds of millions of people around the world, while the widespread lack of basic social protection increases the vulnerability of many to environmental and economic shocks. Although the environmental and social challenges may appear daunting, addressing them together can lead to positive outcomes and create powerful synergies for development. For example, investment in rural water management infrastructure and social protection will not only create jobs and restore soil and water catchment areas; it will boost incomes, increase agricultural productivity and improve resilience to climate change.
Greater environmental sustainability can drive investment, economic growth and job creation

By combining policy instruments such as market-based instruments, regulations, public investment, procurement policies and awareness raising, governments can support enterprises and create an enabling environment which promotes the adoption of green workplace practices, investments in new green products and services and job creation. However, the transition also clearly implies losses as well as gains in employment, particularly when it involves a wholesale shift in the economic development model of large companies, sectors and countries.

Understanding the labour market dynamics is critical

The number of jobs created at all stages of the greening process is a function of the size of demand and investment, the effect of trade and employment elasticity. The sum of gross gains and losses is equivalent to the number of workers who will have to change jobs. Whether the overall quantitative effect on employment is positive or negative depends on the complex interplay between these job flows and the policy mix.

The sectoral composition of a national economy is also an important determinant for employment outcomes. Eight sectors are particularly implicated due to their dependence on natural resources and the climate, their large consumption of resources and their role as significant polluters. These are agriculture, forestry, fisheries, energy, resource-intensive manufacturing, recycling, building and transport. Between them they employ half the global workforce. At the enterprise level, the costs of greening, and job losses, can be attenuated by improving productivity. Numerous studies have shown that major gains in efficiency are possible and that many of these are already cost-effective with today’s technology and prices.

Transitions can not only cause shifts in the overall level and composition of employment, they can affect the quality of employment. The job content and profiles of many occupations are changing, and so are working conditions as a result of new technologies, processes and practices. The jobs created in the process must be not only green but also decent, that is be productive, provide adequate incomes and social protection, respect the rights of workers and give them a say in decisions which will affect their lives.

2. Seizing the opportunities: Lessons from international experience

The shift to a sustainable, greener economy offers major opportunities for social development: (1) the creation of more jobs; (2) improvement in the quality of large numbers of jobs; and (3) social inclusion on a massive scale.

1. Creating more jobs

Most studies of the net impact on employment of environmental policy measures suggest it is positive

A review of 24 recent global, regional and country studies finds that appreciable net employment gains have been realized or can be achieved. Gains may be higher in
emerging economies and developing countries than in industrialized ones. By complementing environmental reform with labour market and social policies, the potential negative effects of these reforms can be offset. A greener economy could lead to net gains of up to 60 million jobs. These findings are in line with the double-dividend hypothesis, according to which policy measures can achieve economic benefits (in particular employment gains) and environmental improvements at the same time.

Much of the additional employment in a greener economy will be created in the production of green goods and services. While evidence is limited, it suggests that these jobs tend to be more qualified, safer and better paid than comparable jobs in the same or similar sectors. An assessment of a broad range of green jobs in the United States, for example, concluded that they compare favourably with non-green jobs in similar sectors in terms of skill levels and wages. Research in China, Germany and Spain has also found the quality of new renewable energy jobs to be good.

2. Improving the quality of existing jobs

A competent, skilled and motivated workforce is indispensable for better environmental performance

Across a number of economic sectors, there is a significant opportunity and indeed necessity for increasing the quality of work through improved working conditions, better occupational safety and health, and higher incomes to arrive at a more environmentally sustainable economy. Agriculture, waste management and recycling, and the building sector stand out in this regard, albeit for different reasons and with different options for achieving the necessary improvements.

Agriculture is the largest employer in the world, with a global workforce of over 1 billion, the sector on which most of the world’s poor depend and one of the largest emitters of GHGs. It is the largest user (70 per cent) and a significant polluter of water as well as a key cause of land degradation and loss of biodiversity. The evidence suggests that these environmental challenges can be met if there is a strong drive to train and support farmers to adopt productive farming methods with a low environmental impact. Especially among small-scale farmers in developing countries, policy packages for sustainable agriculture including skills upgrading, enterprise and value-chain development, organization and investments in social protection and infrastructure can yield major increases in output and incomes.

Employment in waste management and recycling will continue to increase as recycling rates rise. Of the 19–24 million workers currently in the sector, only 4 million are in formal employment. The vast majority work as informal waste-pickers in developing countries, with a large percentage of them presumed to be women. Recycling will only become a truly green activity with job formalization. Examples from Brazil, Colombia and Sri Lanka, where waste-pickers have been organized into cooperatives and established enterprises, demonstrate how formalization can create significant opportunities for social inclusion and improved working conditions, safety and health, and earnings.

The building sector, which employs at least 110 million construction workers worldwide, has the highest potential for improving energy efficiency and reducing emissions in both industrialized and developing countries. Construction of energy- and resource-efficient buildings requires competent enterprises and skilled workers, however. Therefore, skills upgrading and certification of building firms, formalization, and improvements in working conditions to retain qualified workers will be key
components of strategies in this sector. Investments in retrofitting of buildings can have a strong immediate effect on employment generation in the construction sector and among its suppliers. For example, a large-scale renovation programme in Germany that was initiated jointly by trade unions, employers and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) has mobilized investments of almost €100 billion since 2006 and maintains as many as 300,000 jobs in the building industry. For emerging and developing countries, leapfrogging directly to high-performance new buildings will avoid a legacy of high energy, water and resource consumption which otherwise will endure for decades.

3. Advancing social inclusion

The transformation offers the possibility of greater social inclusion, including better opportunities for women

Improving access to clean energy and payment for environmental services are two areas that illustrate this. Efforts to promote affordable renewable energy can create badly needed employment in the production of that energy and greatly improve productivity in poor areas. Payments to rural and coastal communities to protect forests, manage water or produce renewable energy can offset the opportunity costs of environmental services provided and reduce poverty. Programmes that are part of national social protection floors, such as Bolsa Verde (Green Grant) in Brazil or the Extended Public Works Programme in South Africa, are particularly powerful mechanisms to link environmental and social objectives.

3. Identifying and managing the challenges

The challenges to creating decent work and increasing social inclusion in environmentally sustainable development can be grouped in three areas: (1) economic restructuring; (2) climate change and its threat to jobs and livelihoods; and (3) adverse income distribution effects originating from energy poverty.

1. Economic restructuring

The labour market challenges of economic restructuring are smaller than those triggered by globalization

Resource-intensive industries in industrialized countries and some emerging economies are most directly concerned, but employment in these industries is actually rather limited, at 10–12 per cent of the total workforce in most countries. Thus far, greening has been a relatively minor factor in employment losses. In reality, the principal causes of declining employment in industries such as mining, fossil fuel-based energy or iron and steel are the increasing automation and rising labour productivity that have been occurring over several decades. This could change if GHG emissions were cut as strongly as called for by climate science. In this case, many additional jobs would be likely to disappear in the fossil energy industries.

Modelling simulations by the OECD show that a well-designed emissions trading system could achieve sharp reductions in GHG emissions while only moderately slowing GDP growth in the coming decades. The main labour market impacts of the mitigation policies would be to alter the sectoral composition of employment, but these shifts would be considerably smaller than those that have occurred over the last two decades as a result of globalization. Both OECD and ILO modelling have also shown that the use of
an eco-tax, which uses revenue from charges on energy or emissions to reduce the cost of labour, can lead to a net increase in employment.

**Greening measures can also protect existing jobs and boost employment considerably**

Improving the productivity of energy and materials is therefore an important means of securing the future viability of resource-intensive industries. One area with great potential is recycling the large amount of heat generated as a by-product in basic industries. The use of combined heat and power (CHP) worldwide could create around 2 million jobs at new CHP facilities.

**Efforts of individual companies and entire sectors serve as positive examples**

Successful drives to green resource-intensive industries have been made by individual companies as well as by entire sectors, and the social partners have often played an important role. The global manufacturer 3M and LG Electronics are two examples of companies that have involved their workforces to make great strides in cutting emissions. Japan’s Top Runner Programme, which involves manufacturers, unions, consumers and universities, has pushed the electronics sector to vastly increase the efficiency of electronic products.

**Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) need particular attention in making the transition**

Collectively, SMEs represent over two-thirds of global permanent employment and create most new jobs, but are also significant polluters and consumers of resources. They are generally disadvantaged compared to large firms regarding access to information about green markets and skills programmes, new technologies and finance, and they have far greater difficulties in compensating for rising energy and raw material costs. Policies that enable SMEs to successfully navigate the shift to a greener economy and to seize the opportunities will be critical, and a number of countries, including EU countries, Malaysia, Philippines and United States, among others, have already explicitly addressed SME needs in their environmental policies.

Since a green transformation can be anticipated to a certain extent, governments, business and labour can work together to identify potential adjustment pressures early. Mapping of likely impacts is critical for timely and targeted measures. Lessons learned to date from major restructurings, such as the sugar industry in Brazil, the forest industry in China, commercial fishing in Norway, the coalmining industry in Poland and the steel industry in the United Kingdom, point to social security and skill development as well as diversification and creation of alternative employment as keys to success.

**2. Climate change and its threat to jobs and livelihoods**

**Climate change will impact communities, enterprises and workers in locations exposed to storms, floods, droughts and fires**

Some of the world’s largest cities are in coastal areas and flood plains. In developing countries, 14 per cent of the population and 21 per cent of urban dwellers live in exposed low-elevation coastal zones. The poorer segments of the population in developing countries are particularly vulnerable because they have the least adaptive
capacity. Environmental degradation is a known driver for migration as well. In 2002, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) estimated that 24 million people around the world became refugees because of floods, famine and other environmental factors, exceeding the number of all other refugees including armed conflicts.

**Adaptation will be essential to protect enterprises, workplaces and communities**

Even with drastic reductions of emissions today, global warming will continue for centuries. A 2010 study by the World Bank arrived at US$75–100 billion per year in current dollars for 2010–50 for developing countries alone.

As of November 2012, all except one of the 48 least developed countries had prepared National Adaptation Programmes of Action (NAPAs). Most emerging and advanced economies also have national programmes. While it is widely recognized that the approaches conducive to successful adaptation to climate change are similar to those for sustainable development more broadly, existing policies and strategies such as the NAPAs still pay little attention to the employment and income dimensions. Examples of national assessments from Bangladesh and Namibia on the employment and social impacts of climate change show that such assessments are necessary to inform adaptation measures. Data about the labour market, employment, and income of households and enterprises are indispensable in order to design appropriate adaptation strategies.

3. **Adverse income distribution effects originating from energy poverty**

Higher energy prices due to scarcity, regulatory changes or taxes can have strong adverse effects on poor households.

Poor households spend a much higher proportion of their incomes on energy and energy-related goods such as food and are less able to reduce this expenditure when prices rise. According to the IILS, in nearly half the countries for which data exist the share of food expenditure in household income among the poorest population quintile is over 60 per cent – ranging from 38 per cent in Latin America to 70 per cent in Asia and 78 per cent in Africa.

It is therefore important to keep distributional impacts in mind when considering policies to promote a transition to a low-carbon economy. For example, carbon trading schemes and feed-in tariffs levied on electricity consumers tend to have stronger regressive effects than broader carbon taxes. Social protection floors can help, but given the high variability in domestic use among groups and localities, compensation can be complex. A radical expansion of eco-social investment into access to energy and energy-efficient housing and transport infrastructure is widely seen as an effective complement or even alternative. Brazil’s *Programa Minha Casa, Minha Vida* (My Home, My Life) is an example of such an investment. The solar home systems programme in Bangladesh and the formation of energy cooperatives are other means of expanding access for the 1.3 billion people still without affordable clean energy, opening up countless opportunities for enterprise development.
4. Effective policies and the scope for a supportive role by the ILO

Positive outcomes for employment, decent work and sustainable enterprises from an environmentally sustainable economy require country-specific policy mixes

Countries that have large shares of resource-intensive and high-emitting industries face different challenges from those with a lighter legacy of unsustainable production patterns, but where sectors exposed to climate change (such as agriculture or tourism) may be dominant.

Macroeconomic fiscal and monetary policies can redirect demand and investment by enterprises, consumers and investors through price signals and incentives created by taxes, price guarantees, subsidies, regulation, finance and public investment. Eco-taxes which raise the price of energy consumption and pollution and reduce the cost of labour, coupled with clear and stable targets and timelines for greening and emission reductions, can be a powerful driver of green investment and net job creation. This is particularly true in times of economic crisis. China, for example, has created over 5 million jobs through its green economic stimulus package. Current fiscal austerity in the European Union (EU) and other parts of the world, on the other hand, could hinder green growth.

Sectoral policies are widely employed, generally relying on environmental regulations, financial incentives and mandates, for example the share of renewable energy in a power supply, average energy consumption thresholds for cars or biodiversity set-asides in agriculture and forestry. Most public investment for environmental sustainability is aimed at key sectors such as energy, buildings, transport, land and water management. Numerous countries have successfully used industrial policy to support greening of the economy, including Brazil (ethanol and biodiesel), China (all renewables), Denmark (wind), Germany (green buildings among others), Japan (green transport) and Spain (wind and solar).

Social and labour policies for a green transition ideally combine social protection, employment, skills development and active and passive labour market policies. Social protection measures such as Ethiopia’s Productive Safety Net Programme and India’s Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme strengthen the adaptive capacities of the poor and provide opportunities to adopt sustainable practices. Social protection also affords poor and relocated workers income security, the possibility for skills acquisition and increased mobility. Remuneration of environmental services can link targeted access to employment opportunities to major investments in productive infrastructure.

Shortages of skilled workers and enabling measures for enterprises must be addressed

Shortages of qualified workers are already hampering the shift to a greener economy in most countries and sectors, as shown by the ILO’s 2011 study Skills for green jobs: A global view. Active skills policies will therefore be important, with the main lessons pointing to: the need to anticipate future skills requirements and make...
adjustments in education and training systems; the value of encouraging the acquisition of generic skills in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM skills); and the need to recognize skills development as an adaptive response to climate change and restructuring of labour markets.

In the process of becoming more sustainable, enterprises will have to be able to produce a wider range of green goods and services and adapt to cleaner production methods. Therefore, policies will increasingly need to focus on enabling regulatory and fiscal measures for green products and services, in particular for SMEs, including green entrepreneurship training; greening of workplaces and value chains; and improved business resilience to adaptation through climate-proof infrastructure, disaster preparedness, and skills development and insurance.

Environmentally sustainable economies must integrate occupational safety and health into design, procurement, operations and recycling policies

ILO standards promote universal principles which are pertinent to any type of economic system or workplace, but some are also directly relevant to the protection of the environment. This is particularly true of the Chemicals Convention, 1990 (No. 170) and the Prevention of Major Industrial Accidents Convention, 1993 (No. 174).

Social dialogue at all levels and close cooperation between government and the social partners will be central to the success of a transformation

The need for participation of workers and employers in governance was recognized in Agenda 21 and received even greater emphasis in the Rio +20 outcome document. It is encouraging that a growing number of national governments are pursuing environmental sustainability and green economy or green growth initiatives, often with the support of employers and trade unions. There has also been a notable increase in countries giving consideration to green jobs policies or explicitly addressing jobs, skills, enterprise development, social protection or just transitions.

ILO constituents have expressed strong demand for capacity building, advisory services, and projects on the ground to assist national policy formulation and implementation from the launch of the joint Green Jobs Initiative by the ILO, UNEP, IOE and ITUC and the inception of the ILO’s Green Jobs Programme in 2008. The priorities of the Programme have served 27 member States to date and were updated in November 2012 in the light of the outcomes of the Rio +20 Conference to give greater focus to capacity building for social dialogue, employment assessments, linking environmental protection to social protection floors, and research and knowledge management.

In recent years, a rapidly growing number of countries have embarked on strategies and policies for environmental sustainability, a green economy or green growth. In the context of Rio +20, UN agencies, other international organizations and development banks have launched or expanded initiatives to share knowledge and provide advisory services and financial support.
For ILO constituents, leveraging the process of structural change requires environmental and economic policies that are mindful of their impacts on the world of work, and social, employment, skills and labour market policies that incorporate environmental sustainability as one of their goals without undermining the prospects for sustainable enterprises and decent work. Creating institutions and governance mechanisms for environmentally sustainable development at all levels, including ministries of labour and social development, employers’ organizations and trade unions, will be essential to achieve the necessary integration and coherence.

While it is clear that much relevant guidance is already contained in international labour standards and major ILO policy statements, it has never been articulated in ways that national and international policy-makers, the private sector or indeed the ILO constituents themselves can act on.

A unique opportunity to provide policy guidance

The Rio +20 outcome document, the UNFCCC Cancun Agreements on climate change and a growing number of national policy statements call for decent work for all and a just transition to low-carbon economies to be central goals as well as drivers for sustainable development. Many governments and stakeholders are looking to the ILO for guidance and support. The deliberations at the 102nd Session of the International Labour Conference in 2013 provide a unique opportunity to formulate guidance and define the role of the world of work in translating this political will into practice.
Introduction

Two defining challenges for the twenty-first century

1. This report addresses two of the defining challenges of the twenty-first century: ensuring environmental sustainability, and turning the vision of decent work for all into a reality as a basis for dignified and fulfilled lives for individuals, and social cohesion and stability for communities and countries. The report shows that both challenges are urgent and that they are intimately linked. They can and must be addressed together.

2. The overuse of natural resources, such as forests, fish and clean water, and the rising levels of pollution, including emissions of greenhouse gases, are increasingly exceeding planetary boundaries. Not only is the situation environmentally unsustainable, it has substantial economic and social costs. The natural processes and systems which are vital to the enterprise and the livelihoods of people are being disrupted, and the damage to economies and to society caused by environmental degradation and climate change threatens to undo many of the gains in development and poverty reduction achieved over the past decades, including progress towards achieving the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). The longer the wait to address this, the worse it will get: with global unemployment levels exceeding 200 million, almost one in three workers living in working poverty and 5.1 billion people without access to essential social security, the addition of rising costs and disruption associated with environmental damage could further weaken social cohesion and increase the instability already present in a number of countries.

3. Environmental constraints, climate change and the transition to a sustainable, low-carbon economy will have profound impacts on production and consumption patterns, and on enterprises and workers. The necessary shift will be impossible without a pervasive effort towards the greening of enterprises across the economy. In addition, reducing greenhouse gas emissions implies shifts within and between economic sectors as well as between regions. Output and employment in low-carbon industries and services, in waste management and recycling and in the restoration of natural capital will grow. Energy and resource-intensive sectors, on the other hand, are likely to stagnate or even contract. With well-designed adaptation measures, climate resilience can go hand-in-hand with job creation and poverty reduction. Green jobs can serve as a bridge between MDG 1 (eradicate extreme poverty and hunger) and MDG 7 (ensure environmental sustainability).

4. The ILO and its constituents have a history of active engagement and support for sustainable development. The multiple economic, social and environmental crises besetting the world in recent years have led to a new sense of urgency. The United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development held in Rio de Janeiro in 2012 (UNCSD, Rio +20) discussed the subjects of a green economy in the context of poverty reduction, sustainable development and environmental governance. The outcome
Recognizing the pivotal role of decent work for sustainable development

5. While the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), or Earth Summit, in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 emphasized the need for balance between the economic, social and environmental dimensions of sustainable development, the outcome document had very limited coverage of labour issues and was largely silent on their relationship to sustainable development. The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), one of the three environmental conventions adopted in Rio, made no reference at all to employment and labour issues. The otherwise comprehensive Agenda 21 also produced by the Summit merely called for countries to “[g]enerate remunerative employment and productive occupational opportunities compatible with country-specific factor endowments, on a scale sufficient to take care of prospective increases in the labour force and to cover backlogs”. 1 Agenda 21 did, however, recognize the importance of the social partners among the major stakeholder groups; Chapters 29 (workers) and 30 (employers) set out their respective roles in dealing with sustainable development issues at the national and workplace levels. It should be noted, though, that this scant coverage of labour issues is largely a reflection of the lack of available analysis and data at the time concerning the relationship between employment and skills development and sustainable development. It is also apparent in the report to the 1990 International Labour Conference on environment and the world of work, and the conclusions which focus on the relationship between the working and the general environment.

6. Ten years later, the World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg (2002) still inserted only a short paragraph into its Declaration and the Johannesburg Plan of Implementation.

7. It was only after the World Summit on Social Development in 2005 adopted full employment and decent work as a global goal, and the subsequent inclusion of a set of employment indicators under MDG 1, that the role of decent work in sustainable development started to receive consistent recognition.

8. At the ILO as well, the close interlinkages between the environment and the world of work started to be increasingly acknowledged. The discussion of the Director-General’s report to the 2007 International Labour Conference 2 and the general discussion and conclusions on sustainable enterprises reinforced the insight that “it is in workplaces that the social, economic and environmental dimensions of sustainable development come together inseparably” and also called for just transitions for workers affected by economic restructuring. 3

---

1 UN: Agenda 21 (New York, 1993), para. 3.8(a).
9. In his 2007 report, the Director-General discussed the relationship between decent work and the environment and referred for the first time to the concept of green jobs. At the same Conference the Director-General launched the Green Jobs Initiative. The Initiative is a partnership between the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC), the International Organisation of Employers (IOE) and the ILO, with the mission to promote opportunity, equity and a just transition to sustainable economies and to mobilize governments, employers and workers to engage in dialogue on coherent policies and effective programmes leading to a green economy with green jobs and decent work for all. In 2008, the Initiative published its first report, a path-breaking analysis of the relationship between decent work and the environment. The ILO Governing Body discussed the implications of climate change for the Decent Work Agenda in general and for employment in particular in 2007 and 2008 and endorsed an ILO programme of work on green jobs.

10. The Global Jobs Pact adopted by the International Labour Conference in 2009 as a response to the global financial and economic crisis calls for cooperation on “shifting to a low-carbon, environment-friendly economy that helps accelerate the jobs recovery, reduce social gaps and support development goals and realize decent work in the process”.

11. At the 15th Asia and Pacific ILO Regional Meeting in 2011, labour ministers and decision-makers affirmed that the greening of economies holds great potential for increased opportunities for decent work. The promotion of greener growth and green jobs was consistent with national policy priorities for the Asia and the Pacific including the Decent Work Decade. They urged that full use be made of social dialogue to anticipate and address labour market changes, including those that will come with the transition to low-carbon economies. The social partners also integrated the interrelationships between employment and labour issues and the environment into their own policies and programmes.

12. The IOE adopted a policy on climate change in 2008 and has been active in providing services to members as well as participating in the Green Economy Task Force with the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) which published the first Green Economy Roadmap produced by business as a “comprehensive framework for policies and action for business, policy-makers, and society to accelerate and scale up a transition toward a ‘green economy’”. More than 2,300 companies have signed up to the ICC Business Charter for Sustainable Development.

---


13. The ITUC adopted a landmark resolution on combating climate change through sustainable development and just transition at its Second Congress in 2010.  

14. Also in 2010, the parties to the UNFCCC included a specific reference to decent work in the “shared vision” for a future global climate agreement. In the Cancun Agreements, governments recognized that “addressing climate change requires a paradigm shift towards building a low-carbon society that offers substantial opportunities and ensures continued high growth and sustainable development … while ensuring a just transition of the workforce that creates decent work and quality jobs”.

15. The United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development (UNCSD, Rio +20) in 2012 was attended by more than 100 Heads of State and Government and over 400 ministers. The Rio +20 outcome document sets out a vision of sustainable development with social inclusion. It firmly establishes the pivotal role of decent work for sustainable development, in a dedicated chapter and through numerous cross-references, emphasizing that it is vital to understand and act on the interlinkages between the economic, social and environmental pillars. It identifies the concept of a green economy as one of the pathways to sustainable development and stresses that its goal must be social inclusion and the creation of employment and decent work for all:

… we consider green economy in the context of sustainable development and poverty eradication as one of the important tools available for achieving sustainable development and that it could provide options for policymaking but should not be a rigid set of rules. … We emphasize that it should contribute to eradicating poverty as well as sustained economic growth, enhancing social inclusion, improving human welfare and creating opportunities for employment and decent work for all, while maintaining the healthy functioning of the Earth’s ecosystems.  

16. While this international consensus has been emerging, a rapidly growing number of governments and enterprises have been acting on the need to achieve synergies and manage trade-offs between growth, employment and social inclusion and the preservation of the environment.

**Recognizing the economic and social aspects of environmental change**

17. New thinking is also permeating international organizations, including those with a mandate centred on economic development. In recent years, the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), the G20 and the World Economic Forum (WEF) have all published

---


11 UNFCCC: *Report of the Conference of the Parties on its sixteenth session*, held in Cancun from 29 November to 10 December 2010, FCCC/CP/2010/7 (Bonn, 2010).

12 UNCSD: *The future we want* (New York, 2012), para. 56.


16 UNIDO: *Manila Declaration on Green Industry in Asia* (Vienna, 2009); *UNIDO Green Industry Initiative for sustainable industrial development: An overview of UNIDO’s Green Industry Initiative* (Vienna, 2011); *UNIDO Green industry for a low-carbon future: Resource use and resource efficiency in emerging economies – A pilot
reports and adopted strategies calling for new ways of defining and achieving development which are built around environmental sustainability and greener economies as a central tenet. They conclude that investing in the environment to increase its productivity, protect its stock of resources and harness its services is indispensable, makes economic sense and underpins growth. These organizations therefore regard green economic growth, or a green economy, as superior to conventional growth in the medium to long term.

18. In February 2012, the UN Statistical Commission approved the System of Environmental and Economic Accounts (SEEA). This new internationally agreed standard fits alongside the current System of National Accounts (SNA), which is restricted to measuring GDP. The SEEA mainstreams natural capital into economic accounts, and several governments including Australia, Mexico and the Philippines already use it to evaluate trade-offs between different policies and to assess their impacts across the economy, the environment and society. In the same way that private businesses look at assets and liabilities on their balance sheets, countries are enabled to account for their assets and natural stocks.

New opportunities for promoting decent work for all

19. The emphasis on sustainable development with decent work as a central goal in an environmentally more sustainable economy provides a major opportunity for the ILO to advance its mission. However, while analysis of the relationship between the economic and the social dimensions of sustainable development has been a mainstay for the Organization since its foundation and extensive policy guidance is available in this regard, an understanding of the policy implications of pursuing both environmental sustainability and decent work is less well developed.

20. This report therefore focuses on the links between the environmental and the social dimensions of sustainable development, including their economic implications. It summarizes the growing body of evidence that the shift to a more environmentally sustainable economy is not only indispensable, including from a labour market perspective, but can in fact lead to net gains in employment, significant improvements in job quality and incomes, and advances in equity and social inclusion on a large scale.

21. These benefits are not automatic, but contingent on the right policies. Similarly, appropriate and coherent policies can mitigate the challenges environmental sustainability poses for the world of work. The ILO constituents can leverage the process of structural change towards more sustainable patterns of production and consumption into a global transition to decent work for all.

22. This should, for example, be reflected in the international development agenda emerging for post-2015. The central role assigned to decent work in the Rio +20 study on trends over the past 25 years (Vienna, 2011); UNIDO Green industry: Policies for supporting green industry (Vienna, 2011).

17 G20: G20 Leaders Declaration (Los Cabos, Mexico, 2012).
19 This report draws heavily on the report by the International Institute for Labour Studies: Working towards sustainable development: Opportunities for decent work and social inclusion in a green economy (Geneva, ILO, 2012), which presents the evidence in greater detail, in particular concerning key economic sectors.
outcome document should ensure that decent work will be considered in the formulation of sustainable development goals initiated in Rio.

23. Clear understandings of the interrelationship between environmental sustainability and decent work, of good policy practices and of effective institutional mechanisms will also be crucial for effective national policy and a major contribution to the international efforts to achieve sustainable development.

**Structure and content of this report**

24. Chapter 1 analyses the environmental and social challenges facing the world against the backdrop of the current economic crisis. It explores the relationship between them and introduces concepts which help to evaluate social and labour market impacts. Chapter 2 identifies three major opportunities to advance decent work in a greener economy in the form of more jobs, better jobs and social inclusion. Chapter 3 explores three challenges linked to a transition to a greener economy from a world of work perspective, notably restructuring, employment losses and relocation of workers; the pressing need to adapt to climate change; and inadvertent negative impacts on income distribution. Finally, Chapter 4 outlines relevant policy initiatives at national and international levels, gives an overview of current ILO work in this area, summarizes policy lessons from national experiences and research, and explores the implications for the agendas of ILO constituents and the Office.
Chapter 1

Sustainable development and decent work

25. The transition towards a more environmentally sustainable and socially inclusive economy entails reorienting growth to ensure that equal weight is given to the economic, social and environmental dimensions when setting objectives. In this respect, the Decent Work Agenda has the potential to serve as a coherent policy framework, to the mutual benefit and improved integration of macroeconomic, investment, employment, social protection and environmental policies and objectives. However, to achieve such a framework, it will be necessary to translate the concept of sustainable development into practical policy and ensure that the three dimensions of this concept are simultaneously and equally addressed.

26. Indeed, the environmental challenges and the social challenges are inextricably linked. Economic growth, job creation and incomes depend on – and can degrade – natural resources and systems. However, they can also restore and enhance environmental sustainability. Given the scale and the urgency of the challenges, it is clear that the world will have neither the resources nor the time to tackle them separately or consecutively. They need to be addressed together, in a comprehensive and complementary manner. The questions are then whether and how an environmentally sustainable economy can offer opportunities to create decent work and improve social inclusion.

1.1. Environmental challenges – Their economic and social cost

27. Since the first United Nations (UN) Conference on the Environment in 1972, the world’s population has almost doubled to over 7 billion. Meanwhile, the world economy has more than tripled in size. While this growth has pulled hundreds of millions out of extreme poverty, the benefits have been unevenly distributed and achieved at significant cost to the environment. Future economic growth with decent work, rising living standards and improved human well-being will critically hinge on preserving, managing and restoring the natural assets on which all life and economic activity depend. Failure to do so will have serious consequences, especially for the poor, and ultimately undermine the economic growth and human development prospects of future generations.1

28. The business as usual (BAU) scenario of “grow first and clean up later” is not sustainable. Escalating natural resource use and pollution will compound the growing scarcity of fresh water and fertile land and accelerate the loss of biodiversity and climate

---

1 ILO and OECD: Sustainable development, green growth and quality employment: Realizing the potential for mutually reinforcing policies. Background paper for the Meeting of G20 Labour and Employment Ministers, Guadalajara, Mexico, 17–18 May 2012.
change beyond tolerable – perhaps even manageable – levels. If not addressed quickly and decisively, these environmental challenges will increasingly undercut economic growth and jobs. This cost is obvious in the case of immediate impacts such as large-scale pollution from environmental disasters, but is even higher for the less perceptible, insidious “slow onset” phenomena such as biodiversity loss and climate change, where damages are often irreversible.

29. It is important to bear in mind that these challenges are often interrelated, and positive feedback loops augment the undesired outcomes in some instances. Indeed, the OECD in its *Environmental outlook to 2050* argues that “there is compelling scientific evidence that natural systems have tipping points or biophysical boundaries beyond which rapid and damaging change becomes irreversible”.² It warns that further delay in addressing environmental challenges risks very costly or even, in certain cases, catastrophic changes. Estimates available for some of these economic and social costs highlight that they are indeed significant.

1.1.1. Natural resource use

30. The International Resource Panel has analysed the economic effects of scarcity of natural resources.³ In a 2011 report it examined the extraction of four categories of primary raw materials – construction minerals, ores and industrial minerals, fossil fuels and biomass.⁴ It found that, in total, these materials are mined and harvested at a rate of 47 to 59 billion tonnes per year. A BAU scenario would lead to a tripling of global annual resource extraction by 2050.⁵

31. A recent study by the McKinsey Global Institute has shown that intensive resource use drives up energy and commodity prices.⁶ It argues that a complete rethinking of resource management, with sharp increases in energy and material efficiency, will be needed to reconcile limited resources with soaring demand. In particular, demand increases of 30–80 per cent across all major resources will coincide with increasing difficulty and cost of finding and extracting them. The study points out that the sharp increase in commodity prices from 2000 to 2011 has wiped out the price declines of the previous 100 years. Moreover, it suggests that the global economy could face several decades of higher and more volatile resource prices, which could have adverse consequences on output. Already, the overuse of resources has led to the sharp contraction or collapse of some industries in G20 countries, such as forestry in China, Indonesia and the western United States, or fishing in parts of Canada with associated job losses ranging from tens of thousands to almost a million.

1.1.2. Pollution

32. In the absence of increased efficiency, reuse and recycling, global waste volumes will continue to escalate rapidly, adding to the pollution of soil, water and air. The World

⁵ This BAU scenario assumes no major system innovation such as faster efficiency improvement or a switch away from fossil energy.
Bank estimates that the world will produce 2.2 billion tonnes of waste by 2025, almost doubling today’s 1.3 billion tonnes.

33. Pollution of air, water and soil is a persistent local and global problem for the health of humans and ecosystems. According to the OECD, exposure to hazardous chemicals is already significant on a worldwide scale and likely to increase in coming decades, particularly in emerging economies and developing countries. The concentrations of pollutants in some cities already exceed safe levels.

34. Unabated increases in pollution are likely to lead to a doubling of premature deaths caused by airborne particulate matter in urban areas, to 3.6 million per year by 2050, with most deaths occurring in China and India. At the same time, the benefit: cost ratio of acting on pollution can be as high as 10:1 in emerging economies. Respiratory problems resulting from pollution could also increase, particularly in urban areas. Meanwhile, indoor air pollution from burning biomass, coal and kerosene is responsible for at least 1.5 million, and perhaps as many as 2 million, premature deaths each year. Most of the victims are women and children. Pollution trends in general are likely to exacerbate existing inequalities and vulnerability among the poor.

1.1.3. Water scarcity and land degradation

35. Fresh water is already scarce in many parts of the world. Water stress is projected to increase, with water supplies predicted to satisfy only 60 per cent of world demand in 20 years’ time. The OECD’s Environmental outlook to 2050 projects that 2.3 billion more people will be living in areas experiencing severe water stress, bringing the total to over 40 per cent of the world’s population in 2050. Water shortages will hinder the growth of many economic activities. Industry, power generation, human consumption and agriculture will increasingly compete for water, a scenario which has serious implications for food security.

36. Irrigation for food production in agriculture already takes about 70 per cent of available water. And, while agriculture has experienced increasing yields thanks to the use of chemical fertilizers, more intensive farming reduces soil quality and contaminates water resources. Water and food shortages also tend to increase the workload of women.

1.1.4. Biodiversity

37. The wealth of plant and animal species provides the basis for food production and raw materials for a host of commodities and products, from textiles and building materials to paper and pharmaceuticals. The number and the diversity of species are critical for the stability of ecosystems. Today, species become extinct at a rate which is

---

8 OECD: OECD environmental outlook to 2050, op. cit.
9 ibid.
13 UNDP: Gender, climate change and community-based adaptation (New York, 2010).
100–1,000 times higher than what could be considered natural.\textsuperscript{14} Up to 30 per cent of all mammal, bird and amphibian species will be threatened with extinction this century.\textsuperscript{15} While the main drivers of biodiversity loss have been land-use change and management (agriculture, commercial forestry, urbanization) as well as pollution, climate change is projected to become the fastest-growing driver of biodiversity loss by 2050.\textsuperscript{16}

38. In spite of their vital functions and the enormous scale of their value, ecosystem services\textsuperscript{17} and biodiversity are often overlooked. These values and the cost of their loss are not systematically reflected in national accounts and are rarely transmitted as market signals into business decision-making. Initial findings from the Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB) series put the annual loss in biodiversity and ecosystem services due to deforestation and forests degradation at the equivalent of US$25 trillion.\textsuperscript{18} This would be equivalent to over 30 per cent of world GDP in 2011.

39. Several hundred million people depend on forests, marine and coastal biodiversity for their livelihoods. The World Bank estimates that in 43 low-income countries natural capital makes up 36 per cent of their total wealth even without factoring in the wider range of services ecosystems provide.\textsuperscript{19}

40. The availability and sustainable use of biodiversity by the poor are directly relevant to poverty eradication. For example, in Brazil, India and Indonesia, the standard GDP contributions of agriculture, forestry and fisheries combined, reflecting only the traded goods in the markets, were 6.1 per cent, 16.5 per cent, and 11.4 per cent respectively in 2005. For the rural poor, the share is much higher – 89.9 per cent, 46.6 per cent, and 74.6 per cent respectively.\textsuperscript{20}

41. The cost of the above forms of environmental degradation taken together for developing countries is very significant and offsets much of the economic growth. World Bank studies of 21 developing countries\textsuperscript{21} found the annual cost to range from 2.1 per cent of GDP in Tunisia to 9.6 per cent in Ghana with a weighted average of 8 per cent.

1.1.5. Climate change

42. One of the most serious global threats, and one which aggravates other environmental concerns such as water scarcity and biodiversity loss, is climate change. In the medium to long term, climate change leads to an increase of average global temperatures, changes in rainfall regimes and an increase in sea levels. In the short term,
climate change impacts are the result of erratic weather patterns and more extreme weather events. Climate change is primarily caused by increased concentrations of greenhouse gases (GHGs) in the atmosphere arising mainly from the burning of fossil fuels and biomass, animal husbandry, rice field irrigation and use of nitrogenous fertilizers. These GHGs trap more of the energy reaching the earth from the sun, an effect similar to what occurs in a greenhouse. As can be seen in figure 1.1, energy supply and agriculture-related activities together account for roughly 57 per cent of total emissions. Industrial activity (i.e. manufacturing) and transport are also two major sources, accounting for 19 and 13 per cent respectively.

**Figure 1.1. Shares of global GHG emissions, by sector (%)**

43. Between 1970 and 2005, GHGs released mostly by human activity increased by more than 70 per cent and continue to rise by about 2 ppm per year. Global average temperatures are today 0.8°C higher than before the onset of the industrial revolution, with a 0.7°C rise since 1951. As a result, the melting of glaciers in the Arctic and on Greenland has led to a global average sea level rise of 10 to 20 cm in the past 100 years, weather patterns have become more erratic and extreme weather events more devastating.

---

22 Mostly carbon dioxide (CO₂), nitrous oxide (NO₂), methane (CH₄) and a group of fluorinated gases.

23 Comparison of the rate of sea level rise over the last 100 years (1.0 to 2.0 mm/yr) with the geological rate over the last two millennia (0.1 to 0.2 mm/yr) implies a comparatively recent acceleration in the rate of sea level rise.
44. High-income countries are still the largest emitters of GHG emissions per capita, remaining at about ten times the average of those of developing countries in 2011. 24

45. Under BAU scenarios, continuously rising emissions could drive concentrations of GHGs in the atmosphere from the present-day 390.5 ppm 25 to 685 ppm by 2050, with probable consequent warming of 3–6°C. This concentration and attendant range of temperature increases would have serious and possibly unmanageable consequences and far exceed the internationally agreed maxima of 450 ppm and 2°C. 26 Because GHGs remain active in the atmosphere for long periods of time, global temperatures and sea levels will continue to rise for centuries even after GHG concentrations have been stabilized. The challenge for the future is therefore to radically and quickly reduce emissions as well as to adapt to the climate change which is already occurring and will continue for decades due to GHG emissions already released.

46. Modelling undertaken by the International Institute for Labour Studies (IILS) supports the conclusion that much higher concentrations of GHGs in the atmosphere will entail considerable costs in terms of output and aggregate productivity levels. In particular, the IILS Global Economic Linkages (GEL) model which simulates behaviour by enterprises suggests that productivity levels in 2030 would be 2.4 per cent lower than today and 7.2 per cent lower by 2050 in a BAU case (see figure 1.2). The negative effect is related to the impact of extreme weather conditions on agriculture and infrastructure, to scarcity of fresh water resources and to issues related to human health. Besides directly lowering output, this distortion also lowers the productivity of capital and labour, thereby negatively affecting the employment of these factors. The GEL model excludes the cost on individual well-being. Taking these into account would further increase the cost of inaction. Unmitigated climate change could lead to a permanent loss of global consumption per capita of 14 per cent by 2050. 27 Living standards would be significantly affected as a result.

---


26 OECD: OECD environmental outlook to 2050, op. cit.

27 ibid.
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Figure 1.2. Productivity loss resulting from further increases in GHG compared to the baseline, 2010–50 (in percentage points)

Note: The baseline scenario assumes that environmental damages remain at the level of the base year (2000).

47. These estimates are in line with a number of studies assessing economic damage from climate change. Lord Stern, 28 the former chief economist of the World Bank, estimated the permanent loss of global economic output at 0–3 per cent for warming of 2–3°C and 5–10 per cent for 5–6°C (the current BAU scenario). Global consumption would be reduced between 5 and 20 per cent over the next 200 years. According to Nordhaus, 29 economic damages from climate change would increase to 3 per cent of global output by 2100 and close to 8 per cent by 2200 on current emission trends. Average annual damage from 2000 to 2200 would amount to US$26 trillion. 30

48. In addition to the economic costs of policy inaction, there will be other effects on social well-being, such as rising health costs. For example, findings from UNFCCC show that global warming – through its impact on disease vectors – could expose an additional 400 million people to the risk of malaria before the end of the century. 31

49. Already, there is growing evidence of how severe weather that may be linked to global warming can have a dramatic effect on the economy and society. As climate change continues to alter weather patterns, unpredictable weather conditions remain the most significant factor causing volatility in the price of agricultural products. 32 The current high prices for maize and soybean 33 following the drought in the United States illustrate the nature and the scale of the problem. In recent years, the number of people suffering from malnutrition and hunger has risen again to over 850 million, reversing

30 F. Ackerman and E.A. Stanton: Climate change: The costs of inaction, Global development and Environment Institute (Boston, Tufts University, 2006).
31 UNFCCC: Climate change: Impacts, vulnerabilities and adaptation in developing countries (Bonn, 2007).
progress in earlier decades. The food price increases in 2008 pushed more than 105 million people into poverty and triggered food riots in a number of countries.

50. There are also direct losses of jobs and incomes. For example, as a result of Hurricane Katrina in the United States in 2005, New Orleans lost some 40,000 jobs, with the hardest hit being women, mostly African–American. Cyclone Sidr disrupted several hundred thousand small businesses and adversely affected 567,000 jobs in Bangladesh; the estimated value of non-agricultural private assets lost some US$25 million. In both cases, poorer households were more exposed because they live in more vulnerable areas and have fewer resources to enhance resilience to climate change. In particular, climate change is likely to magnify existing patterns of gender disadvantage. Worldwide, women have less access than men to financial, institutional and other resources that would enhance their capacity to adapt to climate change, including access to land, credit, agricultural inputs, decision-making bodies, technology and training services. In many countries, droughts, floods and deforestation increase the burden of unpaid work on girls and women, leaving them less time for education or earning an income. The situation is worse for women attempting to recover from environmental disasters.

1.2. Social challenges and economic instability: Their link to the environment

51. The risks to livelihoods from the environmental challenges outlined compound the many existing social challenges, including unemployment. According to the UNDP, about 1.75 billion people experience multidimensional poverty in health, economic opportunities, education and living standards.

52. With an additional 27 million people since 2008, there remains a backlog of 200 million unemployed. This record level of unemployment coincides with 400 million young people entering the global labour market over the next decade in search of employment opportunities. With 75 million persons aged 16–25 unable to find a job, youth account for more than a third of total unemployment. To generate sustainable growth while maintaining social cohesion, the world must therefore rise to the urgent challenge of creating 600 million productive jobs over the next decade.

53. In addition to massive unemployment, poor job quality and working poverty pose even larger challenges. Some 900 million workers – almost 30 per cent of all workers –

---


35 OECD: Gender and sustainable development: Maximizing the economic, social and environmental role of women (Paris, 2008).

36 ILO: Cyclone Sidr: Preliminary assessment of the impact on decent employment and proposed recovery strategy, focusing on non-farm livelihoods (Geneva, 2008).


are living with their families below the US$2 a day poverty line, largely in developing countries and in precarious and informal employment.

54. A significant proportion of these workers are employed in sectors which are threatened by the overuse of natural resources and climate change such as agriculture, forestry and fisheries, which between them have a workforce of well over 1 billion. Most of the 1.4 billion people still living on less than US$1.25 a day depend for their jobs and livelihoods on these sectors. The continued marginalization of employment and incomes in these sectors will further accelerate migration out of rural areas and increase pressure on urban labour markets. Many urban poor live in precarious settlements and work in informal businesses exposed to storms, floods and landslides. ILO analysis has shown that poverty is increasingly feminized, with about 829 million girls, young adult and older women living below the poverty line compared with about 522 million males. Overuse of natural resources and accelerated climate change would lead to massive increases in deprivation in both rural and urban enterprises and labour markets.

55. These risks are aggravated by the lack of social protection, which could help vulnerable sectors and groups to absorb economic and environmental shocks such as harvest failures, soaring food prices, increased exposure to disease or loss of assets from floods and storms. About 5.1 billion people, 75 per cent of the world population, are not covered by adequate social security which would provide basic income security and access to health care. A basic level of social security, guaranteeing at least basic income security and access to essential health care through national social protection floors, would not only reduce the suffering but become a stepping stone facilitating access to productive employment, breaking the circle of multidimensional poverty.

56. There is also a lack of access to opportunity. An important impediment to social inclusion and productive work, in particular for women, is the lack of access to clean and affordable energy suffered by 1.3 billion people, mostly in sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia.

57. The jobs and social protection deficits go hand-in-hand with a prolonged investment deficit from public and private sectors. World investment as a share of GDP fell to a record low in 2009 and at 19.8 per cent (2010) is still well below historical levels. Most of the continued shortfall of investment is caused by the advanced economies. Attempts to redress budget deficits are leading to reductions in government investment, which unlike most government spending is discretionary expenditure. In many advanced economies outright austerity measures have been adopted, with spending cuts beyond cuts in public investment.

58. The uncertain economic outlook and the reductions in public spending have also provoked a decline in private investment. The amount of cash in the accounts of large firms that is not invested has reached unprecedented levels. Small firms continue to have difficulty accessing credit – in the advanced economies due to the credit crunch, in

---


many developing economies due to a lack of formalization and suitable financing mechanisms.

59. Both environmental and social drivers can lead to large-scale, non-linear and disruptive environmental and social change, from the collapse of farming systems to the Arab Spring triggered by the lack of opportunity for youth. But the interlinkages can also lead to positive synergies, as will be seen in many examples throughout this report. A clear and stable policy framework for sustainable development which addresses the environmental challenges could significantly contribute to addressing the economic and social woes. Targets and strategies for energy and resource efficiency in agriculture, industry, transport and housing, the generation of clean energy and universal access as well as the restoration of natural resources would significantly stimulate demand and induce massive private investment.

60. Social protection systems would not be exposed to the risk of runaway costs from environmental degradation and an ever-increasing share of expenditure to compensate for and limit damages, but serve as a powerful vehicle for social and economic inclusion as well as environmental sustainability.

61. While increased pressure on farmers and a growing gap between incomes of rural and urban populations could worsen the employment and poverty challenges, investments in rural infrastructure such as water management and social protection can create jobs and restore soil and water catchment areas, thus enhancing resilience to climate change, improving agricultural productivity and boosting incomes.

1.3. The drive to environmental sustainability and its implications for decent work

62. The imperative of addressing the environmental challenges has been increasingly recognized by governments, the private sector and citizens at large. In the beginning, the measures adopted often aimed to remedy acute environmental problems with obvious and immediate local impacts on human health, such as water and air pollution. The selected examples below and the detailed overview in Chapter 4 demonstrate that over the last decade, more and more governments and businesses around the world have been tackling the environmental challenges.

1.3.1. An environmentally sustainable economy: The shift to sustainable patterns of production and consumption

63. Governments have been adopting national strategies for climate change, preservation of biodiversity, land and water management, waste management and recycling and shifts to sustainable production and consumption patterns. Businesses are responding by making their operations, products, services and supply chains more sustainable.

64. The farthest-reaching approach has inverted the traditional logic that preserving the environment is a cost and an impediment to economic growth. Green economy strategies, or “green growth” as they are referred to by some countries and organizations, sees environmental sustainability as a major economic opportunity, a driver of investment, economic growth and job creation. These concepts have been developed and promoted by leading international agencies in the fields of economics and the environment, including UNEP, the OECD and the World Bank (see box 1.1).
Box 1.1
Definitions of green economy and green growth

UNEP: “UNEP defines a green economy as one that results in ‘improved human well-being and social equity, while significantly reducing environmental risks and ecological scarcities’. In its simplest expression, a green economy is low-carbon, resource efficient, and socially inclusive. In a green economy, growth in income and employment are driven by public and private investments that reduce carbon emissions and pollution, enhance energy and resource efficiency, and prevent the loss of biodiversity and ecosystem services.”

The World Bank: “We argue that what is needed is green growth – that is, growth that is efficient in its use of natural resources, clean in that it minimizes pollution and environmental impacts, and resilient in that it accounts for natural hazards and the role of environmental management and natural capital in preventing physical disasters. And this growth needs to be inclusive.”

OECD: “Green growth means fostering economic growth and development while ensuring that natural assets continue to provide the resources and environmental services on which our well-being relies. To do this it must catalyse investment and innovation which will underpin sustained growth and give rise to new economic opportunities.”


65. The green economy concept championed by UNEP is explicit about the goal of human well-being and social equity, with environmental investments as drivers of income generation and employment creation. While the World Bank refers to the need for social inclusion, it is less explicit about the mechanisms through which green growth would achieve it. The OECD, for its part, had originally put forward green growth as a way of continuing economic growth while preserving vital natural resources.

66. The outcome document of the UNCSD 2012 considers:

... green economy in the context of sustainable development and poverty eradication as one of the important tools available for achieving sustainable development and that it could provide options for policy-making but should not be a rigid set of rules. We emphasize that it should contribute to eradicating poverty as well as sustained economic growth, enhancing social inclusion, improving human welfare and creating opportunities for employment and decent work for all, while maintaining the healthy functioning of the Earth’s ecosystems. 45

67. Both concepts have gained currency in a growing number of countries in recent years. The Republic of Korea has made green growth the central theme – and the title – of its national development strategy. Expanding on the “Green New Deal”, a package of measures to counteract the economic crisis, the Government has embarked on a longer term Green Growth Strategy. KRW91 trillion (about US$84 billion) have been invested between 2009 and 2012, lifting the number of green jobs from 610,000 in 2008 to 810,000 in 2013. 46

68. Ethiopia and South Africa have adopted green economy strategies as components of their development plans. Because the conventional development path would lead to an unsustainable use of natural resources as well as a sharp increase in GHG emissions, Ethiopia 47 aims to achieve middle-income status by 2025 while developing a green economy.

45 UNCSD: The future we want, op. cit., para. 56.

46 Republic of Korea: Job creation outcomes through implementation of 5-year Green Growth National Plan, Inter-ministerial report (Seoul, 2012).

economy. Most of the investment of around US$150 billion required over the next 20 years is cost-effective, directly driving economic growth and creating additional jobs with high value added. South Africa has included green economy investments as one of ten components in a comprehensive “New Growth Path”.

69. The Employment Package of the European Union relies on growth in environmental industries as one of three components (the others being health and care, and information and communication technology (ICT)). Green jobs are the second largest source of new employment in both strategies, with up to 8.2 million jobs in the EU. Similarly, Japan expects 1.4 million new jobs from US$468 billion of new demand in green goods and services. The Confederation of British Industry (CBI) summarizes the development in the United Kingdom: “In trying economic times, the UK’s green business has continued to grow in real terms, carving out a £122 billion share of a global market worth £3.3 trillion [in 2010/2011] and employing close to a million people.” Similarly, in the United States green goods and services employed 3.1 million workers (2.4 per cent of the workforce) in 2010. In particular, the “clean tech” segment expanded rapidly and outperformed the rest of the economy during the recession.

70. China has increasingly embedded environmental sustainability in national development policy since 1984 and counts over 4 million green jobs today. The new five-year economic development plan (adopted in May 2012) sets out strategic targets and measures for green, low-carbon and circular economies. The plan identifies priority industries, including alternative forms of energy, energy conservation and environmental protection, biotechnology, high-end equipment manufacturing, and clean-energy vehicles. China expects these industries to account for 15 per cent of the country’s GDP by 2020, up from 2 per cent today. This is expected to create new green jobs for a net gain of 10 million jobs.

71. Brazil and Indonesia have adopted unilateral targets to reduce GHG emissions and are implementing programmes across a range of sectors, from agriculture and forests to energy and transport. The Indonesian Government is committed to maintaining economic growth, creating jobs in particular for the youth, reducing poverty while improving environmental sustainability and reducing carbon emissions levels. An integrated development strategy with four prongs, namely, pro-growth, pro-jobs, pro-poor and pro-environment, is being implemented under the national medium-term development plan (RPJMN) 2010–14 integrating the environmental dimension in all aspects of policy-making. Increasingly, the drive towards environmental sustainability and the related opportunities to create green jobs are reflected in employment policies. In Sri Lanka, for example, the National Human Resource and Employment Policy (NHREP) adopted in October 2012 aims at full, productive and freely chosen employment for all, and explicitly includes key sectors for employment and environment.

Policy instruments for environmental sustainability

72. By combining policy instruments governments can provide incentives for the adoption of green workplace practices and investment in new green products and services. The policy tools adopted are an important determinant of the nature and the extent of the impact that measures for environmental sustainability will have. Such tools can include:

- **Market-based instruments (MBIs)** such as taxes, charges, tradable permits, guaranteed prices, subsidies and loans on favourable terms. These instruments reinforce market signals such as rising prices for scarce commodities or growing consumer demand for green products and services. They can stimulate technological innovation and competitiveness, providing incentives for private investment and for the greening of enterprises. Existing subsidies on water, energy and raw materials which impede environmental efficiency in enterprises and households can also be modified or reduced. Successful MBIs require, however, an efficient system of monitoring, revenue collection and enforcement.

- **Regulatory instruments** such as norms, standards, emissions abatement policies, quotas and mandates, as well as national/regional laws and regulations ensure, for example, that biomass and other renewable materials are produced sustainably.

- **Public investment** in many instances leads the development of infrastructure with low environmental impact or the rehabilitation of natural resources such as forests, rivers or coastal areas.

- **Public procurement policies**, for example, when purchasing goods, governments can favour those product designs which are more environmentally sound.

- **Information-based instruments** such as eco-labelling, awareness raising and public disclosure can also be efficient if used with other measures such as environmental taxes. The establishment of supporting institutions for industries, assisting enterprises in meeting standards and obtaining certifications can equally be helpful.

- **Voluntary initiatives** can lower administrative and enforcement costs (when compared with regulatory instruments, for instance).

1.3.2. A more environmentally sustainable economy: Repercussions for the world of work

73. The move towards a more environmentally sustainable economy has implications for the volume and quality of employment and for the level and distribution of incomes, particularly when it involves a wholesale shift of the economic development models of large companies, sectors and entire countries. It is likely to lead to employment gains and losses and to the transformation of many jobs throughout the economy.

Enterprises and workplaces

74. Both resource scarcity and climate change can drive up costs and threaten the viability of an enterprise. This is particularly true if technology, production processes and practices are inefficient. Wasted resources mean low resource productivity, and this reduces profits and competitiveness. Over the past decades, productivity improvements

---

in the use of raw materials and energy have been much slower than those in labour productivity in industrialized countries (see figure 1.3). Labour productivity has also outpaced materials and energy productivity in some emerging economies, but the gains in the latter have been very substantial, doubling or tripling over the last three decades.

Figure 1.3. Labour, materials and energy productivity, EU–15, 1960–2000

Note: Labour productivity: GDP per annual working hours (1999 US$ (converted at EKS PPPs) per hour); Materials productivity: GDP per domestic material consumption (DMC) (€ per kg); Energy productivity: GDP per total primary energy supply (TPES) (thousand 1995 US$ per tonne).
Source: EEA: Sustainable use and management of natural resources, EEA Report No. 9 (Copenhagen, 2005).

75. Numerous studies, including two extensive reviews by the McKinsey Global Institute, have shown that major gains in efficiency are possible and that many of these are already cost-effective with today’s technology and prices. 53 Realizing these gains requires investment in new technology, but also adjustment in processes and practices. As Rosenfeld et al. point out, meeting the energy challenge will not be possible without the active involvement of millions of managers, workers and consumers.

76. Individual firms as well as governments are driving environmental sustainability at the enterprise level. The highly successful programme “Pollution Prevention Pays” at the multinational 3M, for example, has saved the company US$1.4 billion since 1975. In China the Government has recently launched a “Top 10,000” initiative which promotes awareness and skills for energy savings and emissions reductions at the 16,078 enterprises with the highest environmental footprint. 54

77. Both reaping the gains of energy and resource efficiency and avoiding pollution and major industrial accidents depend critically not only on the technology but also on management systems, operational procedures, good communication and skilled and


motivated workers. As The Economist magazine put it for the case of nuclear power plants: “safety can never be a technological given, only an operational achievement”. 55

78. Where good environmental performance is achieved it becomes a comparative advantage. In addition to reducing cost and providing technological leadership, it increases brand value and can give better access to capital and to consumer markets.

Key economic sectors employing half the global workforce

79. There is no “silver bullet” for achieving environmental sustainability. Given the scale and the multiple facets of the challenge, no single measure, group of enterprises or sector can reduce the environmental footprint of economic activity enough to ensure overall sustainability. Greening will be required to varying degrees in all enterprises across the entire economy.

80. The sectoral composition of a national economy is an important determinant of the challenges – but also the potential – for economic development and environmental sustainability and for their likely impact on enterprises and workers. Those economic sectors directly dependent on natural resources and the climate, or which are large consumers of resources or significant polluters or a combination of these, have significant potential to reduce environmental impact. Eight sectors stand out because of their close relationship to environmental sustainability: agriculture, forestry, fisheries, energy, resource-intensive manufacturing, recycling, buildings and transport. As will be seen in the following chapters, many of the environmental policies adopted to date, but also of the more comprehensive green economy or green growth strategies, focus on these sectors.

81. Enterprises in a given sector share a number of relevant features which influence the transition to sustainable production and consumption patterns in the sector and its social outcomes: the types of products and services they provide, the technological options and constraints imposed by the activity, the occupational hazards and working conditions associated with the nature of the activity, the levels of productivity, the sets of relevant technical and vocational skills. There are also broad similarities in employment and workforce patterns and composition, such as seasonal work, gender composition and the structure of the sector in terms of sizes of enterprises.

82. Sectors also have specific governance instruments and institutions. A significant number of international labour standards and national labour laws are specific to individual economic sectors. Because of these shared features, employers and workers are usually organized and engage in dialogue and collective bargaining at sectoral level.

83. Both governments and the private sector typically concentrate their efforts on a limited number of these key sectors because of their current relevance for the national economy or because of their potential to boost national development. The policy instruments and measures adopted are often sector-specific. From a world of work perspective it is important to note that between them, these sectors employ half the global workforce. A very large proportion of the workforce will therefore be directly affected by the drive to achieve sustainability (see table 1.1).

Table 1.1. Global direct employment, by sector (millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Direct employment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>1 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forestry</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisheries</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing (resource-intensive)</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recycling</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buildings</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1 521</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentage of global employment 50.08

Source: UNEP et al.: Green jobs, op. cit.

84. Some of these sectors are experiencing growth and increases of employment because their products and services contribute to environmental sustainability. In contrast, sectors with a large environmental footprint are faced with slower growth or even contraction. In order to understand and monitor the impact of a transition to a greener economy for employment it is therefore helpful to distinguish between green industries (subsectors such as renewable energy, or parts of sectors such as energy-efficient construction) and non-green industries.

85. In green industries, all the employment in the sector contributes to environmental sustainability. In non-green sectors, there are workers in green occupations, responsible for monitoring and limiting negative environmental impacts. Examples are operators of waste water treatment plants in pulp mills, or logistics and facilities managers reducing energy consumption of transport fleets and buildings. Both the employees of green industries and those in green occupations directly reduce environmental impacts. These are therefore considered green jobs. The concept and its relevance for the contribution of the world of work to environmentally sustainable development are set out in greater detail in the following section and explored throughout this report.

National economies

86. A third level which is relevant for this discussion is the national economy as a whole, including its links to the global economy. Enterprises do not exist in isolation but are part of value added chains from which they source their inputs and into which they sell their products and services. This is true for green industries as well, which require many inputs from non-green industries. Price signals, whether as a result of resource scarcity or of policies penalizing pollution or encouraging environmentally friendly products, affect the behaviour of consumers and enterprises throughout the economy. This creates a complex interplay which determines labour market balances in terms of net gains or losses in employment and the volume of job reallocation associated with the transition. It may also have an impact on job quality and the level and distribution of income.

87. It is important to note that the relationship does not only work in one direction. As the World Development Report 2013 points out: “Development happens through jobs.” 56

This also applies to the environmental dimension of sustainable development. The investment into human and social capital, the creation of green jobs and the greening of enterprises are key elements of a growth and sustainable development agenda because they drive and enable environmentally sustainable development.

1.4. The labour market dynamics of greening economies: Green jobs creation, employment and income effects

88. The shift to an environmentally sustainable economy has given rise to green jobs, a new type of job which plays a vital role in greening enterprises and economies. Defining and measuring green jobs is instrumental in understanding the interrelationship between environmental sustainability and labour markets.

1.4.1. Creating green jobs

89. The joint UNEP/ILO/IOE/ITUC report of 2008 broadly defined a green job as any decent job that contributes to preserving or restoring the quality of the environment, be it in agriculture, industry, services or administration. In practice these jobs: (i) reduce consumption of energy and raw materials; (ii) limit GHG emissions; (iii) minimize waste and pollution; (iv) protect and restore ecosystems; and (v) enable enterprises and communities to adapt to climate change.

90. An important element in this definition of green jobs is the fact that the jobs have to be not only green but also decent, i.e. jobs that are productive, provide adequate incomes and social protection, respect the rights of workers and give workers a say in decisions which will affect their lives. This definition incorporates the three dimensions of sustainable development. Green jobs are decent work which significantly reduces negative environmental impacts of economic activity, ultimately leading to sustainable enterprises and economies (see box 1.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 1.2. Decent work and environmental sustainability: Definitions, issues and considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: Employment in production of environmental outputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: Employment in environmental processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C: Decent jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D: Non-green jobs in non-environmental sector created thanks to greening</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sustainable development, decent work and green jobs

AnB: Employment in production of environmental outputs by employing environmental processes
AnC: Employment in production of environmental outputs which is also decent work
BnC: Employment in environmental processes which is also decent work
AnBnC: Employment in environmental processes that produces environmental output which is also decent work

Green jobs, according to the UNEP et al. definition,* are those in segments (AnC) ∪ (BnC).

Schematic relationships between total employment, green jobs and decent work

Most practical applications have taken an industry approach, identifying green jobs with employment in industries that are judged to produce green products and services with variations in scope and thresholds. The UNEP et al. definition is broader, in that it includes employment in green sectors which operate in an environmentally friendly manner.

A growing number of national governments are developing their own definitions of green jobs to serve as a basis for collecting statistical data and making policy choices. While these initiatives have been instructive, no consensus has been reached among researchers and practitioners. Accordingly, the ILO is working on the development of a statistical definition for green jobs, and on guidelines for statistical measurement of employment in the context of a green economy. In October 2013, the ILO will host the 19th International Conference of Labour Statisticians (ICLS) where it will present a concept paper reviewing current practice in selected countries, and suggest a standardized statistical definition for green jobs that could be applied by countries in all regions and at all stages of economic and social development.


91. On the one hand, green jobs are an important part of the employment gains linked to a more environmentally sustainable economy. On the other hand, they are critical for
making the shift technically feasible and economically viable. Without skilled and motivated workers in new green growth sectors and in key occupations across the economy, the investment made and the technology deployed will not generate the expected benefits for sustainable development.

**Employment dynamics and balances**

92. On a positive note, increased demand and investment in greener products and services, as well as the equipment and infrastructure to produce them, will lead to the expansion of certain industries and enterprises. This will translate into higher labour demand and job creation (direct jobs), primarily in green sectors. In addition, due to inter-industry relations of the expanding industries, other parts of the economy which supply inputs to the expanding green sectors also benefit, creating additional employment (indirect jobs), including in non-green sectors such as high-insulation glass and cement for green buildings, or steel and carbon fibre for the blades and towers of wind turbines. The income generated by this additional economic activity is redistributed by spending on additional consumption and investment across the economy, creating further employment (induced effects) in addition to the direct and indirect jobs.

93. The number of jobs created at all stages of the greening process is a function of the size of demand and investment, of trade (where products themselves or inputs are imported, subtracting from domestic demand or export, thereby increasing domestic demand and related employment) and of the employment elasticity (jobs created or maintained per unit of demand). Using the example of France, figure 1.4 illustrates that this shift can be very favourable in terms of job creation. Demand for green goods and services tends to have higher employment elasticities than average demand and is substantially greater than demand for resource- and energy-intensive goods (with the exception of car maintenance).

**Figure 1.4. Direct and indirect employment (full-time equivalents) generated per million euros final demand for goods and services from selected sectors, France, 2005**

94. A further conditioning factor is “budget effects”. If green products and services are more expensive than their substitutes, enterprises and households will have fewer resources left to spend on other goods and services. A negative budget effect can, for example, be associated with the introduction of renewable energy. Although the cost of power generation using renewables has been falling fast and has become increasingly competitive, it initially resulted in higher costs to consumers, albeit temporarily.

95. Conversely, positive budget effects do occur due, for example, to cost-effective investments in energy efficiency and broader resource efficiency. The resulting gains shift demand away from energy consumption, which has a low employment elasticity, to goods and services with higher elasticities. Importantly, these gains are cumulative over time. Thus, the potential for job creation is not limited only to certain industries but can occur throughout the economy, with some significant spillover effects. Together, these add up to the gross gains in employment.

96. However, this mechanism also has a downside since, for every job lost, employment (and income) will be adversely affected in other parts of the economy, because a given green product or service replaces a less green one. An increase in renewable energy, for example, may reduce demand for conventional fossil power and thus for fossil power plants, as well as having an impact on supply sectors such as coal mining. The direct, indirect and reduced losses add up to a gross loss in employment.

97. Both the gross and the net effects are important. Taken together, the gross gains and losses are equivalent to the number of workers who will have to change jobs. This is an indication of the size of the transition occurring in the labour market. The direct and indirect gains and losses also help to explain the nature of the transition, as they show whether workers are likely to have to move between sectors or if the relocations will take place mainly within the same sector. The net effects are equally important because they show whether or not a greener economy will generate more jobs or result in job losses (see figure 1.5). Whether the overall, quantitative effect on employment is positive or negative depends on the complex interplay between these job flows and the policy mix (see also Chapter 2).

Figure 1.5. Impact of a green economy on the volume and composition of employment

Source: ILO and ILSS: Working towards sustainable development, op. cit.
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58 Rosenfeld et al.: Averting the next energy crisis, op. cit.; Dobbs et al., Resource revolution, op. cit.
Changes in employment quality, income levels and distribution

98. The transition will not only cause shifts in the overall level and composition of employment. It can also affect the quality of employment. Working conditions can change as a result of new technologies, processes and practices. These may reduce or increase exposure to occupational hazards, for example. The current focus on the transition to a low-carbon economy should look at complex environmental problems from a multidisciplinary approach, integrating environmental aspects with occupational safety and health and public health, while at the same time taking into consideration the well-being of surrounding communities.

99. Environmentally sustainable products and services will often require higher levels of skills. Higher environmental performance and competence requirements in firms and sectors may also call for more stable and formal employment and enterprises. Green growth sectors and occupations may offer more or less equal opportunity to women and men or groups of jobseekers. Similarly, these jobs may provide more or less opportunity to exercise the right to organize and bargain collectively.

100. In addition to the impacts on employment, the shift to a green economy will also affect income levels and distribution, with implications for poverty reduction. Gains in eco-efficiency and access to new and growing markets can lead to higher profits, incomes and wages. Conversely, additional costs which cannot be compensated may depress earnings. These impacts are a result of how the shifts in employment affect primary incomes, most importantly the levels of wages among workers and incomes among the self-employed, as well as the redistribution of incomes through taxation, social protection and prices.

101. Changes in taxation and prices can have strongly differentiated impacts on households of different income levels, as well as on women and men. An important case in point is energy poverty. In most countries, the poor spend a disproportionate share of their income on energy and an even higher share on related goods and services, such as food and transport. For instance, in much of Africa, Asia, Latin America and parts of Europe, the proportion of expenditure on energy by poor households is three times – and can be as much as 20 times – that of richer households. The situation is aggravated by the fact that many poor households have no access to modern energy, energy-efficient housing or transport. \(^{59}\)

102. The following chapters explore the opportunities and challenges for the world of work presented by a transition to more environmentally sustainable economies.

---

Chapter 2

Seizing the opportunities: Lessons from international experience

103. This chapter explores three distinct opportunities to promote decent work in the transition to greener, environmentally sustainable economies and societies: by creating more decent jobs, by improving the quality of existing jobs and by advancing social inclusion. It highlights the state of knowledge concerning countries and sectors which have already experienced the creation of more and better jobs and improved access to new opportunities for hitherto excluded segments of society. It sheds light on the size and scope of the opportunities in greener economies, and assesses the net effects for employment. Finally, it reviews a range of policies that are conducive to positive outcomes for the labour market and decent work.

2.1. Evidence of the positive employment effects from green policies

2.1.1. Job creation

104. Most studies at global, regional and country level that have investigated the net impact on employment of environmental policy measures suggest it is positive.¹ A review of 24 studies available for nine countries and two regions (see table 2.1), and one global analysis ² find that appreciable net employment gains have been realized or can be achieved. The results depend, not surprisingly, on the policy measures taken, the methodological approach, country-specific circumstances and the data used in the analysis. In the majority of studies, environmental reforms are accompanied by complementary government policies and incentives, including tax credits, subsidies and worker training and education. By complementing environmental reform with labour market and social policies, any negative effects of environmental reforms are offset and the net impact on employment is positive. These findings are in line with the double dividend hypothesis, according to which policy measures can achieve economic benefits – in particular employment gains – and environmental improvement at the same time. According to the IILS study at the global level, for instance, modelling shows that up to 14 million net new jobs could be created if a tax on CO₂ emissions were imposed and the resulting revenues were used to cut labour taxes.³

¹ A number of studies which argue that environmental policies destroy jobs apply inappropriate methods and use data selectively.
² This section is a brief summary of the findings. For a more detailed presentation and discussion see ILO and IILS: Working towards sustainable development, op. cit., Ch. 10.
### Table 2.1. Estimated employment effects of greening the economy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Model and employment effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Australia        | - An additional 770,000 jobs by 2030 (a gain of 5–6 per cent by 2030) could be created by an emissions trading system coupled with government incentives, relative to an approach relying on carbon markets only   
                  | - 2.5 million jobs could be created by 2025 by reducing GHG emissions 60–100 per cent by 2050, while “Factor 4” resource efficiency offers gains of 3.3 million jobs over the next 20 years, and 7.5 million by 2050   
                  | - Construction and transport jobs are projected to grow significantly faster than the national average                                                                                                                        |
| Brazil           | - Employment is expected to increase by 1.13 per cent annually between 2010 and 2030, and GDP could increase 0.5 per cent per year on average by reducing pasture areas and protecting forests                                                                                  |
| China            | - 6.8 million direct and indirect jobs could be created by meeting government wind, solar and hydropower targets                                                                                                             
                  | - Losses from reduction in energy intensity of industry could be outstripped by almost 10 million jobs by increased employment in renewable industry and by shifting from basic industries towards services                                      |
| European Union   | - More than half a million net jobs could be created in 2014–20 by investing 14 per cent of the total EU budget in renewable energy, nature conservation, green buildings, and sustainable transport (about 130,000 jobs per €1 billion); shifting investment from current patterns to green sectors could increase job creation per euro by a factor of three   
                  | - EU could add between 1.4 and 2.8 million jobs compared with BAU by reducing the total material requirements of its economy by 17 per cent (every percentage point reduction in resource use could lead to up to 100,000 to 200,000 new jobs)   
                  | - A 1.3 per cent increase in employment and 8 per cent decline in CO₂ emissions between 1990 and 2010 generated by increased energy taxes, according to one economic model   
                  | - A 0.6 per cent rise in employment and 4.4 per cent decline in CO₂ emissions through increased energy prices and lower labour costs, according to another model                                                                 
                  | - An increase in employment (by up to 0.5 per cent) could be brought about by a carbon tax in six EU countries to reduce energy demand and carbon emissions, while raising GDP (despite some negative short-term transition effects)   |
| Germany          | - An increase in employment by 0.55 per cent and a 2 per cent cut in CO₂ emissions between 1999 and 2010, by recycling energy tax revenue to subsidize social security contributions levied on labour                                                                                      
                  | - Slight positive employment effects and a sharp fall in CO₂ emissions in response to an increase in the tax rates and the abolition of eco-tax exemptions                                                                        
<pre><code>              | - 250,000 jobs were created by ecological tax reform over the period 1999–2003, particularly in labour-intensive sectors, while reducing fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions by 7 per cent and 2–2.5 per cent, respectively |
</code></pre>
<p>| Indonesia        | - a 2 per cent GDP annual green investment in energy, transportation, forestry could generate between 938,984 and 1,270,390 jobs in four sectors with decent working conditions, many being green jobs.                                                                                       |
| Republic of Korea| - 11.8 to 14.7 million new jobs could be created by 2020 through US$97 billion in public investment committed for 2009–13 in support of a green transition                                                                                                   |
| Lebanon          | - Employment gains projected by 2020 in forestry: 15,000; waste management: 2500; construction: 2,800; and energy: 4,000 by 2020.                                                                                                                                  |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Model and employment effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>- Net employment gains of 0.5–1.5 per cent could be realized through CO2 mitigation actions that reduce emissions by 20 per cent over the period 2008–20, when revenues from carbon pricing are used to reduce social contributions (with exact results depending on the policy package considered)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius</td>
<td>- Significantly higher employment can be generated in green activities versus conventional ones per million rupees of final demand: 5 per cent more jobs in agriculture, 67 per cent more in manufacturing and textiles, over 60 per cent more in tourism/hotel services, and 75 per cent more in renewable energy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| South Africa | - 98,000 new direct jobs can be created in the short term (2011–12), 255,000 in the medium term (2013–17), and 462,000 in the long term (2018–25) through low-carbon energy generation, energy and resource efficiency, emission and pollution mitigation, and natural resources management  
- Over 106,000 new renewable energy jobs can be created by 2030 under an ambitious “energy revolution scenario” (compared to only 7,500 in the IEA’s reference (BAU) scenario); total energy employment (including coal export jobs) would be 56 per cent higher than in the IEA reference scenario |
| United States| - 2.7 million jobs have been created in the “clean economy” industry in recent years, mostly among low- and middle-skilled workers, in the largest US metropolitan areas  
- 2 million jobs can be created by investing US$100 billion in green recovery measures – four times more than would result by spending the same amount in the oil industry  
- A net gain of 1.7 million jobs (2.5 million gained in the clean energy sector, with 800,000 jobs lost in the fossil fuel industries) could result from a US$150 billion green investment programme  
- A gain of 918,000 to 1.9 million jobs by 2020 is possible through appropriate climate and clean energy policies, depending on the rigours and effectiveness of the provisions  
- More than 4 million full-time equivalent job-years can be created by 2030 with aggressive energy efficiency measures combined with a 30 per cent Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) target for renewable energy; non-fossil fuel technologies create more jobs per unit of energy than coal and natural gas |

105. The OECD has simulated an illustrative emissions reduction scenario with a cross-
country, multi-sector general equilibrium model (ENV-Linkages) to assess impacts on
growth, employment and incomes in OECD countries. In an economy where wages do
not adjust fully to falling demand, growth and employment would fall by up to 2 per cent,
unless the revenue from an emissions tax or an emissions trading scheme were recycled.
By contrast, in a moderately “rigid” labour market, an environmental tax reform which
recycles the revenue to reduce the cost of labour would increase OECD employment by
0.8 per cent above the BAU levels by 2030, while maintaining real incomes. The
sharpest increases would occur in renewable energy industries.

106. In emerging economies such as Brazil, China, Mauritius and South Africa, green
investments were found to accelerate economic growth and employment creation. A
2010 study by the World Bank for Brazil, for example, found that by adopting a low-
carbon development path, including avoiding emissions from land-use change (reducing
pasture areas and protecting forests), energy efficiency and renewable energy, GDP
would grow 0.5 per cent per year above the BAU scenario between 2010 and 2030,
while employment creation would be 1.13 per cent faster over the same period.

107. The 24 studies span a range of advanced and emerging countries and use a variety
of different analytical approaches. The scenarios analysed range from economy-wide
emissions reductions to increased recycling and rehabilitation of natural resources. In
spite of this diversity the findings converge, with most indicating net gains in
employment of 0.5–2 per cent. This would translate into 15–60 million additional jobs,
based on today’s labour force.

108. Most analysis has taken relatively modest existing or envisaged environmental
policies as the driver, and employment outcomes as a passive result. Three studies on
Australia, Germany and the European Union as a region have investigated the effects of
more ambitious environmental targets and suggest that substantially larger employment
gains are possible. They could make a significant contribution to reducing
unemployment.

109. In one of the studies, the Australian Conservation Foundation (ACF) and the
Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU) commissioned an economic modelling
exercise to assess how to best protect jobs across all regions of Australia under the
impact of climate change and climate-change policies. The model assesses the effects
of two different approaches – a “weak action” scenario and a “strong action” scenario.
The weak action scenario is a “markets only” approach. It assumes a price on
greenhouse pollution (using an emissions trading scheme) as the sole instrument to
reduce Australia’s pollution levels. The strong action scenario is a “markets plus”
approach where an emissions trading scheme is complemented by a targeted suite of
policies to reduce greenhouse pollution domestically. The study reveals that both
methods not only reduce CO₂ emissions, but also increase employment compared to
BAU, with 770,000 additional jobs under the strong action scenario. This would be an
employment gain of 5–6 per cent by 2030.

110. In the search for ways out of the recent financial and economic crisis, an
interdisciplinary group of researchers analysed a more ambitious environmental policy
for Germany. This would lead to a strong push in environmental investment, lifting GDP
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4 J. Chateau, A. Saint-Martin and T. Manfredi: Employment impacts of climate change mitigation policies in
5 ACF and ACTU: Creating jobs – cutting pollution: The roadmap for a cleaner, stronger economy (Melbourne,
2009).
growth for 2010–20 to over 2 per cent instead of little over 1 per cent per year in the absence of new policies. This would create about 2 million additional jobs (+5 per cent of total employment) relative to BAU. Unemployment would fall by only 1 million because more people without a job would be encouraged to look for work again. A concerted approach with other European Union countries would lead to significantly better outcomes than a “Germany alone” approach. 6

111. A recent study on the countries of the European Union concludes that the employment outcomes from ambitious climate protection policies could be significantly more positive: “In the coming decade, Europe will need to accept the challenge of increasing economic growth while reducing both unemployment and greenhouse gas emissions.” 7 New model results show that these three goals can actually reinforce one another: “… over the coming decade raising the EU’s climate target from 20 per cent to 30 per cent can foster the following outcomes”: (i) increase the growth rate of the European economy by up to 0.6 per cent per year; (ii) create up to 6 million additional jobs Europe-wide; (iii) boost European investments from 18 to 22 per cent of GDP in 2020; and (iv) increase European GDP in 2020 by 5.7 per cent over BAU while reducing emissions by 11 per cent. In the green growth scenario, unemployment in the EU-27 would be at 13.4 million by 2020 (5.3 per cent), as opposed to 19.4 million (7.6 per cent) under BAU – almost one third lower. 8

112. Prospects in developing countries and emerging economies with little or no legacy of carbon- and resource-intensive infrastructure could be even better. These countries would reap the productivity and employment gains of twenty-first century environmental technology without substitution effects.

2.1.2. Job quality and the upgrading of existing jobs

113. While a growing amount of analysis has been undertaken on the changes to the numbers of jobs in a greener economy, there is only limited evidence on the evolution of job quality.

114. The quality of indirect jobs in supply industries and of induced jobs from changed expenditure patterns and respending of savings from energy and resource efficiency are unlikely to change per se as a result of greening. Changes in job quality are mostly a function of the types of jobs created and those lost.

115. Much of the additional employment in a greener economy will be created in the production of green goods and services. An assessment of a broad range of green jobs in the United States concludes that they compare favourably with non-green jobs in similar sectors in terms of higher skills levels and comparable or higher wages. Similarly, research in China, Germany and Spain has found the quality of new renewable energy jobs to be good. Data from Germany 9 and Spain 10 indicate that renewables jobs are overwhelmingly permanent, full-time positions, with only a small share of temporary
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employment. In both countries, the renewables sector outperforms the economy as a whole in this regard. Studies in both countries also indicate that the qualification levels of workers in the renewable energy sector exceed the average for the national workforce by a substantial margin, in terms of both university degrees and vocational education and training levels.  

116. In China, too, workers at wind firms had higher average annual incomes and better job security, experienced better occupational conditions and enjoyed a higher level of workplace protection measures than their counterparts in conventional power plants. Some 77 per cent of Chinese wind power workers surveyed considered their work environment “very good”, compared with just 18 per cent in large thermal power plants and 13 per cent in small plants.  

117. There is no question that switching from fossil fuels to renewables entails a vast improvement in the occupational health situation. This is especially true with regard to coalmining. Although the work tends to pay well, coalmining is one of the most hazardous industries for workers in terms of their long-term health and exposure to accidents. Some occupational hazards do of course exist in the renewables sector as well, such as potential exposure to a number of toxic substances in solar PV manufacturing, which requires proper safety and waste recovery procedures. Emerging thin-film and nanotech-based solar technologies may prompt new occupational concerns. In the still young concentrated solar power (CSP) industry, construction and maintenance of industrial-scale installations entails some electrical hazards, and hazards from concentrated sunlight in the form of potential exposure to high temperatures. For solar thermal equipment, installers who previously worked only on gas systems will face increased exposure to electrical work.  

118. As has been seen in Chapter 1, many of the jobs directly affected by environmental sustainability are in primary sectors of the economy such as agriculture, forestry, and fishing. Others are in waste collection and recycling, or building construction. In many parts of the world, these sectors involve a large number of jobs that are low-paid, strenuous or even dangerous. They typically offer little in the way of job security or social benefits, and a large proportion is in the informal economy. 

119. A competent, skilled and motivated workforce is indispensable for better environmental performance. Without improvements in conditions, key sectors are unlikely to attract and retain the right calibre of workers. Across a number of economic sectors there is therefore a need and a significant opportunity for increasing the quality of work through improved working conditions, better occupational safety and health and higher incomes. Agriculture, waste management and recycling, and construction stand
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out in this regard, albeit for different reasons and with different options for achieving the necessary improvements.

**Agriculture**

120. In no other sector do the social and environmental challenges stand in greater contrast to one another. Even though its share has fallen over the last two decades, agriculture is the largest employer in the world, with a global workforce of over 1 billion – about one in every three workers. With agricultural incomes growing more slowly than GDP, it is also the sector with the highest concentration of poor people, two-thirds of whom live in rural areas. Yet agriculture is one of the largest emitters of greenhouse gases and, very probably, the sector most vulnerable to climate change. Moreover, it is the largest user (70 per cent), and a significant polluter, of water and a key cause of land degradation and loss of biodiversity.

121. Despite these issues, an increase of up to 70 per cent of world food production from levels in 2000 is needed to feed a growing population and provide a more resource-intensive diet. The evidence suggests that these challenges can be met if there is a strong drive to train farmers in productive farming methods with a low environmental impact, especially among small-scale farmers in developing countries. Low-impact methods tend to be more labour-intensive, and therefore would allow agriculture to continue to absorb new workers in the short to medium term. These methods can also improve working conditions, in particular with regard to occupational safety and health. In particular, the responsible use and management of pesticides and other hazardous chemicals can make a major contribution to improved occupational health and safety as well as reduced environmental impact.

122. One of the most important policy measures to achieve this outcome, then, is to enhance the skills and capabilities of smallholder farmers in developing countries. To do this, investment in extension services will be required, and will need to be complemented by rural infrastructures and the development of the non-farm rural economy.

123. Successful outcomes will require a narrowing of the income gap between farm and non-farm households, which has widened over the past decades. Significantly higher incomes and poverty reduction can be achieved if output increases while production costs fall. Examples from Madagascar and India as well as Uganda (see box 2.1) show that substantial improvements are possible in a relatively short time frame, relying on improved farming methods and marketing. Over the longer term, growing mechanization and an increase in the average size of farms are likely to be necessary to ensure that incomes in agriculture remain attractive relative to those in other sectors.
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20 OECD: *Environmental outlook to 2030*, op. cit.

21 UNEP: *Towards a green economy*, op. cit.

Sustainable agriculture in Uganda

Agriculture is Uganda’s major source of GDP and provides 69 per cent of all employment. The sector’s output comes exclusively from about 4.5 million smallholder farmers, 80 per cent of whom own less than two hectares of land.

Uganda has undergone a significant process of land conversion in the past two decades, starting as early as 1994 when a few commercial companies chose to engage in organic agriculture. By 2003, a general movement towards developing sustainable agriculture as a means of improving people’s livelihoods had turned Uganda’s land area under organic agriculture production into the world’s 13th largest, and the largest in Africa.

Since then, sustainable practices have continued to expand. In 2011 the country had 226,954 hectares under organic agricultural management (up from 210,245 hectares in 2008–09). The number of farmers certified organic went from 180,746 to 187,893. Income improved with the farm-gate prices of organic pineapple, ginger and vanilla in 2006, by 300, 185 and 150 per cent higher, respectively, than those of conventional products. Uganda’s certified organic exports increased from US$3.7 million in 2003–04 to US$22.8 million in 2007–08.

Organic farming is also a low-carbon growth path. GHG emissions per hectare are estimated to be on average 64 per cent lower than emissions from conventional farms, as organic fields sequester 3–8 tonnes more carbon per hectare than conventionally cultivated fields.


124. Employment guarantee schemes, as part of national social protection floors – in line with the ILO Social Protection Floors Recommendation, 2010 (No. 202) – can also play a major role in sheltering rural communities from crop failures, injecting finance into cash-starved rural areas and creating productive infrastructure. The Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act in India (see box 2.2), for example, links direct income transfers through public works programmes on a large scale with investment in rural water management, irrigation, soil improvement and access to roads.

Box 2.2

**The Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act, India (MGNREGA)**

Devised as a public employment programme, MGNREGA provides at least 100 days of guaranteed wage employment per financial year to every rural household whose adult members volunteer to undertake unskilled manual work. Environmental protection and conservation, such as soil and water conservation, drought proofing (including reforestation), flood protection, small-scale irrigation and horticulture and land development, constitute the lion’s share of work performed.

There are many issues regarding the planning and technical quality of works, embedding into local development and governance. There is also room for increasing the access for adult members of families who are, in principle, entitled to guaranteed work, and for improving working conditions and building pathways out of what is essentially a transfer scheme. MGNREGA is nevertheless clearly a major step in the right direction.
The Act represents a massive investment in the rehabilitation of natural capital related to poverty reduction. The programme has an economic as well as a social and environmental function, and is part of the broader sustainable development agenda which includes the National Action Plan on Climate Change (NAPCC, 2008). An interministerial task force deals with employment issues related to climate change, renewable energies and green jobs.

According to a study conducted by the Centre for Science and the Environment in 2009, the programme has managed most notably to increase water availability and improved agricultural production through better access to irrigation. This has also led to greater crop diversity and enabled farmers to switch from single to dual crops. Similar programmes, albeit on a smaller scale, are also being implemented in South Africa.


125. Solutions must be adapted to specific situations, built on the local farming system and developed in cooperation with the farming communities themselves. The organization of farmers and workers is an important stepping stone to give rural communities a voice in policy-making for rural development and greening agriculture, especially the inclusion of women farmers. Organization will also be critical for acquiring the capability to implement more productive, low-environmental impact farming methods. The formation of cooperatives can help with access to know-how, inputs, finance and markets at fair prices, as illustrated by the experience of large cooperatives such as the Oromia Coffee Growers in Ethiopia which is bringing substantial benefits to over 200,000 producers of organically grown coffee, or the cocoa farmer cooperative Kuapa Kokoo in Ghana. In Costa Rica and India, cooperatives have become leaders in the production of carbon-neutral coffee and in using agricultural residues for power generation.

126. In industrialized countries, skills upgrading coupled with reforms of agricultural subsidies towards remuneration of environmental services would make a major contribution and also improve incomes and export prospects in developing countries.

Waste management and recycling

127. In a world faced with escalating volumes of often hazardous waste, increased emphasis on recycling and waste management will be necessary to reduce pressure on natural resources and safeguard the environment. This will create new employment, but the biggest challenge is upgrading informal to formal employment to cope with more complex recycling processes and offer workers secure jobs with acceptable income levels, and to protect them from traditional and new hazards such as electronic waste.

128. The waste management and recycling industry is already a significant employer: an estimated 4 million workers are employed in the formal sector with another 15–20 million estimated to be working as informal waste-pickers in developing countries. Although little firm data exists, it is thought that a large percentage of
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workers involved in recycling and waste management are women, often working as waste-pickers at the lower end of the informal economy.

129. Increased recycling can lead to significant gains in energy and employment. Specifically, recycling saves large amounts of energy when compared with the mining and processing of raw materials. Recycling aluminium, for example, offers savings of 95 per cent; the rates for steel (74 per cent) and paper (65 per cent) are also substantial. 26

130. Recycling can also lead to net gains in employment quantity and quality in comparison to traditional jobs in landfill or incineration of waste. US assessments have found that sorting and processing of recyclables sustains ten times as many jobs per tonne as landfill or incineration, a finding confirmed by a report from the United Kingdom. And a study in India puts the recycling advantage as high as 24:1. A European Environment Agency study also concluded that recycling creates more jobs at higher incomes than landflling or incinerating waste. 27 The employment potential is particularly strong in countries whose recycling rates are currently low, as is the case in most developing countries and in Central and Eastern Europe.

131. Much greater quantities of recyclable materials are recovered by informal waste-pickers than by formal waste management companies. Informal pickers generate a net economic benefit for the municipalities where they work. However, informal recycling often involves hazardous working conditions for waste-pickers, many of whom live in poverty. Typically working without any kind of protective equipment, they are exposed to a range of toxins and microbial or parasitic infections. The recovery of valuable metals from electronic waste is also often carried out in ways that endanger the pickers’ health and safety. Moreover, waste increasingly contains hazardous chemicals and nano-materials.

132. Recycling will only become a truly green activity when it is formalized. In fact, organization of workers can turn waste management and recycling into a very significant opportunity for social inclusion and help improve working conditions, safety and health and earnings. One way to achieve this is for waste-picker cooperatives to be recognized by municipal authorities, as is demonstrated by a number of examples in Latin America, especially in Brazil and Colombia, as well as Sri Lanka (see box 2.3). 28 Indeed, working with community and waste-picker organizations is infinitely preferable to trying to sideline them through ill-conceived privatization efforts.

26 Bureau of International Recycling (BIR): Once upon a time ... The story of BIR, 1948–2008 (Brussels, 2009).


Box 2.3
Upgrading recycling work in Brazil and Sri Lanka

Brazil

Brazil has the world’s largest national waste-pickers’ movement. The income of its some 60,000 members is three to five times higher than that of unorganized waste-pickers. This is the fruit of an effective mix of policies put in place by the Brazilian Government over the past decade. Policies include legal recognition, entrepreneurial development, municipal government contracts and facilities (sorting stations), modern recycling methods, skills development and occupational safety and health precautions, as well as measures to prevent and discourage child labour. These measures have triggered large-scale improvements in recycling efficiency, working conditions and incomes. The Brazilian poverty eradication strategy Brasil Sem Miséria, launched by President Rousseff in June 2011, aims to scale this up and formalize a further 250,000 waste-pickers in addition to the over 60,000 already organized.

Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka has initiated a strategy to improve working conditions and the formalization of jobs among the most vulnerable categories of informal workers, including those in waste management. A total of 4,000 waste handlers, truck drivers, waste sorters/collectors and local communities across seven zones in the Western Province have been sensitized on occupational health and safety at work. OSH standards have been integrated into the National Vocational Qualification (NVQ) certification for waste management operations, endorsed by the national Tertiary and Vocational Education Commission (TVEC). The national OSH Act was expanded to the workplaces and workers involved in waste management. The Waste Management Authority agreed to training for the 4,000 workers on bargaining and collective issues, provided by trade unions.

Sources: Brazil: S.M. Dias: Overview of the legal framework for inclusion of informal recyclers in solid waste management in Brazil, WIEGO Urban Policies Briefing Note No. 8 (Cambridge, MA, WIEGO, 2011); S.M. Dias and F.C.G. Alves: Integration of the informal recycling sector in solid waste management in Brazil (GTZ, 2008);


Buildings and construction

133. Buildings are the single largest consumer of energy and the largest emitter of greenhouse gases. Yet the building sector also has the highest potential for improving energy efficiency and reducing emissions. Experience in a growing number of countries, both industrialized and developing, demonstrates that the construction of energy- and resource-efficient buildings requires competent enterprises and a skilled workforce.

134. Many investments in energy- and water-efficient buildings are cost-effective. The large stocks of older and inefficient buildings, notably in industrialized countries, mean that greater emphasis on renovation could yield substantial environmental benefits. For emerging economies and developing countries, leapfrogging directly to high-performance new buildings will avoid a legacy of high energy, water and resource consumption which otherwise would endure for decades.

135. Poorly installed equipment and materials do not yield expected gains in efficiency and emissions reduction, as a study from California shows. Worker training is part of the remedy, but must be accompanied by efforts to overcome market conditions that lead many employers to compete on cost rather than on the basis of quality, along with better enforcement of building permits, codes and standards. 29 Skills upgrading and

redesigning of work methods will also be needed to overcome traditional occupational safety and health hazards such as asbestos, a legacy which needs to be dealt with in building renovation, and to prevent possible new hazards associated with new construction materials and methods.

136. In Gaza an ILO study 30 on reconstruction works and low-cost housing showed that significant economic, employment and environmental gains can be made by using compressed earth blocks and other recycled building material as an alternative to cement. Gains are also made through the sustainable use of existing water resources and the reuse of sewage water, as well as by introducing energy-efficiency measures and using renewable energy sources such as solar and wind. Yet these gains can only be realized if the shift towards green construction is accompanied by skills development strategies that address the skills gaps at all levels of occupation.

137. Targeted investments in skills upgrading and certification of building firms, formalization (notably of SMEs, which dominate the sector) and improvements in working conditions to retain qualified workers are essential components of a successful strategy.

138. There are at least 110 million formal sector construction workers employed worldwide, and an unknown number of labourers working in informal jobs with generally poor working conditions. Even jobs in the formal construction sector are among the most hazardous forms of employment in terms of work accidents and occupational diseases. Jobs are also often temporary, with complex subcontracting arrangements. In most countries, a large part of the workforce has low skill levels and a high proportion of migrant workers.

139. The renovation of existing and the construction of new energy-efficient buildings also represent large potential employment benefits. Jobs are created not only in the construction sector, but also in industries that produce insulation and other efficiency materials, as well as in the growing energy services sector. 31 A policy mix of building standards, credit and incentives, as well as intermediaries such as energy service companies, can boost green building renovation activity, with public finance crowding in private investment.

140. Retrofitting investments can have a strong immediate effect on employment generation in the construction sector and its suppliers. Moreover, savings from improved efficiency will be channelled back into the economy with important multiplier effects on economic activity, employment creation and income generation. The International Energy Agency’s World Energy Outlook, for example, estimates that a US$2.5 trillion additional investment in green buildings globally between 2010 and 2030 would yield US$5 trillion in energy savings over the life of the investment. 32

141. The large-scale renovation programme for energy efficiency in Germany, for example, has mobilized investments of almost €100 billion since 2006. It directly maintains as many as 300,000 jobs in the building industry. The programme is also notable for the fact that it was initiated jointly by trade unions, employers and non-

---

governmental organizations (NGOs) — a cooperative model rooted in social dialogue.  

A US study found that energy efficiency retrofits of the pre-1980 building stock could reduce electricity use by 30 per cent and create more than 3.3 million cumulative job-years of employment. A longer term (2011–50) assessment of the EU’s Energy Performance of Buildings Directive impacts concluded that an accelerated pace of renovation could generate an average 0.5 million to 1.1 million jobs per annum. Box 2.4 illustrates the potential in the case of Hungary.

**Box 2.4  
The employment benefits of green retrofitting in Hungary**

A recent study undertaken by Ürge-Vorsatz et al. looking at the net employment impacts of a large-scale energy-efficiency renovation programme in Hungary simulates five scenarios, including a “deep retrofit, fast implementation rate” scenario which assumes that 5.7 per cent of the total floor area will be renovated per year.

A renovation programme of this scale could generate up to 131,000 net jobs in the country, whereas a less ambitious scenario would see the creation of only about 43,000 new jobs. Under the “deep renovation” scenario, job creation would peak in 2015 with a massive 184,000 new jobs, notwithstanding employment losses in the energy-supply sector. It is important to highlight that almost 38 per cent of these employment gains derive from indirect effects on sectors supplying the construction sector, as well as from the higher spending power resulting from the previous rise in employment.

Source: D. Ürge-Vorsatz et al.: Employment impacts of a large-scale deep building energy retrofit programme in Hungary (Budapest, Central European University, 2010).

142. Energy- and resource-efficient social housing has the potential to improve living standards and shield poor households from rising energy prices, while avoiding costly investments in power-generation capacity. This is demonstrated by the Brazilian programme *Minha Casa, Minha Vida* (My Home, My Life) for low-income families, which aims to equip 300,000 houses with solar water-heaters, saving families 40 per cent on their energy bills (see also box 3.7). The programme is also expected to create 30,000 additional skilled jobs related to the manufacturing and installation of the equipment. Energy access can also have wider employment and income benefits.

2.1.3. Contributing to social inclusion

143. Chapter 1 pointed out that the poor are disproportionately affected by the deterioration of the natural environment such as pollution, biodiversity loss or the impact of climate change. While their income is heavily skewed towards direct dependence on natural resources, a much higher share of the expenditure of poor households goes for energy (direct as well as embedded energy such as food and transport) than among wealthier households. The situation is aggravated by the fact that many poor households have no access to energy-efficient housing or transport.

---


35 Buildings Performance Institute Europe: Europe’s buildings under the microscope (Brussels, 2011).

144. However, with the right investment and policy conditions, the transformation to environmental sustainability offers the possibility of greater social inclusion, including better opportunities for women and thus contributing to gender equality. New services and related employment opportunities can become available for people hitherto excluded or disfavoured in the labour market. Two ways in which this is starting to happen are access to clean energy and payment for environmental services.

Energy access

145. Some 1.3 billion people in developing countries have no access to clean modern energy at all and 2.7 billion do not have clean and safe cooking facilities. On current trends of extending access, some 15 per cent of the world population would still be without access in 2030. The majority of them would be living in sub-Saharan Africa. Greater efforts to promote income security and affordable renewable energy can make a major contribution to overcoming energy poverty and the lack of access to energy. Moreover, they can also create badly needed employment and income opportunities in the production of energy and even more so through the use of that energy. The use of electricity in particular has enormous potential to improve productivity. As pointed out in a revealing recent study shedding new light on the historic drivers of economic productivity, the highest increases sustained over the longest period have been associated with the introduction of electricity, sanitation and running water.

146. A programme in Bangladesh initiated by the NGO Grameen Shakti and further scaled up with support from the Bureau of Manpower, Employment and Training demonstrates the benefits, and how access to clean energy can be achieved at scale (see box 2.5).

Box 2.5
Solar home systems in Bangladesh

Approximately half of the population of Bangladesh – some 85 million people – lacks access to grid-based electricity. The Government issued a roadmap in 2010 to extend electrification to all Bangladeshis. Since 2003, installations of solar home systems (SHS) have grown rapidly, reaching about 1.4 million units by April 2012. The driving force behind these efforts has been Grameen Shakti, a subsidiary of micro-credit pioneer Grameen Bank.

The current goal is to reach 2 million SHS by 2014. Solar home systems offer a light source that is far more powerful than highly polluting kerosene lamps, and provide battery power for mobile phones, radios and televisions. The power output facilitates the growth of small businesses, such as mobile phone-charging, and increases the hours during which children can study for school.

The most recent estimates put the number of SHS sector jobs in Bangladesh at 60,000 or more. The introduction of SHS requires a range of skills and occupations, including solar energy technicians, service engineers, branch managers and financial specialists. Most of the workers are young “field assistants” who sell and install SHS, and provide maintenance services. Grameen Shakti’s goal is to reach at least 100,000 direct jobs by 2015. Technical training programmes at about 50 Green Technology Centres (GTC) have benefited several thousand people.

37 The Secretary-General’s High-level Group on Sustainable Energy for All: Sustainable energy for all: A framework for action (New York, 2012).


Women have been major beneficiaries. Some 5,000 women have been instructed in the proper usage of SHS, and more than 1,000 female technicians trained to assemble, install and maintain them; the GTC are run by female engineers.

Given the high priority the Government of Bangladesh has accorded to renewable energy sources, the Bureau of Manpower, Employment and Training (BMET) and the ILO, in collaboration with the Infrastructure Development Company Limited (IDCOL) are partnering with Grameen Shakti to scale up and standardize skill acquisition among solar technicians and entrepreneurs. Competency-based training courses have been developed and delivered. Curricula, competency standards and occupational profiles are built into the country’s National Technical and Vocational Qualification Framework (NTVQF). Trainees will thus have the opportunity to have their skills and competencies assessed and obtain a national certificate under the Framework.

The example of Bangladesh shows that a greener economy could also contribute to greater gender equality. Women would be the main beneficiaries from improvements in smallholder agriculture and in recycling, for example. Access to clean energy, to energy-efficient social housing and to affordable public transport would all alleviate current burdens on women and open up new opportunities. However, broader and deeply rooted constraints to a higher involvement and proportionate benefit of women in the green economy may well persist in other situations. This is further discussed in Chapter 4.

Tunisia’s Solar Programme (PROSOL) is another encouraging story, providing more than 50,000 families with solar hot water services to date. Over 1,000 enterprises have entered the solar installation business, creating substantial numbers of jobs. The early success convinced the Government to nearly double the target area for installed surface to 750,000 square meters in 2010–14. 40

Energy access can also be enhanced through mobilizing social organizations such as cooperatives, as examples from a growing number of countries show, including Argentina, Cambodia, Germany, India, Mexico, and with a long tradition the United States (see also box 3.8).

The Sustainable Energy for All Initiative launched by the UN Secretary-General at the Rio +20 Conference aims at ensuring universal access to modern energy services, doubling the global rate of improvement in energy efficiency and doubling the share of renewable energy in the global energy mix by 2030. Wider initiatives to enhance income security, such as through building national social protection floors, can also help to promote access to energy.

Payment for environmental services

Environmental services have significant economic benefits, often way beyond the locations and the communities where they are produced. Protecting forests in mountainous areas, for example, produces clean water and shelters downstream settlements and infrastructure from floods and landslides. Preserving tropical rain forests is a major contribution to maintaining global biodiversity and to restricting GHG emissions.

---

1 The National Renewable Energy Policy, 2008 sets a target for renewable energy resources to meet 10 per cent of the national demand for electricity by 2020.


---

emissions. While the benefits accrue to downstream communities or even the world population at large, local communities incur the direct or the opportunity cost for providing the service. The rural and coastal populations concerned are often among the poorest in the country. Programmes operating as part of or linked to national social protection floors are proving to be a powerful mechanism to link environmental and social objectives.

152. Payments to such communities are often necessary in order to enable them to continue rendering the services provided. Private companies as well as governments have begun to establish arrangements with local communities. 41 Government schemes on a large scale include payments to farmers in Costa Rica 42 and in the European Union, the MGNREGA programme in India (see box 2.2), the Bolsa Verde Programme in Brazil and the Expanded Public Works Programme in South Africa (see box 2.6). In Indonesia, community contracts have been a very successful mode of implementation in the Rural Access and Capacity Building Project (RACBP) in Nias, which is part of the Reconstruction Continuation Plan of the Government.

### Box 2.6

**Green grants in Brazil and green public employment schemes in South Africa**

The Bolsa Verde (Green Grant) Programme in Brazil compensates poor families affected by policies to reduce deforestation. It supplements the national Fome Zero (Zero Hunger) and Bolsa Família (Family Allowance) programmes which provide income support to poor households generally. The Bolsa Verde was introduced as part of the President’s strategy for poverty eradication. In its first year it provided monthly payments of BRL70 (about US$35) each to about 16,634 poor families in protected public areas as compensation for the environmental service of preserving these areas. There are plans to extend the coverage to 300,000 families, encompassing a broader range of measures, such as clean energy use.

The Extended Public Works Programme (EPWP) in South Africa pursue a similar mix of poverty reduction and community-led development objectives through investments in economic, social, and environmental infrastructure. Acknowledging that unemployment is caused by structural rather than cyclical problems, the EPWP was launched in 2004, creating some 1 million work opportunities by 2008. The second phase of the programme aims to create almost 5 million work opportunities by 2014 (equivalent to 2 million full-time equivalent (FTE) jobs for one year). The environmental scheme “Working for Water” improves water management through the removal of invasive alien vegetation; it has created the equivalent of 14,000 FTE jobs and aims to create another 10,000 by 2017. Other schemes contributing to providing jobs to vulnerable groups and local communities involve wetland and forest rehabilitation, fire management and renewable energy production.


153. One of the most promising global payment schemes involving international transfers from industrialized to developing countries is Reduced Emissions from

---

41 For examples from Africa and Nicaragua see ILO and IILS: *Working towards sustainable development*, op. cit., pp. 44 and 45.

Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD+) under the UNFCCC. The initiative goes beyond avoiding deforestation and forest degradation to emphasize the vital role of forest conservation, sustainable management of forests and enhancement of forest carbon sinks in reducing emissions. REDD+ can also become a vehicle for “ensuring a just transition of the workforce that creates decent work and quality jobs”, as set out in the “shared vision” under the UNFCCC Cancun Agreements. 43 Directing investments towards labour-intensive value added activities, such as ecosystem restoration, and thus generating employment for forest communities, is one of the most important strategies for REDD+. One recent example is the Indonesian Government’s effort to enhance green livelihoods for local communities of Central Kalimantan, which will improve access to sustainable livelihoods through employment-intensive environmental infrastructure investments that adapt to climate change using participatory local resource-based approaches.

154. Currently, there are 46 partner developing countries registered in the UN-REDD Programme, 16 of which are receiving support for their national programme activities. By March 2012, a total of US$67.3 million had been approved by the Policy Board for National Programmes. 44 Financial flows are predicted to reach US$30 billion per year. This level of investment could sustain up to 8 million additional full-time workers in developing countries. Norway has pledged US$2.5 billion for REDD programmes. Large amounts of additional funding are flowing through voluntary carbon offset programmes, the World Bank Climate Investment Funds (US$5.7 billion) and the Global Environmental Facility (over US$28 billion). 45

2.2. Lessons learned

155. The range of studies and experiences reviewed represents a diverse range of countries and approaches, with analyses relying on a variety of different methods. In spite of this diversity, they appear to converge on a number of important results:

- In most cases, significant job-creation potential exists and considerable net gains are possible. These are mostly in the range of 0.5–2 per cent of total employment, even in advanced economies with high substitution effects.

- The most pessimistic findings are that net employment gains or losses in the countries concerned would be so insignificant as to be neutral. Even this outcome would give countries the benefit of reduced environmental impacts and their attendant social cost. For the labour market it would mean no increase in the number of jobs, but more sustainable employment with higher job security and fewer negative externalities.

- Policies matter: labour market impacts are largely a function of the policies applied. This message is consistently borne out by modelling and by practical experiences with transforming economies for environmental sustainability. Neither the number and quality of jobs created nor the net balance for employment is automatic. Policy coherence often requires coordination across sectoral policy lines such as environment, infrastructure, housing, energy, agriculture and rural development, social protection and employment.

---

44 For the UN-REDD Programme see www.unredd.org/.
45 Climate Fund Info (CFI). See http://www.climatefund.info/.
Two important strands emerge in policy analysis: redistribution of cost and investment. The first focuses on the way the transition cost imposed by prices put on emissions and resource consumption is absorbed by the economy. Environmental tax reform or eco-taxes, recycling revenue from environmental tax to reduce the cost of labour, is a powerful tool to achieve coherence between economic, environmental and social outcomes.

The second strand emphasizes the possibility of mobilizing additional investment through ambitious environmental policies. Combining this approach with eco-taxes could lead to significantly larger net gains in employment, while still reducing environmental footprints.

The review of country evidence at the beginning of this chapter demonstrated that the location and extent of green jobs and broader employment potential depend on the structure of national economies, including their sectoral composition.

The significance of green jobs goes beyond the creation of employment. They are not merely the passive outcome of redirecting investments into greening the economy. Rather, competent enterprises with skilled, motivated and enabled workers are critical for reaping the positive environmental and economic outcomes from the investments.

The potential, and indeed the necessity, to upgrade existing jobs for better environmental and social outcomes exists in agriculture and recycling, where significant progress could be made in poverty reduction and social inclusion, and in the building sector in all countries.

This will in many instances require initiatives to upgrade the competencies of enterprises and the job quality of workers. There are major opportunities to reduce exposure to traditional occupational safety and health hazards and to prevent the emergence of new ones. In addition, wider policies, in particular social protection policies, can help to enhance access to energy and promote environmentally sensitive livelihoods.

Finally, social protection measures as part of social protection floors can be an effective mechanism to link environmental sustainability with social inclusion on a very large scale. Income transfers and public employment schemes, as well as social housing, can compensate poor households for the environmental services they render, and enhance access to energy and economic opportunity for vulnerable groups.
Chapter 3

Identifying and managing the challenges

156. The risks and challenges for labour markets and social inclusion associated with the transition to environmentally sustainable development fall into three categories:

- economic restructuring;
- climate change and threat to jobs and livelihoods;
- adverse income distribution effects originating from energy poverty.

157. After examining the available evidence concerning the nature and extent of the challenges, this chapter reviews a number of country and sector experiences with policy responses to ensure smooth and just transitions for enterprises, workers and communities. It also considers the role of ILO constituents in this process.

158. The 2007 Conclusions concerning the promotion of sustainable enterprises emphasized that:

... the principles and values of decent work provide as much guidance in the case of enterprises which contract or fail as they do in those which succeed and grow. In this regard, active labour market policies and social protection are very important for managing efficient and socially just transitions that take into account national circumstances. ¹

159. Although experience to date underscores the size and nature of the challenge, it has also revealed that the labour market and social outcomes are not givens, but are heavily conditioned by the policies applied. In all the cases that follow, policy approaches that integrate the three dimensions of sustainable development and make use of the inseparable and complementary nature of productive employment, social protection, labour rights and social dialogue are effective in ensuring a smooth and just transition which seizes the opportunities and minimizes the social and economic costs.

3.1. Economic restructuring

3.1.1. Nature and scope of the adjustments needed

160. Economic restructuring and related shifts in labour markets driven by environmental factors can be economy-wide or concentrated in certain sectors, regions and communities. They are generally permanent, but there are also instances of important temporary adjustments.

161. The sectors most directly concerned by such adjustments are resource- and energy-intensive industries, which are also major sources of pollution and emissions; and primary industries such as forestry and fisheries when they overuse the natural resource

¹ ILO: Conclusions concerning the promotion of sustainable enterprises, op. cit., para. 8.
on which they depend. Restructuring in resource-intensive industries most strongly affects industrialized countries and some emerging economies. China, for example, estimates that its national energy efficiency and pollution reduction policies will lead to the loss of over 800,000 jobs in obsolete power-generation and steel-making plants in the period 2005–20. ²

The largest polluters represent a modest share of total employment

162. So what are the losses to be expected? The evidence available to date suggests that losses in aggregate employment from environmental policies are less than one might think. One reason is the relatively modest share of total employment in the 10–15 industries which have the greatest environmental impact. In OECD countries, the seven most polluting industries account for over 80 per cent of total emissions while employing only about 10 per cent of the workforce, albeit in mostly well-paid jobs (see figure 3.1). ILO estimates for a wider range of countries arrive at similar proportions. Table 3.1 shows that energy production and some of the most energy- and resource-intensive sectors employ only about 50 million workers worldwide.

Figure 3.1. CO₂ emissions and employment, EU-25, 2005

² Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS): Study on low carbon development and green employment in China, Institute for Urban and Environmental Studies (IUES) (Beijing, 2010).
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Table 3.1. Global employment in resource-intensive sectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector/industry</th>
<th>Employment (millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extraction of oil and gas</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coalmining ¹</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilities (including water)²</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy-intensive manufacturing³</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric and electronic products³</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>50</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

³ UNEP: *Towards a green economy*, op. cit.

163. The share of employment in resource-intensive sectors tends to be higher in countries with lower GDP per capita and can be substantially higher in individual countries irrespective of the level of national income. For the time being, research is missing on potential impacts in such countries.

**Greening is often a relatively minor factor in employment losses**

164. Closer inspection also shows that environmental and resource issues are only one factor leading to job losses. Evidence reviewed in the ILO/IILS report ³ suggests that greening has so far been a minor factor in any reduction in employment. In fact, the principal causes of declining employment in industries such as mining, fossil fuel-based energy or iron and steel have been the increasing automation and rising labour productivity that have been occurring over several decades.

165. In most countries, employment in power plants has declined over the past two decades, following deregulation and growing automation. Some 70,000 South African power sector jobs were lost between 1980 and 2000, at the same time as electricity generation increased by more than 60 per cent. In the European Union, an estimated 300,000 jobs in the electricity generation sector were cut between 1997 and 2004. ⁴

166. As the most carbon-intensive fuel producer, the coal industry will probably feel the shock of a transition towards greater sustainability more than any other sector. Even without curbs in production China has cut its workforce in coalmining by half, with an estimated 3.8 million coalminers in 2009 down from 7.6 million in 1992. ⁵ In the United States, too, growing automation and labour productivity have led to a steep drop in coalmining employment, from 785,000 miners in 1920 to a low of 69,000 in 2003, though recovering to 85,000 in 2012. ⁶

167. The growth of the renewable energy industry so far has actually supplemented jobs in the fossil fuel sector, rather than replaced them. This may change if GHG emissions are cut as strongly as called for by climate science. Unless technologies like carbon

---

³ ILO and IILS: *Working towards sustainable development*, op. cit.
⁵ W. Qingyi: *Coal industry in China: Evolvement and prospects* (San Francisco, Nautilus Institute, 2000); Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security: *China Labour Statistical Yearbook 2010* (Beijing, 2010).
capture and storage (CCS), which would neutralize emissions from fossil fuels, become technically and economically viable, absolute reductions in fossil energy use would precipitate job losses in these industries.

168. Nonetheless, the overall extent of restructuring may be smaller than some expected, at least when considering the impact of reducing GHG emissions to levels in line with the international target of limiting global warming to a maximum of 2°C.

**Climate change mitigation policies mainly affect sectoral employment composition**

169. The OECD has recently made use of its global ENV-Linkages computable general equilibrium model referred to in Chapter 2 to analyse how ambitious climate change mitigation policies could affect labour market outcomes. 7 These simulations show that a well-designed emissions trading system could achieve sharp reductions in GHG emissions while only moderately slowing GDP growth in the coming decades. The main labour market impacts of the mitigation policies will be to alter the sectoral composition of employment, with fossil fuel industries experiencing the steepest declines and renewable-energy industries the sharpest increases (see figure 3.2).

**Figure 3.2. Simulated changes in sectoral composition of employment associated with an ambitious climate change mitigation policy, OECD**

170. On the whole, restructuring would lead to less than 1 per cent of all workers having to change to another economic sector. While earlier experience with restructuring suggests that the number of workers changing enterprises would be larger than those changing sectors, the shifts induced by climate change policies would be much smaller than the 20 per cent job reallocation OECD countries have experienced over the last two decades as a result of globalization. 8 In keeping with other findings on major differences between countries, the modelling shows that the intensity of the induced job reallocation varies significantly across G20 countries. Energy exporters would see the largest shifts (figure 3.3).

---

7 ILO and IILS: *Working towards sustainable development*, op. cit.
Figure 3.3. Simulated increase in relocation, by country

171. OECD and earlier ILO modelling also illustrate how the functioning of the labour market itself could affect the overall cost of sharply reducing GHG emissions. If labour markets adapt smoothly, the impact of mitigation policy on GDP growth is small. This finding illustrates the importance of combining ambitious environmental policies with measures to lower the cost of labour through eco-taxes, and support to increase the adaptive capacity of labour markets for strong employment performance.

172. In conclusion, while losses in energy-intensive sectors are likely, large losses are not inevitable. In addition to policy instruments such as an eco-tax (discussed in Chapter 2), other effects and measures can contain the drop in overall employment. According to ILO studies, even resource and energy-intensive sectors could see an employment gain while energy use and emissions fall. The increase of energy cost would lead to cleaner products and processes, while reductions in the cost of labour would avoid an overall increase in the cost of products which would otherwise result in lost market share and output. Reduced labour costs would be sufficient to increase employment per unit output in energy-intensive sectors. 9

3.1.2. Getting the best employment outcomes from greening enterprises and supply chains

Greening enterprises – Raising resource productivity is key

173. Many resource-intensive industries have two important characteristics that influence employment in a restructuring process: (1) they can benefit from increased demand in green growth sectors to which they supply important inputs; and (2) they are sensitive to price signals related to resource scarcity and environmental policy measures. Improving energy and materials productivities is therefore one important means toward securing the future viability of these industries and their workforces.

174. This is, in fact, already happening. A recent survey of US manufacturing by the US Bureau of Labor Statistics (USBLS), for example, found that almost 100,000 jobs – out of a total of about 700,000 jobs in four basic industries – can be considered green

9 IILS: World of Work Report 2009, op. cit., Ch. 4.
because they produce green goods and services. The largest share is found in the steel sector.  

175. Greening measures protect existing jobs and in some cases can actually boost employment considerably. One example is the recycling of the large amounts of heat produced by basic industries. Using the employment per gigawatt of combined heat and power (CHP) found dissipated in the United States, the global CHP capacity of 330 GW could provide more than 820,000 jobs at new CHP facilities.  

Direct jobs are complemented by indirect employment at supplier companies, site developers, firms involved in designing, constructing and installing CHP facilities and related equipment, as well as those in energy efficiency consulting. CHP promises more employment than do conventional power plants and represents a win–win solution for manufacturing industries. In the United States, a large-scale expansion of CHP could provide 20 per cent of electricity-generating capacity by 2030 and create nearly 1 million highly skilled jobs. The International Energy Agency (IEA) offers a projection of CHP potential by 2030 for the G8 + 5 countries of 833 GW, or about 500 GW more than today. Disregarding improvements in labour productivity, the same rough formula would suggest a global employment potential of more than 2 million jobs.

176. Green manufacturing can act as a catalyst for life-cycle innovation and green job creation – as well as job retention – in the manufacturing sector and its value chains, including services for product eco-design, industrial ecology, energy efficiency and renewable energy, waste management and valuation of natural assets. The greening of manufacturing can lead to significant reductions in resource use and pollution in these energy-intensive industries and help to save existing jobs by improving overall efficiency and generating new revenue from former waste materials and energy.

Getting employees and the social partners involved

177. Successful drives to greening resource-intensive industries have been made by individual companies as well as by entire sectors. The social partners have often played an important role. The highly successful case of the workplace cooperation at the large, global manufacturer 3M is described in box 3.1.

**Box 3.1**

**Higher resource efficiency in enterprises – The example of 3M**

The conglomerate 3M has applied an integrated strategy to improve the company’s resource use, measuring and tracking progress of the business benefits and engaging employees to ensure continual improvement. 3M had reduced its worldwide GHG emissions by 72 per cent in 2011 compared to a 1990 baseline, and emissions of volatile organic compounds by 95 per cent.

---


13 IEA: *Combined heat and power*, op. cit.

14 The G8 + 5 are: Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Russian Federation, United Kingdom and United States plus Brazil, China, India, Mexico and South Africa.
The company's Pollution Prevention Pays or 3P programme, initiated in 1975, has cumulatively prevented more than 1.4 billion kilograms of pollutants and saved the company US$1.4 billion.

The 3P programme depends directly on the voluntary participation of 3M employees, who have completed over 8,600 3P projects to date. Projects must meet criteria such as reducing energy use, making more efficient use of materials and resources and saving money (for example, through reduced operating and materials expenses and increased sales of products).

The company’s 2015 Sustainability Goals include targets to reduce waste by 10 per cent by 2015 from a 2010 base year, and to improve energy efficiency by 25 per cent by 2015 from a 2005 base year. 3M is also planning to review suppliers in Brazil, China, India, Malaysia, Mexico, Republic of Korea, Russian Federation, Taiwan (China), China, Thailand and Turkey, to ensure compliance with its environmental, health and safety, transportation, labour and human relations standards by 2015.

Source: 3M Company: Sustainability report (Maplewood, Minnesota, 2011).

178. Another example is the Korean electronics company LG Electronics which has also actively encouraged its employees to engage in such efforts. It recently established a global labour policy, defining a baseline for over 120 worksites and offices worldwide. Its LGE Labour Union has issued a Union Social Responsibility Charter and established an action plan covering seven core subject areas, including governance, labour and environment (advancing a “low-carbon culture”). By 2010, the company claimed that GHG emissions from its manufacturing operations were 160,000 tonnes below the 2008 level, and that GHG emissions from the use of its products were 12.75 million tonnes lower than would have been the case in the absence of efficiency measures. Its online climate change training had a participation rate of over 20,000 employees based in China, Europe and North America in 2010–11.

179. An innovative example of policy designed to promote efficiency standards for a whole sector is Japan’s Top Runner Programme for electrical appliances in buildings and transport. Instead of setting a minimum efficiency standard, the most efficient model on the market is identified and others have to match it within 4–8 years. This provides time for manufacturers to adapt and/or invent an even more efficient product. The Top Runner standards are set by committees with representatives from the manufacturing industry, trade unions, universities and consumer organizations.

180. Such initiatives in greening enterprises play a vital role not only for reducing environmental impact, but also for improving competitiveness and securing existing employment in resource-intensive sectors. The main opportunities, as well as the labour market implications, do not necessarily lie within the enterprise itself. They may be found along the supply chain of inputs or extend to the downstream marketing, use and disposal of products. Environmental and social life-cycle assessments can be a very useful tool for identifying opportunities for improvement. Guidelines have been issued by UNEP in 2009 and applied for example to the ICT sector. 16

Small businesses have specific challenges in going green

181. An important dimension of greening enterprises is the role of SMEs, which represent the vast majority of all enterprises, accounting for more than two-thirds of all


16 UNEP and Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC): Guidelines for social life cycle assessment of products (Brussels, 2009); A. Ciroth and J. Franze: LCA of an eco-labeled notebook: Consideration of social and environmental impacts along the entire life cycle (Berlin, Greendelta, 2011).
permanent employment. They are also the largest source of new job creation and innovation. While most SMEs are low-risk installations and the environmental footprint of the individual SME is typically small, collectively they are important polluters and consumers of resources. As such, their role will determine how successful the transformation to a green economy will be, both in terms of environmental sustainability and as regards employment and income distribution.

182. However, larger firms have better access to information, internal human resources and financial resources and technology than most SMEs. The creation and growth of SMEs is particularly sensitive to access to information and to understanding green markets, as well as to access to skills programmes, technologies and finance.

183. A study of 15 enterprises in different European countries documents how larger firms are able to tackle environmental sustainability successfully. SMEs, on the other hand, face many challenges in this regard. They have far greater difficulties in compensating for rising energy and raw material costs by improving processes and technology and in absorbing new environmental standards imposed by legislators and consumers. They also miss out more easily on the major business opportunities arising in green markets. This puts SMEs at an added disadvantage and carries the risk of inadvertent structural change, which would jeopardize employment creation.

184. Despite these challenges, SMEs can and should become sustainable enterprises that combine the legitimate quest for profit with the need for development that respects human dignity, environmental sustainability and decent work as envisioned by the conclusions of the 2007 International Labour Conference. As the conclusions point out, environmental sustainability is one of the 17 fundamental enabling conditions for sustainable enterprises. To that end, policies that enable SMEs to successfully navigate the shift to a greener economy and to seize the opportunities will be critical. Cooperatives, business associations and partnerships along value chains can play an important role in supporting SMEs to grow and become sustainable. In addition to environmental regulation, research and development policies, as well as those on public procurement, need to be mindful of the needs and limitations of SMEs.

185. A recent study of five OECD countries found that SMEs welcome a standardized, rules-based approach to establishing environmental requirements. Good practices for transforming SMEs include a sectoral approach to regulation, communication and enforcement; tailored regulatory instruments avoiding activity-based regulation for low-risk installations; the use of economic benefits as a selling point; and partnering between regulatory and enforcement bodies with trade associations and green public procurement accessible to SMEs.


19 M.S. De Gobbi: Mainstreaming environmental issues in sustainable enterprises, op. cit.

20 ILO: Conclusions concerning the promotion of sustainable enterprises, op. cit.
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Environmental policies that address SME concerns

186. A growing number of countries explicitly address SMEs in their environmental policies, including Malaysia, the Philippines, Sri Lanka, Singapore, many EU countries and the United States. Business development services can play an important role to help SMEs cope with environmental challenges. Convinced that environmental sustainability will be a key factor for their competitiveness, the Brazilian small enterprise development service SEBRAE has recently made energy and resource efficiency as well as access to green markets one of its strategic priorities. Among its support measures, SEBRAE conducts attitude and practices surveys, documents good practices, provides guidance to credit lines for environmental investment and facilitates the link to buyers in value chains which put a premium on social and environmental performance of their suppliers. 22

187. The key role of skills development in SMEs has also been highlighted, among others, in Chapter 2 in connection with the construction and agricultural sectors. In particular in developing countries, the owners and employees in small businesses tend to have insufficient business skills. Empirical analysis has proven that entrepreneurship training such as the ILO’s Know About Business (KAB) and Start Your Business (SYB) can be an effective way of addressing this. Entrepreneurship training can also help small firms to identify green business options and turn environmental challenges into new business opportunities, an approach currently piloted with promising results in China and East Africa.

Promoting greening in SMEs and informal resource-based enterprises

188. Preventive policies, which preserve employment by reducing environmental impacts and risk, can also be applied to SMEs in natural resource sectors. An interesting example is the use of unemployment insurance coverage to ensure the reproduction of fish stocks in Brazil. The income replacement enables artisanal fishermen to respect the ban on fishing during the reproductive period of the fish. A major co-benefit has been the formalization of employment for over 400,000 fishermen (see box 3.2).

Box 3.2
Social security and management of fish stocks in Brazil

Brazil provides an example of an initiative to extend social security to vulnerable workers in the informal economy. Artisanal fishers are entitled to unemployment insurance for the so-called closed period, during which fishing activity is prohibited to allow fish to reproduce. The length of the period is defined by the Brazilian Institute of Environment and Renewable Natural Resources (IBAMA) and varies according to region.

To be eligible for unemployment compensation, workers must demonstrate proof of registration as fishers at the National Institute of Social Security (INSS) and pay contributions. They must also prove that they have no source of income other than that derived from fishing. The compensation paid is equivalent to a monthly minimum wage. In 2010, the Federal Government of Brazil paid BRL934.2 million in unemployment insurance to 437,400 fishers. The volume in 2011 was expected to reach BRL1.3 billion.

22 See for example SEBRAE: Produção e consumo sustentáveis – oportunidade e diferencial competitiva a partir do empreendedorismo sustentável (Brasilia, 2012) (in Portuguese).
Some aspects of the programme have been criticized. For instance, observers have noted that the existence of the insurance may attract new workers to the activity, which would increase fishing and run counter to the initial conservation intention of the programme. There may also be instances when access to the insurance is an incentive to disguise employment with larger fishing enterprises. While there may be scope for improvement in the design and implementation of the scheme, the Brazilian experience illustrates the way in which governments can use social security policies to protect natural resources while alleviating poverty among vulnerable groups.


3.1.3. Dealing with job losses

189. Where job losses cannot be prevented, one of the keys to facilitating a just transition for workers will be early identification of affected industries, enterprises and workers, as well as the creation of placement and training services. The difficulty of the adjustment for workers is often exacerbated by: (i) the fact that the loss of the job is unexpected; (ii) their age, seniority, geographical and professional attachment to the occupation and lack of alternatives in proximity; and (iii) a lack of awareness regarding policies and programmes that are available to help them retrain or switch to new jobs.

Planning ahead for job loss due to green transformations

190. Since a green transformation can be anticipated to a certain extent, governments, business and labour can work together to identify potential adjustment pressures early, notably regarding skills deficiencies and upgrading, and develop strategies to ease the transition process. Moreover, public authorities could work closely with vulnerable sectors to inform workers, well ahead of any job separations or layoffs, of the training opportunities and other active programmes that are available to them. At the same time, efforts will be needed to ensure that the education and training systems are responsive to the development of new technologies and economic growth sectors.

191. Prospective assessments such as those carried out with the help of the OECD model, or the forecasts for losses due to energy efficiency policies in China referred to earlier, are very valuable in detecting and preparing for job losses early. Economic modelling can be informed and complemented or even substituted for by direct feedback from the social partners who are directly involved in restructuring processes.

192. A widely cited example is the tripartite round tables of social dialogue set up in Spain in 2005. They were established to tackle compliance with the commitments under the Kyoto Protocol to reduce GHG emissions while checking the impacts on competitiveness, employment and social cohesion in the most affected sectors. 23

193. Training, labour market and social security policies and programmes can play a significant role in helping employment adjustments by providing:

- support to enterprises for retaining and/or retraining affected workers;
- matching of workers with new jobs;
- prompt identification of skills needs through surveys and other instruments;

---

23 ILO: The impact of climate change on employment: Management of transitions through social dialogue: Case study of Social Dialogue Roundtables on the effects of compliance with the Kyoto Protocol on competitiveness, employment and social cohesion in Spain (Geneva, 2010).
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- income support measures, such as unemployment benefits, to help limit the
downside adjustment process for workers; and
- information to workers on the range of active and passive labour market
programmes available to them to minimize disruption.

194. In situations where local and regional economies are heavily dependent on
shrinking industries, efforts to diversify these economies may be needed to allow them to
more readily absorb relocating workers, as illustrated by the experiences with
restructuring in the forest industry in China and the fishing industry in Norway
summarized below. While a green transition is not unlike other structural changes,
policies and programmes should nevertheless be tailored to address specific challenges
and specific industries.

Addressing low occupational mobility

195. A factor which often complicates the transition for workers from resource-intensive
or natural resource-dependent sectors is their relatively low occupational mobility. This
is partly due to a strong identification with their profession, for example among miners,
steelworkers, fishers or loggers. It is also a consequence of a high share of workers with
low skills or with skills and competences that are difficult to transfer and use in other
sectors. As can be observed in table 3.2, for a range of industrialized countries the
proportion of workers with relatively low skill levels is higher in industries with high
emissions levels than in those with lower emissions.

Table 3.2. Employment shares and skill levels in carbon-intensive sectors (percentages)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Employment share in high carbon-intensive sectors (HCIS)</th>
<th>Share of low-skilled 2 workers in low vs high carbon-intensive sectors (LCIS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HCIS</td>
<td>Top 15 industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 HCIS refers to all high carbon-intensive sectors (above the median) taken together. The top high carbon-intensive sectors include agriculture, mining and quarrying, and manufacturing transport. 2 "Low-skilled" refers to education levels; therefore strict comparisons across countries should be made with caution. The employment shares of low-skilled workers are based on the total number of hours worked in the economy. 3 Data is for 2005, except for Canada (2010) for the employment share (for the share of low-skilled it is also for 2005). 4 Data for employment share in HCIS is for EU-15, whereas for the share of low-skilled workers it is for EU-20.


196. There are exceptions, though, which can facilitate transitions for workers and
indeed entire sectors and countries. The existing knowledge and skills base in the
offshore oil and gas sector in the United Kingdom, for example, is very relevant to the development of a domestic wind manufacturing industry. \(^{24}\)

197. Skills in oil drilling could also be applied to geothermal development. Likewise, many of the skills employed in running fossil fuel power stations – including those of electrical engineers, electrical technicians, electricians and information technology specialists – can be adapted to operating renewable power plants. \(^{25}\)

3.1.4. Integrated approaches for smooth and just transitions

*What we have learned from previous industry restructurings*

198. Experiences with restructuring in different sectors and countries highlight some of the obstacles, but also contain encouraging lessons about policy mixes which are effective.

199. Poland’s experience with restructuring its coalmining industry underlines the difficulty that workers may face in a broader move away from fossil fuels, as well as the need for a well-designed and fair transition strategy with adequate social programmes, retraining efforts and economic diversification of regions dependent on the coal industry. In Poland, unprofitable mines were closed down and coal production was slashed from 147 million tonnes in 1990 to 94 million tonnes in 2006. Employment fell even more dramatically, from 388,000 to 119,000 over the same period. The miners regarded the Government’s initial programmes to address the social consequences as unappealing, and funding was insufficient. Following elections, a new programme was formulated in 1998 with substantial trade union input. It strengthened social programmes and more than tripled funds in support of older miners made redundant, to about US$1.5 billion over five years. Out of the 103,000 workers who left coalmining between 1998 and 2002, 67,000 received financial assistance. Many of the miners had only vocational training specific to mining, and other sectors of the economy were also shedding labour. Thus, it took time for former miners to find work, but by 2003 as many as two-thirds of these workers were estimated to have found new jobs outside mining. \(^{26}\)

200. It is worth noting that the Polish downsizing was not prompted by environmental factors but by global competition. Another consideration is the fact that moving away from the fossil fuel industry towards solar and other renewables promises substantial occupational health benefits. This is especially true with regard to coalmining. Although the work tends to pay well, it is one of the most hazardous industries for workers in terms of their long-term health and exposure to accidents. \(^{27}\)

201. The relocation of workers can be promoted by industry, by governments and in partnerships between the private and the public sector, as illustrated by the examples from the sugar industry in Brazil, the forestry industry in China, fishing in Norway and the steel industry in the United Kingdom. In all cases, diversification and the creation of alternative employment are keys to success.

202. The UK Steel Enterprise, a non-profit subsidiary of industry giant Tata Steel, has helped workers to deal with the consequences of a historical process of modernization and substitution of technology for employees in the steel industry. UK Steel Enterprise

\(^{24}\) CBI: *The colour of growth*, op. cit.

\(^{25}\) EC and ILO: *Study of occupational and skill needs in renewable energy*, op. cit.

\(^{26}\) W. Suwala: *Lessons learned from the restructuring of Poland’s coalmining industry* (Geneva, IISD, 2010).

\(^{27}\) S.A. Summer and P.M. Layde: “Expansion of renewable energy industries and implications for occupational health”, op. cit.
was established in 1975 to support redundant steelworkers in their efforts to gain new employment. Seeking to improve the economies of regions that are most affected by changes in the steel industry, it provides tailored financial services for small business development, office rental facilities and local community development support. To date, it has helped to create nearly 70,000 new jobs and supported more than 4,500 small businesses.\(^{28}\)

A challenge on an even larger scale was faced by the Chinese forestry industries and dependent communities when a logging ban was introduced over more than 40 per cent of the total forest area to stop flooding attributed to environmentally unsustainable practices in the forestry sector. Nearly 1 million workers lost their jobs almost overnight. A combination of income replacement, reemployment in the same sector, entrepreneurship training and assistance to create alternative employment and income opportunities targeted for different age groups of workers succeeded in a successful transition for 90 per cent of the workers affected (box 3.3).

### Box 3.3

**Restructuring in the forestry industry in China**

Serious drought followed by a devastating flood in China in the late 1990s triggered national debates and reforms of environmental policies. Policy-makers and academics concluded that widespread and excessive cutting of forests and farming were the root causes. Measures taken by the Government in response to these environmental challenges included a ban on logging on 73 million hectares of natural forests, equivalent to 69 per cent of the total natural forest area.\(^1\) The ambitious ban on logging inflicted tremendous short- and medium-term social economic costs; in particular, almost 1 million state forest workers lost their jobs.\(^2\)

To integrate social concerns within the strategic environmental protection initiatives, measures were adopted to assist redundant state forest workers. According to the Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security of China (MOHRSS), design and implementation of the programme were based on consultations with tripartite committees at national and local levels, including the forest worker trade union, with special communication channels being created for workers and farmers providing a telephone hotline, dedicated websites and micro-blogs.

Older workers were offered early retirement while younger ones could opt for education and training programmes through employment service centres and were supported in finding employment elsewhere. Redundant workers who voluntarily terminated their employment contracts and resettled themselves received a lump-sum of up to three times their previous average annual wages. Until the end of 2010, 680,000 redundant younger workers had received one-off payments, and 276,000 were reemployed or retired. Reemployed or subcontracted workers have been placed in afforestation, forest protection, rural infrastructure and public construction projects. Those who accepted lump-sum payments also received assistance to establish their own businesses (especially green businesses).

Approximately 100,000 redundant workers who were unable to find new jobs received unemployment support to cover minimum living expenses and medical care. A variety of social measures also targeted local farmers affected by the logging ban.

---


Source: MOHRSS: Background information of the Natural Forest Protection Programme (Beijing, 2011).
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204. In the Brazilian sugar industry a private–public partnership has been created to cope with the impact of mechanization forced by measures to reduce the impact of sugar cane harvesting on human health. Traditionally, the leaves of sugar cane are burnt prior to harvesting to facilitate manual cutting. This practice is being phased out in the most important producer region, São Paulo State. Mechanization will lead to massive job losses among a workforce of mostly poorly educated migrant workers. The Brazilian Sugarcane Industry Association (UNICA) and other employers aim at retraining some 7,000 workers annually for a range of occupations, including drivers, farm machine operators, electricians, tractor mechanics, beekeepers and workers in reforestation.

205. A very large transition challenge is faced by the fisheries sector, where 45 million jobs are at risk from overfishing. If addressed early and on a sufficient scale, a temporary transition programme for fishers could avert a longer term decline in fish stocks and employment in the sector which may otherwise be difficult to reverse.

206. The case of the cod industry in the Norwegian Atlantic in the 1990s (see box 3.4) is a successful example of how practices such as temporary restrictions on fishing, and income replacement and retraining for fishers, have led to a recovery of stocks and new opportunities for displaced fishers.

Box 3.4
Norway’s response to overfishing

As a result of the cod crisis of 1989–90, drastic cuts were made in the total allowable cut, and all the major fisheries were effectively closed down by 2005. As a result employment fell, driving fishers to find employment elsewhere. Several remedies were offered, including debt relief. The Fishers’ Guarantee Fund was established to provide temporary payments to fishers for loss of income, which dealt with the immediate effects of restructuring the fishing fleet. Resources were also provided for education and training to enable fishers to enter other areas of the labour market. Significantly, there has also been a concerted effort to expand the business sector by investing in the aquaculture industry and fish processing market as well as non-fishing activity, so that retrained fishers have new employment opportunities.

So, while the short-term effects of the suspension of cod fishing were managed through various employment policies, longer-term challenges were met by rural and regional policies emphasizing education, training and investment. Norway was thus able to manage the resource crisis successfully, while stabilizing unemployment and migration rates. In fact, total catch sizes recovered quickly in the 1990s, while overall employment in the sector continued to gradually decline – to around 15,000 from a high of 115,000 in 1946. These two trends combined to raise the amount of catch per fisher to record levels. Ultimately, a total disruption and collapse of the fisheries was avoided, and the gradual adjustment that was required of the labour market was manageable.


207. Programmes in Norway, and to a lesser extent in Canada and other countries, have been successful in reconciling environmental and social needs. They did, however, require investments in the billions of dollars, in spite of the relatively small number of workers concerned. Providing support to workers and communities during the transition

---


period in this way will be difficult in emerging and developing countries. The fishing communities in those countries tend to be significantly larger than in developed economies and many lack the institutional capacity to deliver a comprehensive suite of passive and active support measures.

208. An international agreement may therefore be necessary to restrict fishing by fleets from industrial countries in threatened fisheries and to help compensate small-scale fishers if temporary reductions in coastal catches of developing countries are required as well. These programmes could be linked to payments for environmental services and coastal rehabilitation. They should also include measures to increase education and skill levels, diversify employment opportunities and promote SMEs in order to lift fishing communities out of poverty.

3.1.5. Coherent policy responses can promote just transitions

209. On the whole, the restructuring from the transition to a more environmentally sustainable economy may be less pronounced than the changes wrought by globalization in recent decades. The dynamics and impacts will however vary from country to country and can be significant for resource-dependent regions and communities. Coherent policy responses and the involvement of ministries of labour and the social partners can help to limit the need for relocation and ensure just transitions where job losses are inevitable. Greening of resource-intensive enterprises, sectors and value chains, along with price signals through eco-taxes that favour employment, can significantly reduce job losses. Workplace cooperation and skills upgrading can be a powerful lever for reducing environmental impacts.

210. Anticipation and mapping of likely impacts are critical for timely and targeted measures. Customized policy packages combining income replacement and income security through social protection, economic diversification, enterprise development, reskilling and labour market placement have proven effective for smooth and just transitions. Enterprise development should pay particular attention to SMEs, which require appropriate regulation, information and support to master the transition and seize environmental market opportunities. Cooperatives and the social economy can also play a major role in a just transition and social inclusion.

3.2. Climate change adaptation and the world of work

3.2.1. Nature and scope of climate impacts

211. The impact of climate change on enterprises, workers and communities is highly location-specific and varies over time. In the short run, impacts are mostly caused by more erratic weather patterns and extreme weather such as heat waves, storms, floods and droughts. These affect communities, enterprises and workers in exposed locations such as coastal areas and flood plains, including some of the world’s largest cities. In developing countries, 14 per cent of the population and 21 per cent of urban dwellers live in low-elevation coastal zones that are exposed. 31 Extreme weather also affects exposed sectors, most importantly agriculture, but also tourism as well as drought-prone regions.

212. In the long run – and very much dependent on whether measures are taken to sharply reduce GHG emissions over the next two decades – rising temperatures

---

themselves will become a major factor of change. One of the consequences is that agricultural yields will fall in many areas. In some African countries, yields from rain-fed agriculture could be reduced by up to 50 per cent by 2020, and 75 to 250 million more people could be exposed to increased water stress. Another consequence is that the areas suitable for certain crops will shift. In Chile, the agricultural belt is expected to be displaced to the south, shifting the demand for labour in agriculture and forestry between regions. In Uganda, coffee growing will be restricted to the highest land, depriving the country of its main export and a source of employment. In the short run, conditions would become more favourable for agriculture and other activities at high latitudes but the overall economic impact is likely to be negative even in high-latitude countries.

213. Rising temperatures are already leading to a melting of glaciers, including in the Arctic, where temperatures have risen twice as fast as the world average. The Greenland ice cap is losing 200 gigatons of water per year, enough to supply 1 billion people. The loss of glaciers and snow cover in the Andes and the Himalayas will put pressure on fresh water supplies and hydropower generation.

214. The melting of glaciers on land and the expansion of the oceans as they warm up has led to sea level rises of about 20 centimetres during the twentieth century. This aggravates storm surges and leads to intrusion of salt water into fresh water reservoirs. A complete melting of Greenland ice – over several centuries – would release enough water to lift sea levels by more than 7 meters. Recent evidence from satellite measurement of sea levels does suggest that actual sea level rises are twice as fast as predicted by IPCC models. By 2090 they may therefore rise by about 1 meter, rather than the 19–59 centimetre range forecast by IPCC in 2007.

215. Developing countries, and within them poorer segments of the population, are more exposed to climate change because of where they live and how they earn a living. They are also more vulnerable because they have the least adaptive capacity.

216. While it stands to reason that the disruption of economic activity, the loss of infrastructure and productive assets in enterprises, the relocation of enterprises and population as well as reduced productivity will negatively affect employment and incomes, sometimes inducing or forcing migration, very little has been done to map and quantify these effects.

217. Environmental factors, in particular climate change, are already a strong driver for migration, both within and across borders. In 2002, the UNHCR estimated that 24 million people around the world became refugees because of floods, famine and other environmental factors, exceeding the number of all other refugees including armed

---

33 ECLAC: Economics of climate change in Latin America and the Caribbean: Summary 2010 (Santiago, 2010), p. 85, map VI.15; CEPAL: Economía del cambio climático en Chile: Síntesis (Santiago, 2009).
conflicts. The Stern Review notes that some estimates suggest that 150–200 million people may become permanently displaced by the middle of the century due to rising sea levels, more frequent floods and more intense droughts.

Migration is an important strategy for maintaining minimum income levels and has increased in recent years in response to greater variation in rainfall, particularly where there is no assistance to strengthen climate resilience in situ. For those with assets, in particular education and employable skills, migration is an opportunity; for those without, it effectively traps households at the margins of a decent existence.

3.2.2. Assessment of employment and income impacts of climate change

Three examples of national assessments highlight the need and usefulness of analysing employment and income dimensions on a case-by-case basis for both climate impacts themselves and in order to design appropriate adaptation strategies.

In Namibia, a computable general equilibrium model (CGE) was used to assess the economic and social impact of a variety of climate change scenarios. It concludes that even in the best-case scenario, 25 per cent of the population will have to find new livelihoods. The poorest households (subsistence farmers) are the most affected and will probably move to cities. As a consequence of the massive displacement of rural population, incomes for unskilled labour in the cities could fall by 12 to 24 per cent, further exacerbating the situation of the poor.

The study of the employment impact of Cyclone Sidr conducted with support from the ILO and FAO shows that methodologies to assess climate-related disasters need sufficient resolution in terms of the sectors and types of enterprises affected in order to design effective policy measures (see box 3.5).

**Box 3.5**

**The impact of Cyclone Sidr on enterprises in Bangladesh**

When Cyclone Sidr hit Bangladesh in 2007 it had a direct impact on 567,000 people, corresponding to 14 per cent of all households in the 12 affected districts. Although 75 per cent were farm households, only 35 per cent had agriculture as their main source of income. Livelihoods and prospects for short-term recovery were therefore mainly affected by damage to income-generating assets in non-farm small businesses rather than harvest loss.

---


38 N. Stern: *The economics of climate change*, op. cit.


41 ILO: *Cyclone Sidr: Preliminary assessment of the impact on decent employment and proposed recovery strategy*, op. cit.
Damage to assets included the loss of fishing boats and gear, of infrastructure, factory equipment and tools of self-employed workers. Private businesses included rice mills, sawmills, ice factories, potteries, blacksmiths, barber shops, tricycle vans, sewing machines and tools held in private homes. The damage affected about 30,500 establishments and 75,000 jobs. In addition, about 27,000 self-employed workers without a fixed establishment lost their income-generating assets. The total value of lost assets was estimated at US$3.8 million, mostly in the manufacturing sector. Private businesses had to interrupt or reduce activity for more than two months because of the destruction of assets and the lack of electricity. The total loss of revenue in industrial and commercial establishments due to reduced activity has been estimated at another US$47 million.

Enabling non-farm SMEs was the fastest way to restart economic activity, but required substantial access to new credit to replace lost assets. Interest rates surged in response, leading the Government to impose a ceiling. This in turn resulted in a credit crunch. As the FAO/ILO assessment revealed, high prior debt levels and uncertain outlook made the SMEs high-risk borrowers. Credit guarantees of lower interest government loans were therefore needed. Understanding the sector, employment and distributional income effects enabled policy to accelerate recovery of income, notably in micro- and small enterprises and industries.

Source: Government of Bangladesh: Cyclone Sidr in Bangladesh: Damage, loss, and needs assessment for disaster recovery and reconstruction (Dhaka, Economic Relations Division, 2008).

222. Adaptation measures can also have impacts on labour markets – sometimes inadvertent ones, as another example from Bangladesh shows. Dryland rice, the staple crop in north-eastern Bangladesh, is becoming unviable because of lower and erratic rainfall. Substituting mango – deep-rooted trees – for rice is technically feasible and economically viable with a good market for mango. The labour market impact, however, would be a sharp contraction of labour demand in agriculture in districts where landless workers who earn their living as daily labourers in rice farming represent 41 per cent of the total workforce. Deprivation and outmigration would be likely consequences of the new cropping pattern.

223. Assessments of the employment and social impact of climate change itself and of adaptation to it should therefore be conducted systematically. Data should be collected about the labour market, households and enterprises. Enterprise data should comprise location, the sector of activity, assets and number of employees. Employment data are needed by sector, by gender, formal or informal employment and levels of skill. Household income and expenditure should be collected by income quintile, differentiating between urban and rural households, between male- and female-headed and where appropriate by ethnic group, for example indigenous/non-indigenous households. In addition to the level, the main source of household income, assets and savings, as well as the affiliation of households with organizations, are important parameters for the design of adaptation strategies.

3.2.3. National initiatives on climate change adaptation

224. Significant climate change is already occurring and causing major damage to economies and labour markets. Even with drastic reductions of emissions today, global warming will continue for centuries because of the inertia of the climate system. Adaptation to climate change will therefore be essential to protect enterprises, workplaces and communities from negative impacts.

42 FAO: Community based adaptation in action: A case study from Bangladesh (Rome, 2008).
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225. A range of estimates of the cost of adaptation has been made based on different assumptions and scenarios. An early estimate by the UNFCCC in 2007 put global adaptation costs at US$49–171 billion per year by 2030, with US$27–66 billion needed in developing countries. A 2010 study by the World Bank arrived at US$75–100 billion per year in current US dollars for 2010–50 for developing countries alone. This is the same order of magnitude as development assistance by advanced economies to developing countries. Other estimates are considerably higher.

226. Among the main policy responses by countries are National Adaptation Programmes of Action (NAPAs). As of November 2012, all except one of the 48 least developed countries had prepared NAPAs. Many more emerging and advanced economies such as China and India, as well as Germany and the United Kingdom, have national adaptation programmes. Very few, however, explicitly address the employment dimensions of adaptation such as:

- rehabilitation of natural infrastructure and management of ecosystems such as water catchments, forests and coastal mangrove belts to reduce soil erosion, flooding or water scarcity;
- engineering options such as increased sea defences or storm-proof houses;
- risk management and reduction strategies such as early warning systems;
- access to social security benefits to buffer against shocks;
- development of financial instruments such as insurance schemes; and
- capacity building of local institutions and communities including the use of weather and climate data, adaptation of farming practices, irrigation or water harvesting.

227. Adaptation options are many, ranging from “software” measures such as training, capacity and institution building and social assistance, to “hardware” measures such as infrastructure or reforestation. Well-designed national initiatives combine both types of measures. Public works programmes (PWP) or employment-intensive investment programmes (EIP), which have been used widely in the past in development programmes not necessarily related to climate change, can serve as a hub for a multi-faceted integrated approach in adapting to climate change. When properly targeted and designed, they can help to reduce the vulnerability of the poor strata of the population by the provision of employment opportunities through a local resource-based approach. Through the right types of works and use of appropriate technologies, they can increase resilience to climate change and ensure a low-carbon or carbon-neutral approach to building more climate-resilient communities. These types of programmes can have a multiplier effect for employment, income security, climate-resilient asset creation and access to fundamental services such as energy and water.

228. The restoration and protection of the natural resource base not only reduces climate risks but can improve agricultural productivity and income. Flood prevention measures such as diversion of floodwater and improved water management contribute to climate-proofing local infrastructure.

---


Sustainable development, decent work and green jobs

229. Large-scale public employment programmes such as the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) in India (see box 2.2 in Chapter 2), the Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP) in South Africa and the Productive Safety Net Programme (PSNP) in Ethiopia (see box 3.6) all make the link between employment, social protection and the restoration and protection of natural resources. Although they may not all have been conceived as such at the design stage, these programmes illustrate the fundamental role public employment programmes have as part of social protection floors and how they can assist exposed populations to cope with the impacts of climate change and to adapt successfully.

Box 3.6
Ethiopia’s Productive Safety Net Programme

Millions of people in rural Ethiopia are exposed to a potentially lethal interaction of drought and poverty. During the drought in 2003, 14 million people – one in every five Ethiopians – depended on food aid. Ethiopia’s Productive Safety Net Programme (PSNP) is a bold attempt to tackle the food security threats posed by an uncertain climate. Food insecurity is an integral element of poverty in Ethiopia. Traditionally, the response has been ad hoc food aid. The PSNP replaces this humanitarian model with an employment-based social transfer programme. Targeting people facing predictable food insecurity as a result of poverty rather than temporary shocks, it offers guaranteed employment for five days a month in return for transfers of food or cash equivalent to US$4 per month for each household member. Coverage has been extended from 5 million people in 2005 to 8 million by 2010. Unlike the food aid model, the PSNP is a multi-year arrangement financed by government and donors, shifting the mode of support away from sporadic emergency aid towards more predictable resource transfers and continuous investment.


230. Microinsurance and social finance can be valuable instruments to address climate along with other economic and social risks. Innovative finance schemes to strengthen the financial resilience of households affected by climate change have been developed, among others, in Ghana and in the Asia–Pacific region.

231. In the Philippines, microinsurance and finance as part of an integrated approach to climate risk attenuation has been tested by the ILO in a joint UN project on building climate resilient farming communities through innovative risk transfer mechanisms. In the context of the so-called Climate Change Adaptation Project (CCAP), a local financing and risk insurance model was designed for rice and maize farmers vulnerable to climate change in north-eastern Mindanao, southern Philippines. The CCAP model facilitated access to credit in support of crop production and alternative livelihoods as well as to savings facilities and to formal and informal insurance (crop, life, health) including the innovative Weather Index-based Insurance (WIBI) package. The project also facilitated access to productive services including training in farming technology (Farmer Fields School) and agricultural inputs. The technical training was complemented by entrepreneurship training, the promotion of financial literacy and access to market information and business development services. As a result, these communities were able to continue with production in the face of climatic risks, diversify their sources of income, strengthen their asset base and make more effective decisions on farming based on risk levels. At the end of the pilot in 2011, around a thousand families had participated in CCAP and had achieved an increase in net income.
The project is now being scaled up with government resources and support from UNDP. 45

232. While it is widely recognized that the approaches conducive to successful adaptation to climate change are similar to those for sustainable development more broadly, existing policies and strategies such as the NAPAs still pay little attention to the employment and income dimension. There continues to be a prevalence of technocratic and loosely coordinated measures. Integrated approaches built around social protection and employment promotion such as those highlighted above are proving to be effective. They can achieve both scale, as part of national schemes, and be customized through local economic development approaches to account for the fact that the challenges and opportunities for adaptation to climate change are highly location-specific. A stronger participation of ILO constituents in the formulation of NAPAs and related programmes would provide valuable social and labour market information for the planning process, associate those directly concerned by the implementation in the decision-making and thereby enhance ownership and voice by businesses and workers, as well as synergies between public and private investments.

3.3. Adverse income distribution effects originating from energy poverty

233. The third category of challenges for labour markets and social inclusion from the transition to sustainable economies is of a different nature from the previous two; it concerns the impact that environmental policies to reduce GHG emissions and growing resource scarcity can have on income distribution and expenditure patterns of different social groups. Rising prices for energy – whether driven by scarcity as well as the pricing of GHG emissions, by levies to finance investments into renewable energy or by green energy subsidy reform – will impact poorer households disproportionately. This is likely to exacerbate existing income inequalities within countries. This section examines the evidence on the relation between household income and energy expenditure, and explores policy options for averting unintended regressive effects of policies.

3.3.1. Energy expenditure and income distribution

234. Environmental policies that raise prices for consumers can exacerbate energy and fuel poverty in both developed and developing countries. Energy-poor households are unable to meet their basic needs for energy even though they spend more than 10 per cent of their total income for this. These households represent the extreme of a broader pattern: in general, poor households spend a higher proportion of their income on energy, despite the fact that they consume less and have far lower emission levels. These findings are confirmed by a number of recent studies for all continents. In much of Africa, Asia, Latin America and parts of Europe, the proportion of income spent on energy is three times – and can be as much as 20 times – that of richer households. 46

235. Low-income households also tend to have lower income elasticity in terms of energy spending than those with higher incomes. 47 This is further aggravated by the close link between energy prices and those of other essential goods and services, such as

46 For more detail on the findings by country see ILO and IILS: Working towards sustainable development, Ch. 1.
food and transport on which the poor spend an even larger percentage of their income than on energy directly (see Chapter 1). The majority of poor households therefore have little budgetary flexibility, and an increase in prices or a change in energy policies can have a direct impact on them, forcing them to choose between energy payments and essential goods. 48

236. It is therefore necessary to keep these distributional impacts in mind when considering environmental transition policies such as the abolition of energy subsidies or energy and carbon taxes. In addition to improving the access of the poorest to quality energy services, as discussed in Chapter 2, measures are needed to reduce the disproportionate burden on already poor households and the broader regressive income distribution effect.

3.3.2. Compensation for the impact of higher energy prices

237. Carbon-trading schemes and feed-in tariffs levied on electricity consumers tend to have stronger regressive effects than broader carbon taxes. Emissions trading concentrates on large point sources of emissions, notably power stations. Large industrial users are allocated emissions allowances and often exempted from financing feed-in tariffs, thereby shifting the burden to households and smaller enterprises.

238. Compensation for this effect through fiscal measures is not straightforward, because domestic use is highly variable between different groups and localities. While cash transfer programmes, for example, could in principle make up for such increases, such transfers are unlikely to fully compensate for the rise in energy prices. In the United Kingdom even the most progressive use of revenues from carbon taxes to protect the poor would leave up to a third of low-income households losing out. This underlines the need to carefully design policies to address the effects of higher energy prices through a coherent set of policy measures, which can include transfer programmes embedded in national social protection floors and wider social security systems.

239. Gough et al. 49 evoke possible alternatives considered for the United Kingdom. Figure 3.4 illustrates the pre-existing exposure of households to energy prices and the expected impact of carbon pricing policies to reduce GHG emission levels – highest for the lowest income bracket.


240. To mitigate this effect, low-income price indexes could be used to calibrate transfer payments. Differential energy pricing, at low cost for a basic consumption level and with steeply rising tariffs for additional use, would have a positive distributional effect but signify a radical departure from current pricing. The furthest-reaching proposal is a personal carbon budget, which would be complex to implement.

241. In the absence of readily applicable compensatory mechanisms, a radical expansion of eco-social investment in housing and transport infrastructure is widely seen as an essential complement. Such investments have, inter alia, been advocated by UNEP and others as a Green New Deal, i.e. an effective way to tackle the financial and economic crisis while advancing sustainable development goals.

242. Many countries are promoting energy efficiency in social housing and are expanding affordable public transport. The example of the social housing programme in Brazil integrating solar water heaters (see box 3.7) illustrates the benefits. Electricity bills of beneficiary households decline 40 per cent, the national electricity grid saves expensive peak power supply and labour markets add at least 18,000 jobs. While solar heaters are a very effective and lasting way of addressing the root cause of the problem of energy poverty, infrastructure development will take time before relieving the burden on poor households.

---

Initiated in response to a massive housing deficit, this social housing programme was launched in March 2009 with an initial budget of BRL34 billion (US$18 billion) and planned to build 1 million homes for low-income families by the end of 2011. The second stage of the programme, which is integrated into the Government's Growth Acceleration Programme (Programa de Aceleração do Crescimento), was announced in March 2010. With a budget of BRL278 billion (US$153 billion) for 2011–14, it made a commitment to build a further 2 million homes. Families earning up to three times the minimum wage in cities with over 100,000 inhabitants will receive subsidies that set the monthly repayment rate to around BRL10 per month. Families earning three to six times the minimum wage are guaranteed that their monthly mortgage payments will not surpass 20 per cent of their income.

Houses built under the programme have to meet a number of environmental requirements, including rainwater collection and the use of certified timber. Solar water heaters were made compulsory for houses in the southern half of Brazil in late 2010. The industry association ABRAVA estimated that some 1.1 million m² of solar collector area would be added in 2011, surpassing the country’s total installed area in 2008 of just 700,000 m². In 2009 the ILO (which advised the Brazilian Government to include solar collectors in the PMCMV programme) expected that some 500,000 houses would eventually be built with solar heating, and that homeowners could expect a 40 per cent reduction in electricity bills. The ILO also projected that nearly 18,000 additional jobs could be created in the solar installation industry. In 2010, the government-owned mortgage bank CAIXA financed approximately 43,300 housing units with solar water heating. CAIXA requires that solar installers working under PMCMV be accredited under the Qualisol quality label.


Another way of addressing the higher burden on the poor of energy expenditures, or simply to enable them to access modern energy, is the formation of energy cooperatives. Cooperatives provide community ownership and control, while the priority for service provision keeps prices low. With the principle of sustainability for the community at their root, they also provide voice to members and engage in dialogue on energy policy which facilitates community ownership, production and distribution of energy (see box 3.8).

In some countries, cooperatives have traditionally played a major role in energy supply. In the United States, for example, they account for 11 per cent of total electricity delivered and serve an estimated 42 million people in 47 states. In Argentina, the Sociedad Cooperativa Popular Limitada de Comodoro Rivadavia (SCPL) was founded in 1933 to provide energy at lower cost than the monopoly utility, when a group of entrepreneurs and socially active citizens bought the concession to distribute electricity. SCPL later added power generation and built the grid which led to the development of the region. The cooperative has extended its activities to cover telephone services, the supply of drinking water, sanitation services and Internet access. Today, SCPL has over 600 employees and owns the largest wind park in Argentina. Clean energy generation represents 17 per cent of its total energy production.

### Box 3.8

**Cooperatives as providers of affordable clean energy**

In some countries, cooperatives have traditionally played a major role in energy supply. In the United States, for example, they account for 11 per cent of total electricity delivered and serve an estimated 42 million people in 47 states. In Argentina, the Sociedad Cooperativa Popular Limitada de Comodoro Rivadavia (SCPL) was founded in 1933 to provide energy at lower cost than the monopoly utility, when a group of entrepreneurs and socially active citizens bought the concession to distribute electricity. SCPL later added power generation and built the grid which led to the development of the region. The cooperative has extended its activities to cover telephone services, the supply of drinking water, sanitation services and Internet access. Today, SCPL has over 600 employees and owns the largest wind park in Argentina. Clean energy generation represents 17 per cent of its total energy production.
More recent examples are Greenpeace Energy (Germany), the largest energy cooperative in the country with 22,000 members and more than 100,000 clients (including 7,000 commercial customers). The cooperative was founded to provide 100 per cent renewable energy at affordable prices by means of wind farms/wind turbines, and photovoltaic (PV) plants as well as hydropower. With €84 million in sales, the cooperative has created 80 direct jobs.

Inspired by the experience with rural electrification in the United States, the Rural Electrification Programme (REP) in Bangladesh was created in the late 1970s to make electricity available outside urban areas. In 2008, the REP included approximately 70 rural energy cooperatives which generate and distribute electricity, employing about 16,000 people. The results of this electrification programme have been impressive: 219,006 kilometres of distribution lines have been installed that now connect about 47,650 villages to the electricity grid, giving about 30 million people in rural areas access to electricity.

244. In summary, higher energy and resource prices, caused by scarcity or policies to encourage energy efficiency and reductions of GHG emissions, will often have strong regressive impacts on income distribution, but this effect can be assessed and attenuated by compensating poorer households through transfers or adapted tariff structures. Transfers can be linked to existing social protection programmes and should be complemented by enhanced access to energy-efficient housing and transport for low-income groups.
Chapter 4

Effective policies and the scope for a supportive role by the ILO

245. Chapters 2 and 3 identified three areas of opportunities and three areas of challenges. There are significant opportunities to create more jobs, particularly in green growth sectors, with net employment gains for the economy as a whole; opportunities to upgrade large numbers of existing jobs, making them more productive as well as more environmentally sustainable with massive benefits for poverty reduction; and opportunities to promote social inclusion through the access to clean, modern energy.

246. The challenges result from the structural change associated with a transition to more sustainable production and consumption patterns; from the already significant and growing damage to enterprises, jobs and livelihoods caused by climate change; and from the imperative to mitigate potential worsening of income distribution due to energy price increases.

247. The examples of successful policy approaches have shown that coherent policies which integrate the three dimensions of sustainable development and which make use of the inseparable and complementary nature of productive employment, social protection, labour rights and social dialogue are the most effective to ensure a smooth and just transition which seizes the opportunities and minimizes the social and economic costs associated with the challenges. More and more countries are embarking on a shift to environmentally sustainable economies and want to seize the potential to create decent work in the process.

248. This chapter presents a synthesis of major national and international initiatives that offer opportunities for contributions by the ILO, and provides a short overview of the current state of ILO practical support to decent work promotion in the transformation to greener economies, as a starting point for future work. The chapter then summarizes the policy lessons emerging from the previous chapters and outlines a conceptual framework for the contribution of the world of work to environmental sustainability as a basis for discussion.

4.1. Initiatives to promote environmental sustainability and decent work

4.1.1. National initiatives

249. Growing numbers of national governments are pursuing environmental sustainability, often with green economy and green growth initiatives, and increasingly with the support of employers’ organizations and trade unions. Table 4.1 provides an overview of selected initiatives by countries at all levels of development from around the world. Many are recent, with a considerable number giving explicit consideration to green jobs policies or explicitly addressing jobs, skills, enterprise development, social protection and inclusion or just transitions.
### Table 4.1. National initiatives for environmental sustainability, green economy or green growth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Examples of green economy or green growth initiatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barbados</td>
<td>The National Strategic Plan 2006–25 includes “Building a Green Economy – Strengthening the Physical Infrastructure and Preserving the Environment” and “Building Social Capital” as two of six strategic goals. The Plan contains strategies to create new businesses and expand existing enterprises on a sustainable basis, supported by a modern synergistic manpower planning framework for decent work and the creation of quality jobs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>The national poverty eradication strategy (2011) reflects green opportunities, including social housing, green protection grants (Bolsa Verde), and the formalization of 250,000 recycling workers linked to the National Solid Waste Policy established by law in 2010.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>The national Green Growth Roadmap (2010) aims in the short term (2–5 years) to help stimulate the economy, save and create jobs, protect vulnerable groups and improve environmental sustainability. It recognizes investment into human capital as a key precondition for sustained economic growth, including training for green and decent jobs to enhance the greening of the economy and improve the stock of human capital in Cambodia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>The 12th Five Year Plan (2011–15) set as key themes the rebalancing of the economy, reducing social inequality and protecting the environment. There are plans to invest US$468 billion in greening key economic sectors, in particular waste recycling and reutilization, clean technologies, and renewable energy. An estimated 35,000 enterprises and institutions in environment protection and its related industries employ 3 million workers. Employment and skills policies for green jobs are in preparation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>Europe 2020 (2010–20), a European strategy for smart, sustainable, and inclusive growth, sets key targets covering employment, education, research and innovation, social inclusion and poverty reduction, and climate/energy. Employment targets include the following: 75 per cent of the population aged 20–64 should be employed while meeting the EU’s objective of 20 per cent of renewable sources; meeting the 20 per cent target on energy efficiency by 2020 would create over 1 million new jobs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>Climate Resilient Green Economy Initiative (2011–2025): Seeking to achieve middle-income status by 2025 in a climate-resilient green economy, the CRGE Initiative promotes socio-economic targets such as rural development; health; the creation of employment in high value added production; the local production of efficient stoves, afforestation/reforestation as well as forest management, and livestock, in particular poultry; and rural employment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Under the Grenelle de l’Environnement (Environment Round Table) (2009–20) more than US$600 billion are being committed to support green measures and over 300,000 direct jobs have so far been created.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>The objectives of the energy policy (Energiewende) 2011 are: to phase out nuclear energy by 2020 and increase energy efficiency; and to increase renewable energy sources in gross electricity consumption from 17 per cent in 2010 to at least 36 per cent by 2020. More than 300,000 workers are employed in renewable energy and another 300,000 in energy-efficient building construction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>The National Action Plan on Climate Change (NAPCC) outlines existing and future policies and programmes for climate mitigation and adaptation. The plan identifies eight core “national missions” including solar energy, agriculture, water and habitat, running through 2017. The Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MNREGA) supports several of the missions through a vast public works programme mostly oriented to environmental protection and conservation, benefiting over 55 million households in 2010–11.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Through its National Action Plan Addressing Climate Change (2007) based on a triple-track strategy which is pro-poor, pro-job and pro-growth, Indonesia has voluntarily committed to reducing its greenhouse gas emissions by 26 per cent, and up to 41 per cent by 2020 with international support. A Climate Change Sectoral Roadmap including for green jobs and skills has been developed to mainstream climate change in the Indonesian national mid-term development plan (2010–14), while a National Action Plan on Mitigation and Adaptation to Climate Change on Public Works consists of policies, strategies and programmes to lower impacts of climate change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Examples of green economy or green growth initiatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>The 10th Malaysia Plan (2011–15) sets out a programme of economic reforms which are expected to facilitate the growth of new industrial sectors, particularly in green technologies. It includes enterprise promotion. An assessment of employment potential is under way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius</td>
<td>The Maurice Ile Durable (MID) (2008–28) long-term vision for sustainable development encapsulates five major themes: energy, education, environment, equity and employment. Government institutions and employers’ organizations have included green jobs, skills and enterprises in their strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Mexico established “promoting sustainable development, green growth and the fight against climate change” as one of the priorities of its presidency of the G20 in 2012. A Special Climate Change Programme (2009–12) set a target of cutting national GHG emissions by 50 per cent by 2050 compared to 2000, supported by programmes to replace almost 2 million refrigerators, air conditioning units and inefficient light bulbs. Mexico's Environmental Leadership for Competitiveness – a programme to improve the competitiveness of value chains and of SMEs through environmental management benefited 651 businesses up to 2010, generating MXN 923 million (over US$70 million) of savings per year and creating 5,758 permanent jobs. A comprehensive green economy and green jobs assessment, and the identification of indicators to support green growth policies are under way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>The Solar Plan (2009–20) aims to reduce Morocco's energy imports by installing 2,000 MW from solar power by 2020 while supporting economic growth and creating employment; and to achieve industrial integration of concentrated solar power technologies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>The National Climate Change Action Plan (2011–28) includes a specific output on increased productive employment and livelihood opportunities in climate-smart industries and services. Activities programmed aim to develop and improve matching of labour force skills to climate-smart industry demand; develop a system of monitoring and reporting of green job creation and employment; and review and develop innovative financing mechanisms for sustainable livelihoods in rural and climate change-vulnerable areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
<td>The plans Road to Our Future: Green Growth, National Strategy and Five Year Plan for Green Growth (2009–13) are expected to generate some 810,000 green jobs by 2013 and foster competitiveness of the Korean economy in technologies that reduce energy dependence, enhance climate resilience and promote a low-carbon growth path.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.2. International initiatives

250. In the context of Rio +20, UN agencies and other international organizations have launched a range of initiatives to support growing worldwide interest in seizing the opportunities of a green economy. These initiatives aim at closing knowledge gaps by generating evidence, formulating concepts, methodologies and indicators, and identifying best practices. Several provide advisory services and capacity building and engage stakeholders in policy dialogues. Efforts are also being made to step up finance for a greener economy. Only a few of these initiatives consider employment and social dimensions, however. The most relevant are summarized below.

Sharing knowledge

- UNEP has followed up its landmark 2011 Green Economy Report by posting online a series of success stories from around the world to encourage replication and scaling up. The experiences documented range from broad-based policies and practices to specific projects. ¹

- UN-DESA has developed a Green Economy Policy Map and Database. This searchable, online knowledge resource incorporates more than 300 examples of green economy policies, practices and initiatives and will become part of a new Sustainable Development Knowledge Platform.²

- The Green Growth Knowledge Platform (GGKP) ³ inaugurated in January 2012 brings together a global network of researchers and development experts to provide practitioners and policy-makers with better tools to implement sustainable development. The founding members of the GGKP are the OECD, World Bank, the Republic of Korea-based Global Green Growth Institute, and UNEP. The ILO has been invited to contribute specialized knowledge on employment, green jobs and social inclusion.

- The OECD has created a Forum on Green Skills, bringing together stakeholders in skills development for a low-carbon economy.⁴

- The G20 strategy on inclusive green growth adopted in May 2012 provides comprehensive guidance to member States, including on decent work, social protection and green jobs. An ILO–OECD issues paper on the implications for the labour market served as input. To assist implementation of the guidance, the G20 Development Working Group published a comprehensive toolkit jointly with the wider UN system, OECD and the African Development Bank, including references to ILO employment assessment methodologies and the building of social protection floors.⁵


³ See http://www.greengrowthknowledge.org/Pages/GGKPHome.aspx.


Advisory services

- A Joint Programme on “Supporting a Green Economy Transition in Developing Countries and LDCs: Building towards Rio +20 and Beyond” by UN-DESA, UNDP and UNEP promotes green economy as a key element of “One UN” and UN Country Team programming. It supports about 15 countries to link sustainable development and poverty eradication.  

- UNEP’s expanding Green Economy Initiative is currently providing policy advice, technical assistance and capacity building to 26 countries. Scoping studies and policy dialogues aim at determining key elements of a green economy strategy and roadmap. The ILO Green Jobs Programme has been complementing this policy design with assessments of the potential for green jobs where possible, including in China, Kenya, Mexico and South Africa.

- The Poverty Environment Initiative (PEI) by UNDP in collaboration with UNEP is assisting 22 countries to integrate pro-poor environmental sustainability issues into national development strategies, plans and budget processes. Under the PEI portfolio, there has been work on protecting worker health in waste management.

- UNDP also supports a number of countries in formulating Green Low Emission Climate Resilient Development Strategies (LECRDS). Among the goals is the creation of new employment opportunities and green jobs.

- The Climate Change, Employment and Local Development project of OECD aims to help national and local authorities promote good quality greener jobs in low-carbon activities. This includes efforts to measure the potential for green growth at regional/local level and explore ways to foster job creation and inclusive economic development.

- The United Nations Secretary-General formulated an Action Agenda in April 2012 in support of Sustainable Energy for All, an initiative with three complementary objectives for 2030 – achieving universal access to modern energy services; doubling the rate of improvement in energy efficiency; and doubling the share of renewable energy in the global energy mix. Major new investments are to be mobilized, including through public–private partnerships.

- A 2012 report by the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) finds that reaching the objective of sustainable energy for all could create almost 4 million direct jobs by 2030 in the off-grid electricity sector alone, and additional jobs relating to heating, cooling and cooking energy.

- The Director-General of UNIDO has launched a Green Industry initiative on resource-efficient low-carbon growth in developing countries. UNIDO works

---


7 See www.unpei.org.


with governments to support industrial institutions that in turn provide assistance to local enterprises and entrepreneurs, covering a broad range of issues including energy, resource-efficient and cleaner production, management of chemicals, ozone-depleting substances and water. In collaboration with UNEP, UNIDO has set up a Green Industry Platform, a framework to bring together governmental, business and civil society leaders to secure concrete commitments and mobilize action in support of the Green Industry agenda. 13

- The Partnership for Action on Green Economy (PAGE), launched by UNEP, the ILO, UNIDO and UNITAR with the support of the Republic of Korea and a number of other donors, offers a comprehensive set of services to countries interested in promoting environmental sustainability with job creation and social inclusion. As of February 2013 PAGE will offer customized advisory services for individual countries to help design, implement and finance policies and programmes, and promote high-level policy dialogues as well as knowledge generation and sharing.

Finance

251. As adequate financing is critical for transforming the economy and the creation of green jobs, multilateral development banks are changing priorities and stepping up green economy finance.

- The World Bank’s renewable energy portfolio has more than quadrupled from 2007 to 2012, rising to US$3.6 billion (or 44 per cent of the Bank’s total energy investments, up from 22 per cent). 14

- In the transportation sector, the World Bank and the regional development banks announced at the Rio +20 Conference that they would make available US$175 billion over ten years for alternative, low-carbon transport. 15

- The African Development Bank is formulating a Green Growth Strategy focusing on providing sustainable infrastructure, efficient/sustainable use of natural assets, and building resilience and adaptive capacity. The strategy is expected to guide the AfDB’s operational engagement with its regional member countries and provide targeted assistance to countries committed to developing through green growth. Cape Verde, Kenya, Mozambique, Senegal and Sierra Leone have been identified for piloting national green growth support. 16

- The Green Climate Fund set up under the United Nations Framework Convention for Climate Change 17 is to provide support to developing countries to limit or reduce their greenhouse gas emissions and to adapt to the impacts of climate change. The Fund is intended to play a key role in channelling new, additional, adequate and predictable financial resources to developing countries and should catalyse both public and private climate finance at the international and national


levels. For the time being, the Fund is far from the envisaged level of US$100 billion per year.

- The UNDP/Global Environment Facility (GEF) Small Grants Programme provides funding for local-level investments into sustainable livelihoods. More than 15,000 community-level grants have been made around the world, some of which are directly targeting green jobs development. 18

4.2. ILO support for environmentally sustainable development

252. Over recent years the ILO has significantly expanded its long-standing work to link environmentally sustainable development with decent work. Following the discussions at the International Labour Conference in 2007, the Green Jobs Initiative was launched in 2007 with UNEP, IOE and ITUC. In response to strong demand from constituents, the Green Jobs Programme was established in 2008.

4.2.1. Strategic orientation

253. The initial priorities for the Programme established by the Governing Body 19 were:

- research and a strong knowledge base;
- awareness raising and capacity building for constituents on the link between the environment, climate change and the labour market;
- the creation of green jobs;
- the greening of all jobs and workplaces; and
- a socially just transition to a low-carbon and sustainable economy.

254. These priorities were last updated in November 2012 20 in the light of the outcomes of the Rio +20 Conference, calling for a focus on:

(i) capacity building for social dialogue: strengthening training and outreach programmes to establish national frameworks and agree on measures that ensure a transition aiming at greater social inclusion and the creation of quality employment opportunities at sector and national level;

(ii) employment assessments: expanding ongoing technical assistance for the analysis of the employment impacts and implications for skills development of greening economies and enterprises at national and sector level;

(iii) social protection floors: identifying and promoting positive linkages between national social protection floors, economic development, poverty reduction and environmental protection; and

(iv) research and knowledge management: continuing to provide constituents with knowledge and information, tested tools and practical approaches on decent work creation in the transition to a green economy.

18 See http://sgp.undp.org/.
19 ILO: GB.300/WP/SDG/1, op. cit.
20 ILO: GB.316/POL/3, para. 20, as amended by the Governing Body.
255. The key contribution of the Office would focus on supporting economic and labour market restructuring in response to resource scarcity, to the adverse impacts of climate change and to environmental and climate policies.

4.2.2. Mode of implementation

256. Throughout, the constituents emphasized the need for an integrated approach linking the four dimensions of decent work in keeping with the 2008 ILO Declaration on Social Justice for a Fair Globalization.

257. In line with this orientation, the Green Jobs Programme adopted a cross-cutting approach under which:

(i) implementation takes place through an Office-wide networked programme with joint delivery and learning by field offices, projects, the International Training Centre (Turin) and ILO headquarters;

(ii) products and deliverables integrate the four dimensions of decent work; and

(iii) human and financial resources are pooled in teams composed of staff from relevant technical units in all sectors and supported by funding from all sources.

258. In the 2010–11 biennium, the Green Jobs Programme was formally included in the programme and budget and outcome-based workplans as one of three areas targeted for knowledge and product development in emerging areas. All ILO regions have been including work items related to the Programme for the last two biennia, with a focus on outcomes for employment, skills upgrading, sustainable enterprise development and economic sectors. External partnerships have also been critical for success: these include UNEP, IOE and ITUC under the Green Jobs Initiative, other UN agencies such as UNIDO and UNITAR, and a number of bilateral agencies as well as the World Bank, OECD, UNEP and the Green Growth Institute around the Green Growth Knowledge Platform. The ILO is an active partner in the UN “delivering as one on climate change” and the Partnership for Action for a Green Economy (PAGE).

4.2.3. Products and deliverables

259. In order to effectively address the key links between decent work and the environment at national and international level, the programme strategy prioritized five clusters for support to constituents:

(i) global knowledge products;

(ii) diagnostic and decision-making tools to assess employment and income impacts for national policy and programme design;

(iii) capacity-building programmes for constituents;

(iv) practical approaches to promote green jobs in the greening of enterprises and the development of new businesses in sectors such as energy efficiency and renewable energy, construction, waste management and recycling;

(v) promoting just transitions towards a sustainable low-carbon economy for enterprises and workers affected by restructuring due to environmental factors or having to adapt to climate change.

260. Specific products have been generated to respond to demand and endeavour to reflect relevant ILO values and standards. These include:
Global flagship reports on green jobs (2008), skills for green jobs (2011) and working towards sustainable development (2012) highlighting that green jobs need to be decent work in accordance with ILO standards.

Documentation on the significant contribution made by social dialogue to shaping and implementing well-informed and broadly supported policies, from the enterprise to the international level. The Bureau for Workers’ Activities (ACTRAV) has explored this relation to a just transition and to international labour standards, with a focus on tripartite consultation, the right to organize and collective bargaining.

Customized capacity-building programmes for constituents developed and delivered in cooperation with other UN agencies, the IOE and ITUC emphasizing tripartite consultation and social dialogue (see boxes 4.1 and 4.2).

A practitioners’ guide for quantitative ex-ante assessment of employment and income impacts of environmental policies and climate change, to inform responsive policies on employment promotion, equal opportunities for women, youth and disadvantaged groups, working conditions, social protection.

Tested approaches and training products for green entrepreneurship and business development (Green Business Options, Green Value Chains, My.Coop) and greening of enterprises (productivity improvement and clean production in Green Biz Asia, SCORE and SIMAPRO), translating into practice-relevant ILO instruments on youth employment, skills, equal opportunity, sustainable enterprises, working conditions, OSH and labour–management relations.

Guidelines for labour in green construction and the built environment with a focus on working conditions, OSH and skills.

Policy briefs on gender and environmental sustainability, addressing gender equality in climate change and gender and green jobs. These briefs aim at a better integration of gender equality and women’s empowerment in adaptation to climate change and in the promotion of green jobs.

Research and policy briefs on safe and inclusive waste management and recycling, emphasizing the importance of access to adequate skills, OSH, equal opportunity and the abolition of child labour.

---

21 UNEP, ILO, IOE and ITUC: Green jobs, op. cit.


23 ILO: Working towards sustainable development, op. cit.

24 ILO: Social dialogue on environmental policy around the globe: A selection of national and regional participatory experiences (Geneva, 2012).

25 ILO: Climate change and labour: The need for a “just transition” (Geneva, 2010).


28 ILO: Built environment and labour: Formulating projects and studies concerning labour issues in greening the sectors of the built environment (Geneva, 2012).

29 ILO: Green jobs: Improving the climate for gender equality tool, brochure (Geneva, 2009).
Guidance on skills and enterprise development in renewable energy.

Integrated approach to climate change adaptation favouring employment and incomes by linking public employment programmes, social insurance, enterprise development and local economic development. This brings to bear the ILO’s value added on employment promotion, skills development, recommendations for SMEs and cooperatives, social protection (floors) and consultation.

Box 4.1
Promoting green enterprises: Building the capacity of employers’ organizations

A training manual is under development for employers’ organizations in order to build their capacity to participate in national debates about greening the economy and to set up information and support services for member enterprises wishing to green their business practices and supply chains. The four modules of the manual are designed to improve the understanding and ability of employers’ organizations to act in response to the implications of climate change and the opportunities in the green economy.

Having worked with the ILO to explore the issue as part of an RBSA-funded project, the Mauritius Employers’ Federation created a Green Enterprise Support Service (GESS) in October 2012, guided by a committee of leading entrepreneurs. The ILO Bureau for Employers’ Activities (ACT/EMP) and the Turin Centre have worked closely together on the manual and have scheduled training-of-trainers workshops for interested organizations.

Box 4.2
Sustainable development and decent work: A training manual for workers

The ILO Bureau for Workers’ Activities (ACTRAV) together with SUSTAINLABOUR and the Turin Centre has created and implemented a distance learning training programme for trade unions in Latin America. The course content and experience has subsequently been adapted for Africa, validated and finalized through a highly interactive workshop in Kenya in 2011. Interregional training courses continue to be provided in Turin, supported by an Internet-based platform. Overall, more than 100 trade union staff has benefited, 45 per cent of them women.

The training materials available have been used by trade unions in many other capacity-building events. A recent example is the workshop on green and decent jobs for South African workers in November 2012, organized jointly by COSATU and SUSTAINLABOUR supported by the European Union Commission and the European Trade Union Confederation. It covered topics such as opportunities for green job creation in South Africa, successful experiences already developed in the country, policy needs to ensure that the transition to a more sustainable development model benefits everyone, skills for green jobs, and the experience of trade unions and governments in other countries in relation to the creation of green and decent jobs.

1 ITC and ILO: Desarrollo sustentable y trabajo decente: Manual formative para trabajadores de Las Americas (Turin, 2010).

4.2.4. Support to national constituents

261. From the inception of the Green Jobs Programme there has been strong demand from constituents for support for capacity building, advisory services, and demonstration and pilot projects to assist national policy formulation and implementation. Starting with Brazil and China in 2008, member States began to include the theme in their Decent Work Country Programmes. With strong support from the ILO Regional Office for Asia
and the Pacific, policy dialogues and pilot projects were initiated in Bangladesh, India and the Philippines.

262. Since 2008, a total of 27 countries have been assisted directly with capacity building and advisory services on green jobs, including 16 through technical cooperation projects (see figure 4.1). In addition, technical support has been provided to policy dialogues in a number of industrialized countries, including Canada, the United States, the European Union and several of its Member States.

**Figure 4.1. Overview of Green Jobs Programme countries**

263. Extra-budgetary resources from a growing number of donors such as Australia, Finland, Belgium, Germany, Japan, Norway and Spain have made it possible to extend collaboration to new countries. Yet the increasing interest in green jobs and the demand for technical support outstrips current ILO capacity.

264. The approach adopted for country-level assistance aims at impacts of scale and sustainability. This implies emphasis on strengthening national constituents and partners, as well as anchoring at the policy level, as shown in figure 4.2. In practice, the services are customized to meet specific needs and circumstances. The scope, extent and duration of ILO support have varied substantially, from short-term or limited advice on issues such as inclusive waste management, to multi-year projects and contributions to national development policy.
265. Typically, advisory services start with information and awareness raising drawing on ILO global knowledge products, followed by capacity building for constituents and relevant stakeholders. Where demand and potential is confirmed, labour market impact assessments are carried out to inform policy dialogues. These often lead to pilot projects, often in economic sectors of particular relevance to the country, and may culminate in the adoption and implementation of policies for green jobs (see figure 4.1). Lessons from this application ultimately feed back into further policy reform, and where possible expand into a broader approach to green jobs through other policy initiatives.

Initial results

266. While the Programme is relatively new, it has already contributed to a series of outcomes in international policy agreements and at country level. Notable international outcomes include the broad interest in green jobs, related components in the response to the economic crisis, and key references in the international climate agreement and in the Rio +20 outcome document.

267. Highlights of selected results at country level with ILO contributions include:

- **Bangladesh**: The Government institutionalized and scaled up skills development for renewable energy with ILO support to increase the outreach of the ambitious solar home system programme implemented by Grameen Shakti (see box 2.5).

- **Brazil**: ILO participation in policy dialogues and advisory services were instrumental in including renewable energy in social housing and skills development for the new jobs created (see box 3.7), the mandatory inclusion of decent work provisions in contracts for forest concessions and the target for formalization of waste-pickers. Green jobs outcomes have also been included in the Decent Work Country Programme of Brazil and the Decent Work Agendas of the states of Bahia and Mato Grosso.
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- **China and Kenya**: Both countries are successfully testing training developed by the ILO on green business options for young entrepreneurs, and formulating policies and programmes for scaling up.

- **European Union**: ILO participation in numerous consultations with the EU Parliament, Council and Commission, as well as the preparation of two major studies for the EU by the IILS and the ILO Skills and Employability Department, contributed to the inclusion of green jobs in the EU employment package.  

- **Indonesia**: The Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy revitalized 15 tourism destinations with the help of an ILO project on green jobs for youth, providing new opportunities for local communities. Based on the experience and extensive consultation, the Ministry adopted a strategic plan for sustainable tourism and green jobs.

- **The Philippines**: The country successfully tested an integrated approach to adaptation to climate change and local economic development building on the contribution of an ILO project. The approach is being scaled up with government funding.

- **South Africa**: ILO participation in a national summit on the green economy, and follow-up assistance for the employment assessment and the Expanded Public Works Programmes, contributed to the inclusion of green jobs targets in the national development strategy and large-scale implementation.

- **Sri Lanka**: The country has initiated a programme to formalize and train waste management workers with ILO assistance (see box 2.3) and included green jobs in its employment policy.

### 4.2.5. Lessons learned and challenges

268. The examples of Bangladesh, Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, the Philippines, South Africa, the European Union and many of its Member States, among others, show that important strides can be made towards making sustainable development and decent work central planks in national development strategies. ILO support and capacity building have assisted constituents to engage meaningfully in national consultative processes, and to propose specific strategies to address employment issues, promote sustainable enterprises and advance social protection.

269. An increasing number of countries are reorienting their development strategies, aiming for sustainable growth with social inclusion. In the analysis of the employment and income impacts of greater environmental sustainability, and in dialogues, countries have identified opportunities to advance national development goals by creating new green jobs and businesses and to green and upgrade existing jobs and enterprises.

270. The engagement of ILO constituents has been instrumental in generating coherent policies and mobilizing political support at the highest level, which is often critical. A growing number of examples – social housing in Brazil, the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme in India, green business options for SMEs and youth employment in China and Kenya, investments in skills for green jobs in the United States – demonstrate that this is possible and how.

271. Demand for ILO support has grown steadily. The promotion of green jobs is part of a growing number of country priority outcomes, linked to employment policies, skills

---

upgrading, employment-intensive investment, sustainable enterprises, sector strategies, and the eradication of child and forced labour. The network approach of the Green Jobs Programme, linking technical capacities and resources from virtually all strategic outcomes and regions, has proven successful for scaling up quickly and for providing integrated services to constituents in which relevant elements of decent work are mutually supportive.

272. The Director-General’s Report to the 2012 International Labour Conference noted that:

The ILO’s Green Jobs Programme achieved policy impact and coherence by systematically linking itself with the economic and social pillars of sustainable development, going beyond the mere promotion of environmentally friendly jobs. In Brazil, China, India and Indonesia green jobs have become a vehicle for promoting decent work in local development strategies, rural employment programmes and strategies in the construction, forestry, waste management and renewable energy sectors. 31

4.3. Coherent policies for more and better jobs in a greener economy

273. A decisive turn away from the business as usual policy scenario is urgently called for. A different set of coherent policies is needed if it is a fairer, greener and more sustainable future that we want. Globally, the policy challenge is enormous. Most international policy institutions, among them the OECD, World Bank and UNEP, have made urgent calls for a change of direction. 32 This has been accentuated further by the outcome of the United National Conference on Sustainable Development 2012 (Rio +20).

274. A greener economy requires sustainable production and consumption patterns; these will trigger modifications to practices in most enterprises and workplaces as well as structural change across the economy. The shift needs to create not only the incentives for enterprises to invest but also the capability for them to adopt new modes of production. A greener economy can be mutually reinforcing with good labour market and social development outcomes, but this is not automatic. It will hinge on the right policies and on institutions capable of implementing them.

275. The evidence suggests that gains and losses in terms of jobs, inclusion and equality are not happening by default, but neither can they be programmed with one-size-fits-all policy recipes. The shaping of the right mix of policies is very much country-specific. Countries and regions with large shares of resource-intensive and high-emitting industries face different challenges from those with a lighter legacy of unsustainable production patterns. The latter may have labour markets dominated by sectors exposed to climate change such as agriculture or tourism, affecting employment and incomes on a large scale.

4.3.1. Key policy areas

276. The main policies which drive the transformation to environmental sustainability are:

---
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- macroeconomic policies, aimed at redirecting consumption and investment through price signals and incentives for enterprises, consumers and investors, including taxation, price guarantees, subsidies, finance and public investment;
- sectoral policies for key economic sectors or important groups of enterprises, in particular SMEs. This includes most environmental regulation as well as mandates (such as the share of renewable energy in power supply, average energy consumption thresholds for car fleets, or biodiversity set-asides in agriculture and forestry). Most public investment into environmental sustainability is also aimed at key sectors such as transport, land and water management; and
- social and labour policies, which ideally include a combination of social protection, employment, skills development and active labour market policies.

Macro policies

277. Macro policies are used to send price signals which reduce resource consumption and pollution, thereby providing incentives for investment and facilitating private sector-led green jobs. They alleviate binding constraints identified for enterprises, thus creating an enabling environment. Constraints often include lack of finance, inadequate infrastructure, inadequate and inappropriate skills, or prices which do not reflect scarcity and environmental damage. Since many of the investments have relatively long pay-back periods, a stable policy signal is essential.

278. Price signals are typically produced through taxation (a carbon tax or a “cap and trade” scheme whereby emissions limits are established and permits issued which can be sold). Incentives can also be created through guaranteed prices. Over 70 countries are applying “feed-in tariffs” which guarantee a price for electricity fed into the national grid from renewable sources. This temporary subsidy for cleaner power production is financed by electricity consumers. It has led to rapid deployment of renewable energy and dramatic progress in technology, increasing its competitiveness.

279. However, subsidies more often artificially reduce resource prices, stimulating resource consumption and waste. According to the World Bank, environmentally harmful subsidies amount to US$1.2 trillion per year (more than 1 per cent of world GDP), with $0.5 trillion on fossil fuels, $0.3 trillion on water and $0.4 trillion on agriculture and fisheries. 33 These subsidies constitute a strong disincentive for green investments and also tend to be socially regressive. The largest subsidies are received by the major consumers, which tend to be well-to-do households and enterprises.

280. Price signals are best transmitted through firm targets and strategies with timelines. The European Union, for example, has adopted the “20–20–20 targets” to reduce emissions, increase the share of renewables and improve energy efficiency by 2020. 34 Brazil and Indonesia have both adopted unilateral emissions reductions targets below BAU. China has introduced goals for improvements in energy efficiency and the share of renewable energy in its five-year plan. The United Kingdom has adopted a climate change law to give such targets legal status. South Africa has included targets in its national development strategy. In the Republic of Korea, green growth has become the central tenet of the national development plan. 35

33 World Bank: *Inclusive green growth*, op. cit.
35 For a country listing see http://www.oecd.org/greengrowth/countries.htm#all.
281. Other key challenges for fiscal policy and public expenditure management are sustainable financing of public investment in green infrastructure, and the inculcation of appropriate skills to meet the human resource needs of an eco-friendly economy. Without such a resource mobilization strategy, sectoral policies to promote green jobs are likely to become ineffective. This is where the current fiscal austerity programmes in the European Union and other parts of the world can curtail green growth.

282. Green jobs have in fact been successfully “mainstreamed” through counter-cyclical policies. For example, during the global recession of 2008–09, over 70 countries accounting for well over 80 per cent of global GDP enacted fiscal stimulus packages. Public investment in green infrastructure became a common element in such packages. 36

283. Investment in public infrastructure can be a combination of fiscal (public) expenditure, social protection, employment and investment. Such strategies can be an important instrument with which to create a much-needed boost in employment and employability in rural as well as urban areas. Infrastructure is likely to be a key component of green economy and climate change adaptation strategies in most countries; many of the strategies and plans developed so far place significant emphasis on investment in infrastructure.

284. Monetary policies can also play a supportive role through the provision of affordable finance, credit guarantees and stable, competitive exchange rates.

285. As a package, such macro policies can have a strong “crowding in” effect on private investment, as demonstrated by investment in renewable energy globally and in energy-efficient buildings in Germany. Globally, investment in renewable power and fuels in 2012 increased by 17 per cent to a record US$257 billion, almost half the total investment of US$539 billion in the energy sector. For renewables this is a sixfold increase on the 2004 figure and 94 per cent higher than the total in 2007, the year before the world financial crisis. In Germany, €30 billion of public investment in energy-efficient buildings triggered total investment of over €100 billion.

**Sectoral policies**

286. Policies for key economic sectors as well as for industrial and enterprise development have proven important for a transition to greener economies, either as stand-alone policies or, more effectively, as a complement to macroeconomic and regulatory policies. As emphasized in the previous chapters and analysed in detail in the recent reports by UNEP 37 and by the ILO, 38 many environmental problems are sectoral and the search for solutions and adoption of policies start there.

287. Many countries concentrate their efforts on the sectors that are most relevant in the national context. Examples include the Environmental Round Table in France, which focuses on energy-efficient buildings, transport and renewable energy; and China’s new five-year economic development plan (adopted in May 2012), which has identified seven priority industries for growth and high-technology products. Alternative forms of energy, energy conservation and environmental protection, biotechnology, high-end equipment manufacturing, and clean-energy vehicles are expected to account for 15 per cent of China’s GDP by 2020, up from 2 per cent today. South Africa’s New Growth Path


37 UNEP: Towards a green economy, op. cit.

38 ILO and IILS: Working towards sustainable development, op. cit.
concentrates green investment on energy-efficient buildings, renewables and rehabilitation of natural resources.

288. Numerous countries have used industrial policy to support the shift to a greener economy. Examples include renewable energy in Brazil (initially ethanol, now biodiesel), China (all renewables), Denmark (wind) and Spain (wind and concentrated solar). Japan is prioritizing hybrid and electrical vehicles. The Republic of Korea is focusing, inter alia, on green information technology.

Labour and social policies

289. The transition to a greener economy entails both job creation and the transformation of many jobs and occupations, as well as displacement as workers change jobs, firms or economic sectors. In this context, labour market institutions and policies are critical for setting out the framework conditions for labour markets to adjust to the transformation required. One of the key areas of a policy package for the transition, therefore, is to enhance the capacity of the labour market to adapt to structural change, regardless of the source of this change. Employment, social protection, training and skills development, labour market policies, governance and cooperation between the social partners all matter for the speed and form of adjustment.

Social protection

290. Social protection measures will be critical in the transition to a green economy. Strengthening social protection can:

- provide the opportunity for poor people, including farmers, to adopt sustainable practices and improve productivity;
- afford income security and enable skills acquisition and mobility for workers who have to relocate to new jobs;
- remunerate environmental services rendered by poor groups and communities which engage in conservation activities and environmental protection; and
- combine targeted access to employment opportunities to major investments in productive infrastructure, rehabilitation of natural resources and adaptation to climate change.

291. People who are focused on daily survival and challenged by ill health, without having access to social health protection benefits, are unlikely to give priority to conserving the quality of their environment and to engage in forest, soil and water conservation activities. A certain level of social health protection and income security is necessary to empower them to engage in such activities.

292. Some countries have explicitly incorporated environmental components into their social protection floor policies. The Brazilian *Bolsa Verde* programme (see box 2.6) includes a green grant designed to provide incentives to poor families living in natural reserve areas to engage in environmental conservation. Colombia and Mexico have implemented similar programmes. The Indian Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (see box 2.2) links a right to public wage employment with green infrastructure building and rural natural resource management to enhance the livelihood security of marginalized households in rural areas. Ethiopia’s Productive Safety Net Programme (PSNP) (see box 3.6) provides seasonal work in public employment programmes in exchange for cash or food in order to alleviate household vulnerability to food insecurity during the lean season.
293. These examples show that national social security systems, including social protection floors as laid out in ILO Recommendation No. 202, can be major contributions to enhancing people’s resilience, strengthening their adaptive capacities and enabling them to seize new economic opportunities. The joint statement submitted by the AfDB, OECD, UN agencies (including the ILO), and the World Bank to the G20 Development Working Group argues: “Social protection instruments are a way to make green growth more inclusive and socially acceptable …” 39 Social protection floors need to be defined in each specific country context, typically building on existing (though often inadequate) social protection schemes.

**Vocational training and skills development**

294. Training and skills development policies will require considerable attention. Skills are fundamental to adjusting worker competencies to evolving demand for jobseekers, changing competencies in occupations and workers affected by relocation. The ILO global study on skills for green jobs 40 has shown that shortages of qualified workers are already hampering the shift to a greener economy in most countries and sectors, because demand has been underestimated or skills systems are not linked to the macro and sectoral policies for greening. This is critical, because without skilled workers and competent enterprises the shift to a greener economy will be neither technically feasible nor economically viable.

295. The extent of the transition in skills and occupations depends on several factors, including country-specific industrial structure and stage of development. Nevertheless, some important general lessons have emerged: 41

- **Place emphasis on skills and education policies to facilitate job transition and improve employability:** A greener economy will see the emergence of some new occupations, but it will mostly require new competencies in existing jobs and shifts in demand for occupations. This means that greater emphasis needs to be placed on skills upgrading through workplace training, as well as on preparing new generations of workers. There is ample evidence from around the world that it is both possible and necessary to anticipate future skills needs and make adjustments in education and training systems. Australia, Europe and the United States are leading in mapping new skills requirements, including those for safe and healthy work practices.

- **Link training systems more directly to evolving demand:** In order to respond quickly and appropriately to the emerging demand in green growth sectors, training initiatives should target the environmental goods and services sector (EGSS), where an expansion will create new demands for a variety of skill profiles. Tripartite skills councils, as in France and the Republic of Korea, are a good way of making training systems more responsive. Other examples include the Green Skills Agreement in Australia, the UK Alliance of Sector Skills Councils (SSCs), the mobilization plan for green jobs in France and the Fund for Energy Savings bringing together utilities, trade unions and enterprises in Mexico.

- **Ensure equal access:** Experience shows that those who have the required skills are also the ones who find jobs. Skills can therefore be an important stepping stone for

---


40 ILO: *Skills for green jobs: A global view*, op. cit.
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giving young women and men and other disadvantaged groups access to the job and income-generation opportunities created in a green economy.

- Encourage acquisition of generic and STEM skills: Generic skills are increasingly important, particularly in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM skills) which will be needed for new research and development to achieve breakthroughs for greening economies. They will also enhance labour force mobility generally.

- Promote “portable skills”: Through qualifications based on competency profiles for green jobs which are recognized sector-wide. A good example is the tripartite creation of certification of green plumbers in Australia.\(^2\)

- Address the significant reskilling needs for greening as well as relocation: This is particularly important for workers in resource-intensive sectors such as mining, power generation, manufacturing and agriculture.

- Integrate skills into policies for climate change adaptation: The skills required for successful adaptation to climate change will depend on the sectors concerned and the adaptation strategies chosen. Skills development has so far rarely been recognized as an adaptive response in national adaptation plans of action. If they were, they could for example be delivered as part of public employment programmes providing retraining and skills upgrading for workers to become employable in transformed, more environmentally friendly jobs.

Sustainable enterprise development

296. The social, economic and environmental dimensions of sustainable development come together inseparably in enterprises and workplaces. Enterprises not only employ the majority of the global workforce and are a main driver of employment creation and wealth generation; they are also vital for environmental sustainability. Enterprises will have to be able to produce a wider range of green goods and services and to adopt clean production methods.

297. Successful policies to facilitate this shift include:

- an enabling environment for sustainable enterprises generally, but specifically regulatory and fiscal measures which promote demand for green products and services and drive green investments;

- special consideration to help SMEs comply with environmental regulation and to seize green business opportunities; and a sectoral approach to regulation, communication and enforcement, with tailored regulatory instruments and partnering between regulatory and enforcement bodies with trade associations;

- uptake of green business opportunities, achieved by business development services including green entrepreneurship training, access to information, technology, credit and markets, among others, through green public procurement accessible to SMEs;

- greening of all existing enterprises, with a strong role for skills upgrading and management–worker cooperation at sectoral and enterprise levels. This can build in many instances on institutions and practices already existing for occupational safety and health;

---

\(^2\) ILO: *Skills for green jobs: A global view*, op. cit.
value chain development by enterprises themselves or in partnership with government institutions, which can be effective in identifying opportunities for reducing environmental impact and expanding green business opportunities;

- businesses becoming resilient to climate change to avoid the disruption of economic activity and the loss of jobs and income. National policies and plans for adaptation should work closely with business associations to climate-proof infrastructure and promote disaster-preparedness information, skills development and insurance, in particular for SMEs; and

- a pivotal role for cooperatives in enhancing climate resilience but also in seizing green business opportunities and developing value chains.

**Occupational safety and health**

298. As the green economy develops it is essential that the safety and health of workers are integrated into policies for the transition to green jobs. The current focus on a low-carbon economy should integrate environmental aspects with OSH and public health, while at the same time taking into consideration the well-being of surrounding communities.

299. Integrating the OSH dimension implies evaluating the hazards and risks to workers in all green jobs, processes and products through the implementation of risk assessment and management measures. A true green job must integrate safety and health into design, procurement, operations, maintenance sourcing, use, reuse and recycling policies and decision-making as part of national OSH policies.

300. Government policy, labour inspection, social dialogue and collective bargaining on OSH issues, as well as corporate governance, can play key roles in prevention, reporting and enforcement to ensure that green jobs are safe and traditional jobs become safer. ILO standards on safety and health promote universal principles which are pertinent to any type of economic system or workplace, but some are also directly relevant to the protection of the environment. This is particularly true for the Chemicals Convention, 1990 (No. 170), and the Prevention of Major Industrial Accidents Convention, 1993 (No. 174).

**Labour market policies**

301. The existing suite of active and passive labour market policies can play a significant role in helping realize the opportunities for more and better jobs as well as social inclusion. Active labour market policies (ALMP) encompass a broad set of policies with different aims: supporting labour demand by maintaining jobs or directly creating new jobs, and maintaining links to the labour market, in particular through job-search assistance and access to training.

302. In many instances of adjustment this may simply require augmenting the existing suite of active labour market programmes such as job-search assistance, job counselling, training and improved labour market information. This will reinforce the adaptive capacity of the labour market, and not just in the context of a green economy. In developing countries, however, as discussed above, programmes of this nature are still limited, and efforts to develop strong labour market institutions are thus needed.

303. Some labour market policies, such as job-search assistance, do not need deep reform but can also play a role if they are tooled to assist the transition. Job-search assistance is a relatively effective and low-cost tool to reduce unemployment and the risk of skills degradation. Awareness of the opportunities in a greener economy and skills requirements for green jobs among workers and employers, as well as employment
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services, can be raised through institutions such as France’s National Observatory for Green Employment and Occupations, but typically also requires capacity building in employment services.

304. In developing countries, public employment programmes and employment guarantees play an important role in sustaining labour demand. These programmes can be “greened” by entering directly into environmental services or by producing greener infrastructure. Another role for such programmes is to transfer the skills needed for workers to be employable in transformed, more environmentally friendly jobs.

305. In some instances, bolstering the existing range of programmes may be insufficient and a degree of tailoring will be required – particularly relevant given the fact that challenges are often sector-specific. Examples include the Belgian public employment service, which has developed a “sustainable building” competency centre in East Flanders. In addition to practical skills training such as learning how to install eco-efficient heating, the centre matches workers and engineers with green building skills to demand in the construction sector. Similarly, in Morocco the public employment service ANAPEC is managing the recruitment process for major green construction works. 43

4.3.2. Policy coherence: Objectives and examples

306. Four policy objectives are key to achieving win–win outcomes:

(1) shifting the burden away from labour to resource use and pollution;
(2) encouraging investment in a greener economy;
(3) providing targeted support to enterprises, notably SMEs; and
(4) ensuring just transitions for workers negatively affected by restructuring, for communities exposed to climate change and for population groups disadvantaged by green policies.

307. The most successful examples are characterized by the purposeful matching of economic, environmental and social policies.

308. Among macroeconomic policies, eco-taxes have emerged as an instrument of choice because they integrate both dimensions in a single tool. Eco-taxes can generate a double dividend of improved environmental sustainability and net gains in employment (compared to BAU) when revenue generated to increase the price of resource consumption is used to stimulate employment by investing in human resources and reducing the price of labour. 44 Eco-taxes are a powerful policy lever, but will work best if complemented by other policies such as skills and enterprise development.

309. Harmonized approaches across different policy fields in key economic sectors include:

- Agriculture: resource conservation and low-carbon agriculture, enabling small-scale producers to adopt more productive and sustainable production methods through technical and entrepreneurial skills, supportive social protection, targeted investment in infrastructure, organization and finance (see examples from Ethiopia (box 3.6), India (box 2.2), and the Philippines (Chapter 3, page 20);

---


44 For a detailed discussion of empirical and modelling evidence, see ILO and IILS: Working towards sustainable development, op. cit., Ch. 10.
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- **Forestry**: arresting deforestation, rehabilitating degraded forests and extending sustainable forest management through support for sustainable forest enterprises with high skill levels and good working conditions, value-chain development and payment for environmental services to local communities which can be linked to social protection floors (see examples from Brazil and South Africa, Chapter 2, page 18);

- **Fisheries**: reducing overfishing and allowing depleted stocks to recover and promote sustainable levels of catch by providing income replacement during unemployment; access to employable skills outside fishing and promotion of alternative income opportunities (see examples from Brazil (box 3.2) and Norway (box 3.4));

- **Energy**: improved energy efficiency through regulation, price signals and access to finance, supported by skills upgrading and labour management cooperation; deployment of renewable energy with access for those currently without modern energy through targeted SME development, cooperatives and social housing (see examples from Brazil (box 3.7) and Bangladesh (box 3.8));

- **Resource-intensive industries**: stimulating greening of these industries to substantially reduce pollution, energy and resource consumption through regulation and incentives, coupled with information, access to finance and management–worker cooperation at sector and enterprise levels (see examples from Japan, Republic of Korea (Chapter 3, page 7) and 3M (box 3.1));

- **Waste management and recycling**: reducing hazards from waste and expanding recovery of valuable material by increasing recycling and upgrading informal waste management through organization of informal recycling workers, service contracts, technical and business skills development (see examples from Brazil and Sri Lanka (box 2.3));

- **Buildings**: tapping the largest potential for energy efficiency gains by adopting high building standards for new construction, and stimulating renovation of existing building infrastructure by regulation, information, public investment and access to affordable finance for clients and skills upgrading, certification of competences and improvement in working conditions in the building sector (for examples, see boxes 8.4 on Germany and 8.5 on Australia); 45

- **Transport**: shifting to energy-efficient vehicles and modes of transport, in particular public transport through fiscal policies, regulation and incentives for consumers in combination with technology development, skills upgrading and public investment in infrastructure (see examples from China, Japan and Republic of Korea in Chapter 2).

310. Examples of countries which have successfully adopted an integrated sector focus include:

- **China**, which has supported environmental and labour market goals with a successful green stimulus package during the economic crisis, creating 5.3 million jobs in the green economy between 2009 and 2012. Targets for energy efficiency and renewables in national development plans are matched by targets for green job creation. The latter are supported through development of vocational and entrepreneurship skills as well as assistance to green business start-ups;

---

45 ibid., Ch. 8.
Austria’s Klima-aktiv (active for the climate) policy launched in 2004, which has been very successful in giving SMEs access to opportunities in a greener economy, particularly in green construction and renewable energy. Environment policies are coordinated with those for the labour market, in particular workforce training, quality standards for new products and services, information and communication campaigns, and advice and support to businesses and networking.

311. To complement national and sector-focused policies, local economic development strategies can be pursued in realizing a growth path with low environmental impact and high employment and income benefits. Measures can be adopted and integrated to respond to local needs, constraints and opportunities in the green economy through inclusive and participatory planning and implementation. Local employment and value added can be multiplied when adopting appropriate technology and relying on local resources to improve the natural resource base and to climate-proof private and public infrastructure, especially when using local SME contractors.

4.3.3. Achieving policy coherence: Assessments, institutions and social dialogue

312. Coordinated implementation across policy areas is particularly important. Unlike recent major structural transformations brought about by globalization or by the ICT revolution, the transformation to a more sustainable economy is likely to be largely policy-led, with policy exacerbating rather than buffering market signals.

Assessing social impacts for more effective strategies

313. One of the key ingredients for successful policy-making has been ex-ante assessments of the expected impact of specific greening policy measures. This enables decision-makers to clarify the link between environmental issues and policies on the one hand, and effects on social groups and social objectives on the other – including employment creation and the generation and distribution of income. Ideally, such analysis would be used to prioritize policy options. These changes can be anticipated better than for adjustments arising from other causes, so that the transition can be managed more smoothly and possibly more fairly.

314. As we have seen in this report and other earlier reviews, however, the environmental challenges, as well as the options for addressing them, differ widely between countries and between economic sectors. Assessments can do justice to this diversity by taking account of specific national, sectoral or local conditions.

315. A range of methods is available and has been applied to understand the interlinkages between the environmental, economic and social dimensions of the transformation to sustainable production and consumption patterns. No single method can provide all the answers; each has its strengths and weaknesses in terms of data needs, level of detail captured, ability to take account of interlinkages within the economy, and time horizon. There are often trade-offs between these parameters, e.g. a method for economy-wide analysis over a longer time horizon typically has high data requirements and limited resolution.

316. These constraints and trade-offs notwithstanding, several assessment methods have been helpful for informing policy (see examples in table 2.1). Useful methods include sector studies, input/output (I/O) analysis, static or dynamic social accounting matrices

---

46 UNEP: Towards a green economy, op. cit.; UNEP: Green jobs, op. cit.; ILO and IILS: Working towards sustainable development, op. cit.
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(SAM/DySAM), and computable general equilibrium models (CGE) as well as a variety of complex dynamic models which use systems analysis and sometimes combine physical and economic variables.

317. Some countries have conducted assessments of environment-related employment for many years and monitor it periodically. In Germany, assessments started in 1994 and analyses of employment effects of environmental policies have been conducted for over a decade. 47 In recent years, a growing number of countries have begun to collect such data.

Institutions for policy coherence

318. Social dialogue aims to promote consensus building among the major stakeholders. Effective dialogue can help resolve crucial socio-economic issues and improve economic performance. Given that the transition towards a greener economy will entail profound changes in production processes and technologies as well as reallocations of jobs, close cooperation between government and the social partners will be central to the success of this transformation. The need for participation in governance was already recognized in Agenda 21 and has been emphasized even more in the Rio +20 outcome document.

319. Numerous examples in this report 48 as well as in a dedicated ILO study 49 show how social dialogue plays a critical role, from international, national and sectoral to the local and enterprise levels, to:

- inform policy;
- promote policy coherence;
- launch initiatives for greening the economy and enterprises;
- form partnerships for the implementation of policies;
- promote job quality and decent work in green sectors and occupation; and
- sensitise, advise and assist the members of employers organisations and trade unions.

320. Social dialogue informs policy-making by contributing essential information to assessments. The perspectives of the social partners ensure that social outcomes are taken into account and that social and labour market policies can complement environmental and economic measures. Existing forums such as the Councils for Social and Economic Development in many countries, or the new ones such as the Grenelle de l’Environnement in France or the tripartite round tables for the implementation of the Kyoto Protocol in Spain, have been instrumental in agreements on large integrated policy packages. An outstanding example of an initiative driven by the social partners is the German programme for energy efficiency in buildings (see Chapter 2, page 12). Examples for sectoral and enterprise level initiatives from Japan, Republic of Korea, the United States and others were reviewed in Chapters 2 and 3. In South Africa the “green economy accord” has been concluded to formalize the partnership between relevant line ministries and the social partners for the implementation of this component of the national development plan.

49 ILO: Social dialogue for a green economy (Geneva, forthcoming).
321. Employers’ organizations and trade unions have sensitized and provided advice to their membership in many countries. In Latin America, for example, over 2,500 trade union members have completed a distance learning course on sustainable development. They have also innovated in collective bargaining. Collective agreements in Belgium include an incentive to buy sustainably produced products.

4.4. Towards a policy framework for sustainable development, decent and green jobs

322. The review of experiences throughout this report, and in particular the rapidly growing number of national and international initiatives discussed, show that the search for a fairer, more inclusive and environmentally sustainable development model has clearly gained momentum in many countries. It is spurred by the realization that environmental sustainability is not optional, but a necessity, including for labour markets, sustainable enterprises and poverty reduction.

323. Achieving environmental sustainability requires profound and far-reaching changes in production and consumption patterns. It is already having major impacts in workplaces and enterprises, in labour markets and communities. The environment is clearly a social and labour issue. Decent work can only play its role as a driving force for sustainable development if this linkage to the environment is acknowledged and factored into policies and practices.

324. The Rio +20 Conference underlined the importance of overcoming thinking, policy-making and actions based on a concept of sustainable development with three separate pillars. The challenge for the future is to recognize and act on the linkages between the economic, social and environmental dimensions. This report has shown that environmental sustainability cannot be achieved without the active engagement of the actors in the world of work. By contrast, where the links are recognized, the social and environmental dimensions can become mutually supportive, and even challenges such as the need to adapt to climate change can be turned into opportunities.

325. Macroeconomic and environmental policies, coupled with investments into a skilled workforce and opportunities in enterprises, can create a powerful dynamic for sustainable development. Social housing policies stimulating local SMEs in a greening construction sector, or promoting renewable energy with skills training and entrepreneurship promotion for women and youth, promote social inclusion and create jobs while avoiding an unsustainable environmental footprint. Linking labour inspection and the prevention of major industrial accidents to environmental regulations in forestry and mining and to the development of local and global value chains enhances the development contribution of extractive sectors while containing their environmental impact.

326. The overarching challenge for ILO constituents is to leverage the process of structural change towards sustainable production and consumption patterns for the large-scale creation of quality employment opportunities, the extension of adequate social protection, the advancement of social inclusion and the realization of fundamental principles and rights – for current and future generations alike.

327. On the one hand, this requires environmental and economic policies which are mindful of their impacts on the world of work; on the other hand, social, employment, skills and labour market policies need to incorporate environmental sustainability as one of their goals to contribute to, rather than undermine, the prospects for sustainable enterprises and decent work. Creating institutions and governance mechanisms for
environmentally sustainable development at all levels, including ministries of labour and social development, employers’ organizations and trade unions, will be essential to achieve the necessary integration and coherence.

328. Table 4.2 suggests a preliminary framework for identifying the contributions that decent work and the world of work need to make to environmental sustainability from economic, social and environmental perspectives. It begins to identify relevant policy measures and guidance already contained in international labour standards (ILS) and major ILO policy statements. While it is clear that much relevant guidance exists, it has never been articulated in ways that national and international policy-makers, the private sector or indeed the ILO constituents themselves can act on.

### Table 4.2. The contribution of the world of work to environmentally sustainable development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contribution</th>
<th>Economic</th>
<th>Social</th>
<th>Environmental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Create opportunities for productive employment in environmentally sustainable sectors and enterprises</td>
<td>Provide access to quality jobs and income opportunities for unemployed, underemployed and working poor</td>
<td>Adopt green products and practices in enterprises and at workplaces (bring about environmental sustainability of key sectors and economies as a whole)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce the economic cost of transition due to the labour market</td>
<td>Promote a just transition with a fair sharing of cost and opportunity</td>
<td>Enhance resilience of enterprises and workplaces to climate change</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant measures and policies (ILS providing guidance on substance)</td>
<td>Employment creation (Convention No. 122) Labour force development (Convention No. 142) Enterprise development (Recommendations Nos 189 and 193, MNE Declaration)</td>
<td>Quality job opportunities (ILS on working conditions, social protection, representation) Equitable access (ILS on non-discrimination, skills, social security) Just transition for those who lose jobs or livelihoods (ILS on dismissal, social protection, reinsertion, migration)</td>
<td>Adopt green products, services, processes and practices (resource and energy efficient; minimum pollution) Social protection, skills development, economic diversification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILS providing guidance on governance</td>
<td>Consultation and participation (Conventions Nos 144 and 169)</td>
<td>Participation in enterprises (Conventions Nos 87 and 98) and communities (Nos 144 and 169)</td>
<td>Participation in enterprises (Conventions Nos 87 and 98) Workplace cooperation (Convention No. 136)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

329. The Rio +20 outcome document, the Cancun Agreements on climate change and a growing number of national policy statements call for decent work and a just transition to low-carbon economies to be a central goal as well as driver for sustainable development. The deliberations at the International Labour Conference in 2013 provide a unique opportunity to formulate guidance on how to translate this political will into practice.
Chapter 5

General discussion – Sustainable development, decent work and green jobs

Suggested points for discussion

330. How will the main current environmental problems (such as climate change, water scarcity, biodiversity loss and deforestation) affect the world of work?

331. What are the main opportunities to advance decent work for all as part of the overall shift towards environmental sustainability? How can the potential for growth of jobs and sustainable enterprises from this shift be realized and how can it be ensured that green jobs are also decent jobs?

332. The impacts of environmental problems, but also the actions taken for protecting the environment, will present diverse challenges for employment, working conditions, social equity and labour rights. These include the impact of new regulations on resource-intensive sectors or polluting ones, the impact on supply chains arising from an increase in the costs of energy and natural resources, or the distributional impacts of carbon pricing or other environmental measures. What challenges could be experienced by the world of work following the implementation of policies aimed at protecting the environment?

333. What can be learned from previous transitions (such as those associated with the introduction of labour-saving technology and mechanization, information and communications technology or trade adjustments) and their impact on the world of work and what is new with the transition to sustainable development?

334. What policies and institutions are required in order to manage the challenges for enterprises and workers, from a transition to an environmentally sustainable economy and minimize negative effects, while promoting green and decent jobs and the greening of all enterprises? What policies and instruments can be applied to facilitate a just transition for the world of work?

335. What should be the ILO’s priorities – using all its means of action – in order to assist constituents to capitalize on the opportunities and in fostering a just transition towards a world of work that respects and contributes to environmental sustainability? What should be the role of member States, and employers’ and workers’ organizations?